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A summary of actual and planned operating costs in the nuclear revenue requirement over

the 2013-2021 period is presented in Ex. F2-1-1 Table 1.

OPG continues to benchmark annual performance of Darlington and Pickering (Safety,

Reliability, Value for Money and Human Performance) based on ScottMadden

methodologies established in 2009, consistent with its obligations under the Memorandum of

Agreemerrt with the Shareholder (Ex. A1-4-1 Attachnrent 2). ln 2015, ScottMadden validated

the ongoing appropriateness of OPG's application of the benchmarking methodology (see

Attachment 3 to this exhibit). Of the three key indicators of TGC/MWh, WANO Nuclear

Performance lndex ("NPl") and Unit Capability Factor ("UCF"), Darlington has achieved a

combination of first quartile (TGC/MWh) and second quartile (WANO NPI; UCF)

performance. Pickering continues fourth quartile performance for all three metrics. As

discussed below, Pickering's performance on these three key indicators is reflective of its

small unit size, first generation CANDU technology, and low capability factor for extensive

planned outage programs tied to extending the life of Pickering to the benefit of ratepayers.

OPG recognizes that there are limitations in relying on benchmarking alone to measure

and explain performance and highlight areas for improvement. These limitations were

specifically addressed in ScottMadden's transmittal letter, attached to the Phase 1

Benchmarking Report (EB-2010-0008, Ex. F5-1-1), which noted the impact of factors

influencing OPG's performance gap against best quartile, stating that:

ln our opinion, the comparisons provided in this report present a fair and
balanced view of OPG operating and financial performance compared to other
operators in the nuclear generation industry. However, it would be inappropriate
to generalize regarding OPG's absolute performance based solely upon
comparisons to industry averages. Differences in design technology, the number
of reactors on site, the geographic size of the site, reactor age, operational
condition and other factors all influence OPG's operational and financial
performance. Benchmark data can be useful for highlighting performance gaps
relative to other nuclear generation operators but prescriptive conclusions
regarding OPG's ability to narrow such performance gaps will require further
analysis.

Comparison of OPG's CANDU units to industry benchmarks is further complicated by

differences that exist between Darlington and Pickering. While OPG's ten nuclear units are
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

Her Majesty the Queen in right of Ontario, as represented by the
Minister of Energy (the "Shareholder" or "Minister")

And

Ontario Power Generation, lnc. ("OPG")

L
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5.8 The OPG Board Chaír shall report to the Minister annually on the effectiveness of this MOA. Such

report shall be provided to the Minister ín writing within 90 days after the end of each fiscal period

5.9 OPG shall provide to the Minister quarterly status updates on its response to the recommendations
set out in the Auditor General's 2013 Report,

5 PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

6.1 Operational Expectations

6.1,1 OPG shall operate its generating assets safely, efficiently and cost-effectivel¡ and in
accordance with all applicable safety and environmental regulations and standards.

6,1,2 OPG shall pursue cost-effective and efficient operational improvements that maintain the
reliability of operations, the safety and security of OPG assets, employees and the public,

6,1.3 OPG shall undertake periodic benchmarking appropriate for its operations and type of
assets, including as part of its submissions to the OEB.

6.7.4 OPG shall operate its Ontario based portfolio of generation assets in a manner that
contributes to Ontario's and Canada's environmental objectives.

5,1,5 OPG shall ensure that a system is in place for the creation, collection, maintenance, and
disposal of records in accordance with corporate policy, guidelines and best practices.

6,1,6 OPG shall make information targeted to the general public available in French where it
r'ììeets a ueed to do so.

Recognizing that OPG's cjireci interaction with the pubiic is otten t¡mttect to regtonar or
host community communications or broader public safety, OPG shall make information
available in French only if reasonable in the circumstances.

For greater clarity, OPG shall provide the fof lowing services and products in French:

advertising, news releases and educational materials where it meets a need to do so.

As well, public safety communications, annual financial reports and educational

materials will be provided in French and French speaking spokespeople wíll be made

avaìlable as required for public and media interaction. French language products will be

lìsted under a specific heading on the OPG web site.

C. This list shall be reviewed by OPG annually

6.L.7 OPG shall support the province of Ontario in implementing its policy of putting

conservation first by pursuing energy efficiency improvements in its operations where

a

b

7
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Memorand um of Agreement

BETWEEN
Her Majesty the Crown ln Right of Ontario (the
"Shareholder")

And
Ontario Power Generation ("OPG")

Purpose

This document serves as the basis of agreement between Ontario Power
Generation lnc. ("OPG") and its sole Shareholder, Her Majesty the Queen in

Right of the Province of Ontario as represented by the Minister of Energy (the
"shareholder") on mandate, governance, performance, and communications
This agreement is intended to promote a positive and co-operative working
relationship between OPG and the Shareholder"

OPG will operate as a commercial enterprise with an independent Board of
Directors, which will at all times exercise its fiduciary responsibility and a duty
of care to act in the best interests of OPG.

A. Mandate

1. OPG's core mandate is electricity generation. ltwill operate its existing
nuclear, hydroelectric, and fossil generating assets as efficiently and cost-
effectively as possible, within the legislative and regulatory framework of the
Province of Ontario and the Government of Canada, in particular, the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission. OPG will operate these assets in a
manner that mitigates the Province's financial and operational risk.

2. OPG's key nuclear objective will be the reduction of the risk exposure to the
Province arising from its investment in nuclear generating stations in
general and, in particular, the refurbishment of older units. OPG will
continue to operate with a high degree of vigilance with respect to nuclear
safety.

3. OPG will seek continuous improvement in its nuclear generation business
and internal services. OPG will benchmark its performance in these areas
against CANDU nuclear plants worldwide as well as against the top quartile
of private and publicly- owned nuclear electricity generators in North
America. OPG's top operational priority will be to improve the operation of
its existing nuclear fleet.

4. With respect to investment in new generation capacity, OPG's priority will
be hydro- electric generation capacity. OPG will seek to expand, develop
and/or improve its hydro- electric generation capacity. This will include
expansion and redevelopment on its existing sites as well as the pursuit of
new projects where feasible. These investments will be taken by OPG
through partnerships or on its own, as appropriate.

5
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5. OPG will not pursue investment in non-hydro-electric renewable generation
projects unless specif¡cally directed to do so by the Shareholder.

6. OPG will cont¡nue to operate its fossil fleet, including coal plants, according
to normal commercial principles taking into account the Government's coal
replacement policy and recognizing the role that fossil plants play in the
Ontario electricity market, until government regulation and/or unanimous
shareholder declarations require the closure of coal stations.

7. OPG will operate in Ontario in accordance with the highest corporate
standards, including but not limited to the areas of corporate governance,
social responsibility and corporate citizenship.

8. OPG will operate in Ontario in accordance with the highest corporate
standards for environmental stewardship taking into account the
Government's coal replacement policy.

B Governance Framework

lhe governance relatronship between OPG and the Shareholder ls anchored
on the following:

1. OPG will maintain a high level of accountability and transparency

. OPG is an Ontario Busrness Corporations Acf ("OBCA') company and is
subject to all of the governance requirements associated with the OBCA.

. OPG is also subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Drítta¡tt Â¡l ih.a Dt tll.lì¡ Qa¡fnr Qalarr¡ l-ìr'o¡lno¡ tea Ãal an¿.,1 flra Âr,¡tilae1 "yqvl rrvr, !r tv t vvtrv vvvavr gqrqt , utgwlvÐqr 9 nwa 9l tv tt tv nuvtavl

GeneralAct.
. OPG's regulated assets will be subject to public review and assessment

by the Ontario Energy Board.
. OPG will annually appear before a committee of the Legislature which

will review OPG's financial and operational performance.

2. The Shareholder may at times direct OPG to undertake special initiatives
Such directives will be communicated as written declarations by way of a
Unanimous Shareholder Agreement or Declarat¡on in accordance with
Section 108 of the OBCA, and be made public within a reasonable
timeframe.

C. Generation Performance and lnvestment Plans

1. OPG will annually establish 3 -5 year performance targets based on
operating and financial results as well as major project execution. Key
measures are to be agreed upon with the Shareholder and the Minister of
Finance. These performance targets will be benchmarked against the

6
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performance of the top quartile of electricity generating companies in North
America.

2. Benchmarking will need to take account of key spec¡fic operational and
technology factors including the operation of CANDU reactors worldwide,
the role that OPG's coal plants play in the Ontario electricity market with
respect to load following, and the Government of Ontario's coal
replacement policy.

3. OPG will annually prepare a 3 - 5 year investment plan for new projects.

4. Once approved by OPG's Board of Directors, OPG's annual performance
targets and investment plan will be submitted to the Shareholder and the
Minister of Finance for concurrence.

D. Financial Framework

1. As an OBCA corporation with a commercial mandate, OPG will operate on

a financially sustainable basis and maintain the value of its assets for its
shareholder, the Province of Ontario.

2. As a transition to a sustainable financial model, any significant new
generation project approved by the OPG Board of Directors and agreed to
by the Shareholder may receive financial support from the Province of
Ontario, if and as appropriate.

E. Communication and Reportinq

1. OPG and the Shareholder will ensure timely reports and information on

major developments and issues that may materially impact the business of
OPG or the interests of the Shareholder. Such reporting from OPG should
be on an immediate or, at minimum, an expedited basis where an urgent
material human safety or system reliability matter arises.

2. OPG will ensure the Minister of Finance receives timely reports and
information on multi-year and annual plans and major developments that
may have a material impact on the financial performance of OPG or the
Shareholder.

3. The OPG Board of Directors and the Minister of Energy will meet on a
quarterly basis to enhance mutual understanding of interrelated strategic
matters.

4. OPG's Chair, President and Chief Executive Officer and the Minister of
Energy will meet on a regular basis, approximately nine times per year.

7
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5. OPG's Chair, President and Chief Executive Officer and the Minister of
Finance will meet on an as needed basis.

6. OPG's senior management and senior officials of the Ministry of Energy
and the Ministry of Finance will meet on a regular and as needed basis to
discuss ongoing issues and clarify expectations or to address emergent
issues.

7. OPG will provide officials in the Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of
Finance with multi-year and annual business planning information, quarterly
and monthly financial reports and briefings on OPG's operational and
financial performance against plan.

8. ln all other respects, OPG will communicate with government ministries and
agencies in a manner typical for an Ontario corporation of its size and
scope.

F. Review of this Asreement

This agreement will be reviewed and updated as required

Dated. the 17th day of August, 2005

On Behalf of OPG: On Behalf of the Shareholder:

Original signed by Original signed by

Jake Epp
Chairman
Board of Directors

Her Majesty the Queen in Right of
the Province of Ontario as
represented by the Minister of Energy,
Dwight Duncan
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MR. MfLLAR: Okay. And that's -- but inherent in

benchmarking is it's not so much the absolutes that matter,

j-t's your relative performance to your peers. And that is

what your shareholder asked you to do?

MS. SV{AMI: They did ask us to benchmark. And as you

know, we have talked a fot about the setting of the

targets. lrle look to set our targets to make those

improvements.

But as I have said, the other utilities are also doing

a simil-ar process and they are also driving their

performance.

So yes, while we are benchmarking, the benchmark is

constantly changing as well.

MR. MILLAR: And the shareholder in the memorandum of

agreement didntt draw any distinction between Pickering and

Darlington,' is that fair?

MS. SVüAMI: That's correct.

MR. MILLAR: It ¡ust said OPG's nuclear operations?

MS. SVüAMI: As f ar as benchmarking' yes .

MR. MILLAR: So I asked you a question and I am not

sure I got an answer.' My question is: Are you satísfied

with your level of performance so far?

MS. SVúAMI: Vüe are never satisfied with our level of

performance. lrle are always striving to make improvements.

And woul-d I Ìike to see us move up the relative

ranking? Of course. OPG is always interested in trying to

make our performance better, and that's why we have

targeted improvement programs, which we have talked about

ASAP Rprting
(613) W2727

I
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in the evidence and I won't go through them here.

But clearly we would Ij-ke to see better performance

from our plants.

MR. MfLLAR: Is it fair to say -- and I guess f am not

quite sure where 10 out of 14 is, but for the three key

metrics, at least up to 2011 and for at least two out of

three up to 201,2, you would be j-n the bottom quarti-le

overall?

MS. CARMICHAEL: No -- well-, if you look at our

benchmarking report for Darlington, \^re are in top quartile

-LljL- --

MR. MILLAR: I am talking overall.

MS. CARMICHAEL: From a major operator perspective

comparison, f woul-d say that on a quartile basis it does

appear to be that.

I would also like to just give you a little bit of

ilrfornLal-iolr. f krrc.¡w that relative to the rankinqs, we

appear to not be improving, but if you look at the absolute

numbers of our for our company, for OPG nuclear we have

shown improvement in those three areas. So in -- for our

unj-t capability factor from 2008, we were at 17.4 percent

and in 2012 we were at 82.9 percent.

This just is substantiati-ng Ms. Swami's statement that
r¡re are improving but the industry also is improving, so

it's a rel-ative issue.

In terms of total- generating cost, in 2008 on an

operator level, hre were at $60.34, and we have improved in

20L2 to ç46.92.

ASAP Rryrling Ssvr'ælnc
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The Board does not believe it is sufflcient for OPG to simply discount the benchmarking

studies on the basis of data quality. The studies are all based on standard measures

used by the nuclear industry throughout the United States and Canada. While caution

should be exercised when reviewing such data, the Board is satisfied that the studies

provide meaningful insights into OPG's operations. Moreover, even if there are frailties

in the data, the differentials remain striking, particularly with respect to Pickering A. The

reason why the MOA emphasized benchmarking was because such studies can and do

shine a light on inefficiencies and lack of productivity improvement.

While OPG criticizes the data, the Board notes that few steps have been taken to

improve the quality of studies. The Board also notes that benchmarking studies were

not filed as a matter of course but rather were reluctantly produced during the course of

cross-examination.

Moreover, the Board was surprised that OPG has not followed up with the suggested

Phases 2, 3 and 4 of the benchmarking analysis suggested by Navigant. While the

benchmarking is critical to the Board (and it would seem to the shareholder), it appears

that OPG has.done little since the completion of the Navigant Study. The Navigant

Study was delivered two years ago on September 15, 2006. There appear to be no

benchmarking studies undenruay. And OPG has not decided what benchmarking

evidence, if any, it will present at the next rates case.

Navigant completed Phase I of its study in 2006. Phase 2 as described at page 9 of the

Navigant Report was to set OPG's strategy and performance targets. Specifically,

Phase 2 was to address the question "what level of cost and operational performance

improvement is justified". Phase 3 was to develop and execute an implementation plan

Specifically, Phase 3 was to address the questions "what specific initiatives and actions

are needed to achieve identified performance improvement targets".

The questions Navigant suggested should be addressed in the second and third phases

of the study are important questions. They are directly responsive to paragraph A.3 of

the MOA.la

to "OPG will seek continuous improvement in its nuclear generation business and internal

services. OPG will benchmark its performance in these areas against CANDU nuclear plants

worldwide as well as against the top quartile of private and publicly-owned nuclear electricity
generators in North America. OPG's top operational priority will be to improve the operation of its

existing nuclear fl eet."

Decision with Reasons
November 3, 2008
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The Board directs OPG to produce further benchmarking studies in its next application
that specifically address the questions raised in the proposed Phase 2 and Phase 3 of
the Navigant Report. Whether these studies are performed by Navigant or another firm
is a matter to be determined by the applicant.

The production costs of the Pickering A station are a particular concern. ln the past, a

major reason for the high PUEC for Pickering A has been the extent of unplanned
outages and the resulting low capacity utilization. OPG has forecast significantly higher
capacity factors for Pickering A in 2008 and 2009. But, as Chart 2-1 illustrates, even at

those higher production levels, the PUEC for Pickering will still remain well above the

PUEC for Pickering B, will be significantly higher than the PUEC of the Darlington
station, and will stay well above the PUEC achieved by the Bruce station over the
period 2005 to 2007. Thus, poor capacity factors are not the whole reason for a high
PUEC at Pickering A.

The Board estimated the PUEC for Pickering A assuming it were able to reach the
¡^-^^^^Í ^^^^^;¡., c^^f^-^ ^r r1.^ Fì:^l-^-i-- n ^¡^¿:^- :- ô^^ô --r ô^^^ r- -^- :¡ ñ:^t---:- -ItJlEUclÐt t/clP€ltslty lclul.tJlù L,,l Ll ls rlul\cl ll19 D ùl,cll,lUll lll¿V\JO aállq ¿UVY. EVgll ll fluKellllg

A were able to increase its planned capacity factors by that much (from 79% in 2008

and 81% in 2009 to 86% in both years), the Board estimates that the PUEC of Pickering

A would only fall to around $70 per MWh, a level that is still much higher than the next
highest cost station in Chart 2-1. ln the Board's view, this indicates an issue with the
overall level of production costs at Pickering A.

Under these circumstances, the Board believes that a reasonable action is to disallow
10% of the Base OM&A costs of Pickering A. This represents a test period disallowance
of $14.9 million in 2008 and $20.1 million in 2009. Even with those amounts removed
from the revenue requirement, the amount of the operating costs of Pickering A will still
remain well above those of other nuclear plants.

The Board will have an opportunity to reexamine this issue when the benchmarking
studies are updated in the next proceeding. At that time the Board will examine any

improvement or deterioration in production unit energy costs compared to other utilities,

and the reasons for those changes.

Aside from this adjustment, the Board will allow the OM&A forecast by OPG. The Board

understands the concern of the intervenors regarding the level of costs, but believes it is

important to examine underlying cost drivers. A number of the planned expenditures are

Decision with Reasons
November 3, 2008
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improvement as well as develop specific initiatives and actions to meet those performance

targets.

4 The 2OOg benchmarking initiative began in March 2009 following the retention of

5 ScottMadden. OPG solicited benchmarking consulting services through a request for

6 proposals and selected ScottMadden from among five respondents.
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ScottMadden introduced a gap-based business planning process, as shown in Attachment 2,

consisting of the following four steps:

. Benchmarking: Using selected industry performance metrics, establishing the current

status of OPG relative to its peers.

. Target Setting: lmplementing a "top-down" approach to set operational/financial

performance targets and generation targets that will drive OPG closer to top quartile

industry performance over the five year business plan.

. Closing the Gap: By reference to Nuclear's four cornerstone values of Safety, Reliability,

Human Performance and Value for Money, developing various initiatives to close the

performance gaps between OPG and its industry peers over the five-year business plan.

. Resource Planning: Preparing a OPG Nuclear business plan (i.e., the development of

cost, staff and investment plans for each site and support group) that is based on the

"top-down" targets and incorporates initiatives necessary to achieve targeted results.

The project was undertaken in two phases:

. Phase l: Benchmark Performance - The goal of this phase was to benchmark OPG

Nuclear's operational and financial performance to external peers to determine its relative

standing on key operational and financial performance indicators.

. Phase 2: Set Strategic Direction - The goal of this phase was two-fold. First, use the

benchmarking results to establish performance improvement targets that will achieve, or

significantly drive OPG Nuclear closer to, top quartile industry performance. Second,

identify the improvement initiatives best able to close the identified performance gaps to

ensure that the desired performance targets are achieved. The Phase 1 and Phase 2

13
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1 reports prepared by ScottMadden are provided at Ex. F5-T1-S1 and Ex. F5-T1-S2,

2 respectively.

J

4 3.2 Benchmarking lnitiative - Phase I
5 During Phase 1, ScottMadden, assisted by OPG Nuclear, (a) identified the key performance

6 metrics that would be benchmarked, (b) identified the most appropriate peer groups for

7 comparison, and (c) prepared supporting analyses and charts.
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Effective comparison of performance requires both the selection of appropriate performance

indicators, and appropriate peer groups.

Appropriate benchmarking performance indicators are metrics with standard definitions,

reliable data sources, and utilization across a good portion of the industry. With these criteria,

the Phase 1 process established 19 benchmarking performance indicators divided into three

categories which align with OPG Nuclear's cornerstone values of safety, reliability, and value

for money, as set out in Chart 1 below. While ScottMadden was unable to recommend

specific performance metric for the cornerstone value of human performance, it advised that

good or poor human performancc is manifcst within many of the safety and reliability

indicators selected.

OPG Nuclear has traditionally relied upon four primary performance indicators (Production

Unit Energy Cost ("PUEC"), Elective Maintenance Backlogs, Unit Capability Factor and

Forced Loss Rate) for external benchmarking. ln its Phase 1 Report, ScottMadden

recommended that OPG use a new metric, Total Generating Cost ($/MWh), as its primary

financial benchmark performance indicator in place of PUEC. Total Generating Cost is

calculated inclusive of Non-Fuel Operating Cost, Fuel Cost, and Capital Cost.

ScottMadden's rationale for selecting Total Generating Cost is twofold. First, PUEC is not a

standard industry benchmark. Second, PUEC excludes consideration of capitalized costs.

ScottMadden's Phase 1 report recommends that when benchmarking between OPG's

CANDU units and its North American peers, capitalized costs should be included.

14
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Of the 20 metrics listed in Table 1, three are used to provide important information regarding

major operator performance. These are the WANO Nuclear Performance Index (NPI), Unit

Capability Factor (UCF), and Total Generating Cost (TGC) per MWh.

Further information on benchmarking of major operators is provided in Section 6.0 of this report.
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MR. SEQUEIRA: VüelI, the comparators used at OpG are

divided into the four cornerstone areas that OpG uses, both

for internal management, but that i_s very consistent with
the balance scorecard approach to strateglc planning, which

we would have recommended had there not been those

cornerstones in place.

MR- MILLAR: The phase 1 report benchmarks OpG against

comparators for 19 metrics; is that correct?

MR. SEQUEIRA: It is.

MR. MILLAR: And you identify three of those metrics

as being key metrics; is that correct? I am referring to
page I believe it is 140 of your report. I don't know

if it is in my materials, but perhaps if I can jog your

memory, you speak of the VüANO Nuclear performance Index,

the total generating cost per megawatt-hour and unit
capabílity factor.

MR. SEQUEIRA: üle have havenrt used the. . . Vüait a

minute.

MR. MILLAR: Vühen I say page I40, I am referring to
the r'140rr at the top of the page as opposed to the bottom.

MR. SEQUEIRA: Vrie haven't been using the term, because

r^/e al-so have key improvement areas, as well, but those are

the three I woul-d say highest-Ieve1 aggregators of overall
performance for an operator.

MR. MILLAR: Okay, thank you for that. Can you telt
me a little bit about each of those? V[hat is the VüANO

Nuc]-ear Performance Index?

MR. SEQUEIRA: VüelI, !üANO is World Association of

ASAP
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result, the names of comparator companies have been redacted in this non-confidential versioffflffl;ttlJ,
the 2015 Nuclear Benchmarking Report.

Of the 20 metrics listed in Table 1, three are used to provide important information regarding

major operator performance. These are the WANO Nuclear Performance lndex (NPI), Unit
Capability Factor (UCF), and Total Generating Cost (TGC) per M'Wh.

Further information on benchmarking of major operators is provided in Section 6.0 of this report.
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Z-Year Unit Caeab¡l¡tv Factor (%)

3-Year Total Generat¡ng costs (5/New MWh)

Pickerins A

WANO NPI llndex)

2-Year Unit CaDab¡l¡W Factor (%)

3-Year Total Generatinc Costs ($/New MWh)

P¡ckerins B

WANo NPI (lndex)

2-Year Unit Capabil¡lv Factor (%l

3-Year Total Generat¡ng Costs (S/New MWh)

Summarv of Nuclear Benchmarkinq Reports

Sources;

Column a - EB-2010-0008 Exh F5-1-1 page 12 (ScottMadden Phase 1)

Column b - EB-2010-0008 Undertak¡ngJ3.5 Attachment 1 page 4

Column c - EB-2013-0321 Exh L-6.4-SEC-92

Column d - EB-2013-0321 Exh F2-1-1 Attachment L page 3

Column e - Eg-2Ot3-O32t Exh L-6.4-SEC-92

Column f - EB-2016-0152 Exh L-6.2-5EC-63

Column g - EB-2016-0152 Exh F2-L-1 Attachment 1

Column h -Eg-2016-O752 Exh L-6.2-5EC-63 Attchment3
Column ¡ and j - EB-2016-0152 Exh A2-2-1 Attachment 1 page 30 (2015-2018 Business Plan) - normalized

Column k and I - Eg-2016-0152 Exh N1-1-1 Attachment 1 page 24 (ZOU-ZOL9 Business Plan) - normalized

Column m - EB-20L0-0008 Exh F5-1-2 page 16 (ScottMadden Phase 2)

As f¡led with

Actual Results--- -Annual--

I

20L7

Target Exh

A2

84.30

85.10

47.85

I

2016

farget Exh

A2

87.30

47.35

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2015

23td oúl of 24

23rd out of 24

12th out of 13

zo!7
Target Exh

N1

k

2016

Forecast

Exh N1

m

20t4

"Scott
Madden"

Phase 2

Reoort

77.83

70.90

81.30

81,00

201,4

22nd ouT o: 24

21st out of 24

10th out of 13

20Ll
24th out of 

"t725th out of :18

12th out of t4

2008

17th out of 20

18th out of 20

L6th out of 16

OPG Nuclear

WANO NPI flndexl

z-Year Un¡t Caoab¡l¡tv Factor l%ì

3-Year Total Generat¡nc costs (S/MWh)
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Nuclear 2009 Benchmarking Project Phase 2 Final Report

Appendix E - Final Business Planning Targets Established
Íor 2014

The tables below present the final operational and financial planning targets agreed to by the

OPG Nuclear Executive Committee (NEC) for inclusion in the 2010-20t4 Business Plan. Bold
type is used to indicate the maximum NPI point threshold established by WANO. These

thresholds represent guidance as to what is considered superior industry performance'

Safety Cornerstone Targets

49

19

Tier I
nla I I'1.2 nlaDarlington 1.3

nla t I1.2 nlaPickering A 1.3

nla I I1.2 nlaPickering B 1.3

2.36 1.2

All lnjury Rate

IM&CS

81.8466.00 62.1584.66 66 50.70Darlington

81.8466.00 62.15't25 50.70Pickering A 129.53

81.8450 70 66.00 62.'.t586.04 82

Collect¡ve Radiation
Exposure* (man-
rem)

Pickering B

0.0001650.000001 0.00001 2 0.0000010.00050 0.00050Darlington

0.0001650.000001 0.000012 0.0000010.00280 0.00050Pickering A

0.000't 650.000001 0.00001 2 0.0000010.00120 0.00050

Fuel Reliability'
(m¡crocuries per
gram)

Pickering B

îlanla nla nla85 80Darlington

nlanla nla nla80 80Pickering A

nlanla nla nla80 80

Environmental lndex
("/")

Pickering B

nla ¡lanla nla2.81 3.30Darlington

nlanla nla nla4.18 3.30Pickering A

nlanla nla nla2-41 3.30Pickering B

nlanla nla nla3.34 3.30NP&T

nlanla nla2.30 3.30 nlaE&M

nlanla n/a nla2.84 3.30PINO

nlanla nla2.42 3.30 nlaNSC

nlanla nla2.36 3.30 nlaIM&CS

nlanla n/a3.30 nla

Accident Severity
Rate

NWM 7.34

Site / Business
Unit Best Q uartile MedranMêdìan2014Metr¡c

2009
Besl Suartile

NA CANDU



Non-Confident¡a! - For General Release

PHWRs

Although the PHWR safety philosophy considers other special safety systems to be paramount to
public safety, the following PHWR safety and safety-related systems were chosen to be
monitored in order to maintain a consistent intemational application of the safety system
performance indicators :

. Auxiliary boiler feedwater system
¡ Emergency AC power
. High pressure emergency coolant injection system

These systems were selected for the safety system performance indicator based on their
importance in preventing reactor core damage or extended plant outage. Not every risk
important system is monitored. Rather, those that are generally important across the broad
nuclear industry are included within the scope of this indicator. They include the principal
systems needed for maintaining reactor coolant inventory following a loss of coolant, for decay
heat removal following a reactor trip or loss of main feedwater, and for providing emergency AC
porù/er following a loss of plant off-site power. (Gas cooled reactors have an additional decay
heat removal system instead of the coolant inventory maintenance system)

Except as specifically stated in the definition and reporting guidance, no attempt is made to
monitor or give credit in the indicator results for the presence of other systems at a given plant
that add diversity to the mitigation or prevention of accidents. For example, no credit is given
for additional power sources that add to the reliability of the electrical grid supplying a plant
because the purpose of the indicator is to monitor the effectiveness of the plant's response once
the gricl is lost.

The Nuclear Performance Index Method 4 is an INPO sponsored performance measure, and is
a weighted composite of ten WANO Performance Indicators related to sat'ety and production
performancc rcliability.

The |.lPI is uscd foi: l^',^*^,'5 rruwrvor ¡ra'ûÍì and i¡nit perfbnriance, aüd compariiig ilie resuiís io
the median or quartile values of a group of units, to give an indication of relative performance.
The quarterly NPI has also been used to trend the performance and monitor the effectiveness of
various improvement programs in achieving top quartile performance and allows nuclear
facilities to benchmark their achievements against other nuclear plants worldwide.

The Forced Loss Rate (FLR) is defined as the ratio of all unplanned forced energy losses during
a given period of time to the reference energy generation minus energy generation losses
corresponding to planned outages and any unplanned outage extensions of planned outages,
during the same period, expressed as a percentage.

Unplanned energy losses are either unplanned forced energy losses (unplanned energy
generation losses not resulting from an outage extension) or unplanned outage extension of
planned outage energy losses.

Unplanned forced energy loss is energy that was not produced because of unplanned shutdowns
or unplanned load reductions due to causes under plant management control when the unit is

-90-
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considered to be at the disposal ofthe grid dispatcher. Causes offorced energy lossesP¡9c93of102

considered to be unplanned if they are not scheduled at least four weeks in advance. Causes

considered to be under plant management control are further defined in the clarifying notes.

Unplanned outage extension energy loss is energy that was not produced because of an extension

of à planned ouiage beyond the original planned end date due to originally scheduled work not

being completed, ãr because newly scheduled work was added (planned and scheduled) to the

outage less than four weeks before the scheduled end of the planned outage.

Planned energy losses are those corresponding to outages or power reductions which were

planned and sóheduled at least four weeks in advance (see clarifying notes for exceptions).

Reference energy generation is the energy that could be produced if the unit were operated

continuously ui trit power under reference ambient conditions throughout the given period'

Reference ambient conditions are environmental conditions representative of the annual mean

(or typical) ambient conditions for the unit.

Unit Capability Factor is defined as the ratio of the available energy generation over a given

time period to the reference energy generation over the same time period, expressed as a

p"...ntug". Both of these energy generation terms are determined relative to reference ambient

conditions.

Available energy generation is the enefgy that could have been produced under reference

ambient conditions considering only limitations within control of plant management, i.e., plant

equipment and personnel performance, and work control.

Reference energy generation is the energy that could be produced if the unit were operated

continuously at full power under reference ambient conditions.

Reference ambient conditions are environmental conditions representative of the annual mean

(or typical) ambient conditions for the unit.

The Chemistry Performance Indicator compares the concentration of selected impurities and

corrosion products to corresponding limiting values. Each parameter is divided by its limiting

value, and the sum of these ratios is normalized to 1.0. For BWRs and most PWRs, these

limiting values are the medians for each parameter, based on data collected in 1993, thereby

reflecting recent actual performance levels. For other plants, they reflect challenging targets. If
an impuãty concentration is equal to or better than the limiting value, the limiting value is used

as thé concentration. This prevents increased concentrations of one parameter from being

masked by better performance in another. As a result, if a plant is at or below the limiting value

for all parameters, its indicator value would be 1.0, the lowest chemistry indicator value

attainable under the indicator definition. The fotlowing is used to determine each unit's

chemistry indicator value:
¡ PWRs with recirculating steam generators and WERs

Steam generator blowdown chloride
Steam generator blowdown cation conductivity

Steam generator blowdown sulphate

Steam generator blowdown sodium

-91-
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(DN) that can be worked on without requiring the unit shutdown. This metric i¿*,åtålHTio,
deficiencies or degradation of plant equipment components that need to be remedied, but which
do not represent a loss of functionality of the component or system.

Online Corrective Maintenance Backlog is the average number of active on-line maintenance
work orclers per ope.rating unit classified as Corrective Critical (CC) or Corrective Non-Critical
(CN) that can be worked on without requiring the unit shutdown. This metric identifies
deficiencies or degradation of components that need to be remedied, and represents a loss of
functionality of a major component or system.

On-line maintenance is maintenance that will be performed with the main generator connected to
the grid.

Value for Monev Defïnitions

The following definition summaries are taken from the January 2013 EUCG Nuclear Committee
Nuclear Døtabas e Instructions .

Capital Costs ($)
All costs associated with improvements and modif,rcations made during the reporting year. These
costs should include design and installation costs in addition to equipment costs. Other
miscellaneous capital additions such as facilities, computer equipment, moveable equipment, and
-.^L:^l^- ^L^--ll ^l^^ L^ i-^1---f^l TL^-^ ^^-L- -l----1 I l-- 

^ 
il I t I '¡l ' l'vçllrt/lsù ùlluLllt.l crlsu uç luuruUgu. IIIE¡jtr UUSI"S SIIUUTU Ug fUffy OUIUUIIL:U Wftn fnülrg0l COSIS, OUI

exclude AFUDC (interest and depreciation).

Fuel ($)
The total cost associated with a load of fuel in the reactor which is burned up in a given year

Net Generation (Gigawatt Hours)
The gross electrical ouþut of the unit measured at the output termina,ls of the hrrhine-ge,nerator
minus the normal station service loads during the hours of the reporting period, expressed in
Gigawatt hours (GWh). Negative quantities should not be userl.

Design Electrical Rating (DER)
The nominal net electrical ouþut of a unit, specified by the utility and used for plant design
(DER net expressed in MWe). Design Electrical Rating should be the value that the unit was
certified/designed to produce when constructed. The value would change if a power uprate was
completed. After a power uprate, the value should be the certified or design value resulting from
the uprate.

Operating Costs ($)
The operating cost is to identify all relevant costs to operate and maintain the nuclear operations
in that company. It includes the cost of labour, materials, purchased services and other costs,
including administration and general.

Total Generating Costs ($)
The sum oftotal operating costs and capital costs as above

-93-
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Total Operating Costs ($)
The sum of operating costs and fuel costs as above

Note: Capital costs, fuel costs, operating costs and Total Generating Costs are divided by net

generation as above to obtain per MWh results. Capital costs are also divided by MW DER to

obtain MW results.

Human Performance Definitions

The following definition summary is taken from the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

(INPO) database.

Human Performance Error Rate (# per ISAR and Contractor Hours)
. The Human Performance Error Rate metric represents the number of site level human

performance events in an l8-month period per 10,000 ISAR hours worked (including on site

supplemental personnel). The formula used is:

{(# of S-EFDRs) / (Total ISAR Hours t Total Contractor Hours)} x 10,000 Hours (Calculated

as an 18-month rolling average)

INPO guidelines define non utility personnel to include contractor, supplemental personnel

assigned to perform work activities on site or at other buildings that directly support station

operation. This includes personnel who deliver and receive equipment, deliver fuel oil, remove

trash and radioactive waste, and provide building and grounds maintenance within the owner-

controlled areas or facilities that support the station.

INPO defmes an event to occur as a result of the following:

An initiating action (error) by an individual or group of individuals (event resulting from an

active error) or an initiating action (not an error) by an individual or group of individuals during

an activity conducted as planned (event resulting from a flawed defense or latent organizational

weakness). They may be related to Nuclear Safety, Radiological Safety, Industrial Safety,

Facility Operations or considered to be a Regulatory Event reportable to a regulator or goveming

agency. OPG Nuclear's criteria for defining station event free day resets have been developed

based on INPO guidelines. However, the definition may differ slightly due to adaptation

resulting from technological differences.

-94 -
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OPG's CANDU plants require 1,431 more Full Time Equivalents ("FTEs") than
comparator plants and eliminated these FTEs from the staffing study. OPG estimated
that this represents $184M of unavoidable OM&A.

As the shareholder has concurred with the business plans that underpin the application,
OPG replied that the shareholder has no concerns with OPG's performance under the

Memorandum of Agreement.3B OPG argued that it is not contractually committed to, or
required to target or perform to top quartile standards, and that it is not aware of any
case where the Board considered failure to achieve top quartile performance in setting

rates.

Board Findings

The benchmarking of OPG's nuclear operations is an important reference for the Board

OPG has continued to produce annual nuclear benchmarking reports based on the
format and methodology set out in 2009 by the consulting firm ScottMadden. The
L---L---t-:-- :- ----^--:--^ 1- aL- la-.--^---^-r----- ^r ^ ----- - -- - -ausnuilf f rarKrf lg rs f esfJuf rsrve [u rne rvrernuranqurlt oì /lg]eemenI wtm Ine ùnarenotoer
and provides the Board with comparative information for its review in a cost of service
application. lt is the Board's expectation that OPG will continue to produce annual
nuclear benchmarking reports based on the ScottMadden methodology and that OPG
will file these reports in future cost of service applications.

The benchmarking results for 2008 to 2013 and the targets for the test period were
reviewed in this proceeding. The analysis was complicated by the presentation of
rolling averages for the historical period and annual targets for the future period. The
analysis was further complicated by the reorganization of Pickering. The Board

recognizes that some individual units at Pickering and Darlington have improved
performance in one or more of the metrics. ln OPG's view, it has improved as a major
operator in the three key metrics, but in comparison to the industry, OPG is just stable,

because the industry also is changing.

Despite these factors, there is no dispute that OPG's performance in the three key

metrics is not top quartile, nor does it demonstrate continuous improvement. ln fact, for
many of the measures OPG remains in the third or fourth quartile. lt is also reasonable
to conclude that OPG will not reach the aspirational 2014 targets set by ScottMadden
and OPG in 2009 in order to close the gap. This is not the type of performance that

38 Reply Argument page 134

Decision with Reasons
November 20,2014
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ratepayers would expect. OPG is not satisfied with its performance either: "... clearly

we would like to see better performance from our plants."3e

ln its submission, Board staff included calculations of the cost of OPG's performance

relative to the midpoint for comparators' total generating cost for 2Q11 for illustrative

purposes. CME submitted that a $150M OM&A reduction per year was appropriate on

the basis of this gap. The Board agrees with OPG that reductions of $150M to $300M

per year on the basis of nuclear benchmarking is not appropriate as the impact of

Business Transformation is not reflected in the 2011 total generating costs. However,

the Board notes that OPG's total generating cost targets for 2014 and 2015 take into

account Business Transformation and those targets are second and third quartile.

OPG also argued that the Board statf and CME calculations were flawed as there is

unavoidable OM&A related to the CANDU technology. The Board does not agree that

the calculations were flawed for this reason. The ScottMadden methodology, which has

been accepted by OPG for benchmarking, considered technology differences and found

that the best overall financial comparison metric for OPG facilities is total generating

cost per MWh.

Both Environmental Defence and GEC have proposed significant reductions related to

poor economic performance of the Pickering units. The Board does not agree with

these submissions. The government's direction on the operation of Pickering is set out

in the Long-Term Energy Plan.

The Board finds that OPG's proposed nuclear OM&A costs should be reduced. The

Memorandum of Agreement provides that "OPG's top operational priority will be to

improve the operation of its existing nuclear fleet." ln conjunction with ScottMadden,

OPG itself set targets for 2014 that will not be met. Although the Memorandum of

Agreement is not a contract for this purpose, it is clearly OPG's shareholder's intention

that OPG improve continually, and at least target top quartile performance. OPG

accepts that benchmarking is a valuable tool, and accepts that it has not achieved the

results it wanted to achieve. lt does not appear to accept, however, that there should

be any repercussions from this poor performance in the way of disallowances.

Benchmarking serves as a guide only. However, it is clear that OPG's inability to

achieve even average performance imposes a significant cost on ratepayers. The

Board finds that it is not reasonable to pass all of these costs on to ratepayers.

3e Tr vol G page 13

Decision with Reasons
November 20,2014
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There is no specific budget "line item" related to overall nuclear performance and
benchmarking. However, the majority of OM&A costs are predominantly related to
staffing levels, compensation and pension related costs. Therefore, the Board's
disallowances with respect to this issue are incorporated within its disallowances under
the compensat¡on section of this Decision.

3.3 Nuclear Fuel

(lssue 6.5)

Nuclear fuel costs include the cost of fuel bundles, used fuel storage cost and fuel oil for
standby generators. As updated in Exhibit N2, OPG has forecast an amount of
$266.5M for nuclear fuel procurement for 2014 and $260.5M for 2015.

AMPCO submitted that based on the average o12010 to 2013 actuals, the test period
fuel oil expense should be reduced by $g.S[/. OPG did not respond to this submission

ln response to direction from the previous cost of service decision, OPG filed the
Uranium Procurement Program Assessment Study prepared by Longenecker and
Associates ("Longenecker").a0 Longenecker confirmed that US nuclear generators
require inventory of 30 to 35% of annual requirements. OPG stated that test period
carrying costs would be reduced by $+.Zn¡ if OPG's inventory levels were reduced to
30%. CME submitted that a reduction of $4.7M is appropriate OPG argued that CME's
proposal was unreasonable as contractual obligations as well as financial and physical
risk coverage iimits neeci to be consicierecj.

CME observed that the proposed fuel costs are higher than historical and submitted that
each test year be no more than the 2013 expense of $244.7M. OPG replied that there
is no support for this submission as fuel expense is a function of production. ln addition,
OPG indicated that the 2013 fuel expense was based on production of 44.7 TWh and
the production forecast for each test year is higher.

Board staff suggests that OPG be required as part of its next payments application to
provide a study demonstrating how its nuclear fuel requirements and cost estimates
reflect appropriate strategies for balancing costs and risks. Further, Board staff
suggested that the analysis be based on the approaches that oPG has found

oo Exh Fs-2-1

Decision with Reasons
November 20,2014
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BUSINESS PLANNING AND BENGHMARKING

NUGLEAR

4 1.0 PURPOSE

b This evidence presents the business plan and benchmarking results for OPG's Nuclear

6 Operations and provides a summary of nuclear operating costs in support of the application.
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2.0 OVERVIEW

OPG's 2017-2021 rate application for its nuclear facilities is based on OPG's 2016-2018

Business Plan, including an additional three-year financial projection for the later years of the

test period (2019-2021) both prepared on the same basis and through a consistent process

(see Ex. A2-2-l Attachment 1, Appendix 5: Nuclear Financial Plan, Operational Targets, and

lnitiatives, for further details). lt is also aligned to the guiding principles of Ontario's 2013

Long-Term Energy Plan as it pertains to cost-effectiveness, reliability, clean energy, and

community engagement.l This application reflects unprecedented and significant changes in

OPG's nuclear operations which pose unique challenges in terms of business planning and

benchmarking. These include the implementation of the Darlington Refurbishment Program

("DRP") and Pickering Extended Operations ("Extended Operations").

OPG's 2016-2018 Business Plan continues to achieve a sustainable cost structure for the

nuclear operations by building on the success of major programs undertaken by OPG over

the past few years, including; a) Pickering Continued Operations, where the work program

was completed on time, on budget and is on plan to achieve 4-6 additional years of station

operation lo 2020, b) Business Transformation, where staffing targets were fully realized

through the successful implementation of the program, and c) completion of various fleet-

wide and site initiatives (Fuel Handling Reliablity, 3k3 Equipment Reliablity and Days Based

Maintenance) that were focused on improving operational and cost performance. These

initiatives are described in greater detail in section 3.5 below.

1 Executive Summary, Ontario 2013 Long-Term Energy Plan as found at
http:i/www.energy.gov on.caienlltep/achieving-balance-ontarios-long-term-energy-plan/
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MWh associated with extensive additional planned outages for Pickering Extended

Operations.

For the human performance cornerstone, OPG is targeting improvement at

Darlington, as indicated in the target reductions in the HPER over the 2016-2018

planning period. Pickering HPER is targeted to remain unchanged overthis period.
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Projected targets for the three key metrics of TGC/MWh, FLR and UCF for 2019-2021 are

provided in Chart 5. These are challenging targets, which will require OPG to establish new

initiatives based on future outcomes and operating conditions in order to achieve them.

Chart 5

Projected Targets for Key Metrics

* 
TGC/MWh and Non-Fuel Operating Cost per MWh exclude centrally held pension and OPEB costs

and asset service fees to align with the industry standard.

Darlington's FLR in 2020 and 2021 is impacted by the assumed FLR for refurbished Unit 2

returning to service and is consistent with the assumptions that underpin the Darlington

Refurbishment Execution Phase Business Case (Ex. D2-2-8 Attachment 1). The decline in

Darlilngton's TGC/MWh in 2021 is largely explained by the expectation that two units will be

subject to refurbishment in 2021. As a result there will be signficantly lower outage OM&A as

there are no planned outages with the excepton of a short post refurbishment outage as

described in Ex. E2-1-1.

Pickering - Annual
Tarqets Darlington - Annual TargetsBenchmarking

lndicators
2019

5.0

2020

5.0

2021

5.0

2019

1.0 4.2

2020

3.0

2021

Unit Capability
Factor (%) 72.6 73.4 70.6 87.8 79.4 90.9

Normalized
TotalGenerating
Cost per MWh
($/Net MWh)

N/A N/A u t.oo oz.u+ JY.OU

TotalGenerating
Cost per MWtr
($/Net MWh)

78.36 74.93 81.16 64.61 73.82 64.90

. L\,
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AppENDtX 4: NUCLEAR F|NANCIAL PlAru, OeenArlONAL TARGETS, AND INITIAIVES

Financial Plan

* lncludes an estimaled $4M to $5M per year for work in support ofthe RG&PM business unit
*. ln 201 9, includes $1 6M relaled to the load of new fuel bundles into the refurb¡shed Darl¡ngton Unit 2

Operational Targets

The key 2017-2019 targets for the Nuclear business un¡t are set out below. These targets reflect the

operatiñg environmentóf the nuclear fleet, including refurbishment activities at the Darlington station and

continuing work on fuel channel inspections at the Pickering station'

Forecas
2016

Business Plan

2017 2018 2019

Projection

2020 2021(in millions of dollars)

OM&A

Base*

Outage lncremental

Project Portfolio

Pickering Continued Operations Enabling Costs

Darlington Refu rbishment Project

Nuclear New Build

Total Nuclear OM&A

Capital
Project Portfolio (including Spares and Minor Fixed Assets)**

Dariington Refu rbishment Project (excl. Support Services)

Total Nuclear Cap¡tal
Prov¡s¡on Expe nditures

ONFA Funded

lntemally Funded - Base

lntemally Funded - Projects

lntemally Funded - Darlington Refurbishment Waste Containers

Total Nuclea r Provis¡on Expenditures

Fuel Expense (Pickering and Darlington)

1,172

319

94

15

3

I
1,605

291

1,008

1,299

't 
, 196

392

111

26

49

2

1,776

322

1,1 19

1,41

150

115

49

44

358

223

1,215

5tó
91

55

16

7

1,758

319

1 ,084

1,403

1,254

343

ó¿

107

7

10

1,803

299

1,082

1,381

1,263

328

82

104

52

11

1,84'.1

289

1,019

1,308

zo

11

1,727

244
'1 ,035

1,279

1 281

322

87

325

127

40

19

511

198

264

125

45

38

471

217

206

122

45

45

418

228

147

115

70

45

377

220

85

101

54

31

272

263

P¡cke r¡ng Darlingtonl

Metic

All lnjury Rate'?(#/zook hrs worked)

CollectiE Radiation Exposure
(person-rem/unit)

Unit Capability Factor (%)

Forced Loss Rate (o/o)

Online Conecti\e Maintenance
Backlog (work orders/unit)

WANO NPI (lndex)

Human Performance Enor Rate

Total Generating Cost per MWh3

lndusdry
NPI Best
Max Quart¡le

NUA 0.69

80.00 38.17

920 91 3

1 00 0.38

N/A 7

N/A 93 5

N/A 0 0010

N/A $38 93

2016
Target

024

111 50

776

5.00

55

723

0 0030

$71 09

2016
ForecaS

0.49

J04 50

753

437

80

756

0 0030

$72.46

2019
Target

o24

1 53.30

I ¿.O

5.00

28

659

0 0030

$81 49

2016

Targe t

024

65.00

91 1

1.00

20

87.3

0.0030

$47.35

2016
Forecast

0.23

80 90

900

193

20

85.5

0.0053

$46 46

2018

Target

0.24

82.70

860

1.00

10

907

0 0020

$49.54

2017
Target

0.24

126 90

1',t 5

500

28

69.7

0.0030

$78 83

2018
Target

0.24

137.30

720

5.00

28

672

0 0030

$80.09

2017

Target

o.24

1 11 .90

85 1

100

15

83.1

0 0020

$49 75

2019
Target

o.24

78 40

87.8

1.00

7

91 0

0.0020

$s2 33

1 Dartington tergets relect the im pact of the Unit 2 Refurb¡shm ent starting ¡n Octob€r of 201 6, whêr€ appl¡cablo

2 Aso applies to Darlington Returbishm ent Prcject ând Contactoß
sMetricsercludecentrallfhe¡dpensionandOPEBcostsandassetseruicefees Targetsmaychengesubjecttoallocationsandassumpt¡onsbe¡ngfinalized Darlington

m€tri€ haw been norm alized after 201 6 for generâtion forgone during the Unit 2 refurb¡shm ent
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3. Objectives, Scope and Approach

Objectives and Scope

OPG asked ScottMadden to provide a written evaluation of its proposed methodology for
normalizing two cost metrics that are used to track performance at DNGS. The goal of this
normalization is to facilitate easier comparison to industry peers and pre-Refurb performance at
DNGS for:

1) Total Generating Cost per MWh (TGC per MWh)
o Numerator is Non-Fuel Operating Cost + Fuel Cost + Capital Cost
. Denominator is the electrical energy generated and delivered to the grid, metered

at DNGS
. Metric represents total costs incurred per unit of net electrical production in the

same period
2) Non-FuelOperating Cost per MWh (NFOC per MWh)

. Numerator is Non-Fuel Operating Cost. Denominator is the electrical energy
generated and delivered to the grid, metered at DNGS

. Metric represent Non-Fuel Operating Cost incurred per unit of net electrical
production in the same period

ScottM adde n's Approach

ScottMadden's approach to completing this evaluatíon can be broken down into six steps:

1) Understand and document exactly how OPG proposes to normalize these two cost metrics
2) Conduct research on comparable utility capital projects and related utility finance

approaches to measure cost performance
3) Compare research findings to OPG approach
4) Develop and document ScottMadden evaluation of OpG approach
5) Send draft of evaluation to OPG for review
6) Finalize report

ScottMadden did not participate in the development of the proposed methodology but, to ensure
completion of Step 1, did speak with internal OPG personnel and reviewed various internal OPG
documents.

To complete Step 2, ScottMadden spoke with its internal nuclear experts and conducted research
to identify other nuclear operators who could provide valuable operational experience (OpEx) for
this evaluation. ScottMadden then conducted phone interviews with the following companies:

. NB Power

. Bruce Power

. Duke Energy

ScottMadden and these companies agreed to acknowledge and keep confidential any specific
company information provided by OPG. OPG agreed to make every commercially reasonable
effort to protect the confidentiality of any specific company information provided in response to
the interviews.

#
scottmadden
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Board Staff lnterroqatorv #101

lssue Number:6.2
lssue: ls the nuclear benchmarking methodology reasonable? Are the benchmarking results
and targets flowing from OPG's nuclear benchmarking reasonable?

lnterrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh F2-1-1 paoe 3 and 16

At page 16 of the reference, it states:

The TGC/MWh for Darlington has been calculated on a normalized and non-
normalized basis for 2017 and 2018 to account for the impact of reduced unit output
during Darlington Refurbishment. The denominator in TGC/MWh, i.e., MWh, declines
because units are being refurbished but there is not a corresponding decline in the
numerator, as corporate allocated costs and station costs are largely fixed. The net
impact will be to temporarily skew these metrics higher than would otherwise be the
case. Nuclear Operations has set internal performance targets for TGC/MWh on a
non-normalized basis, but for benchmarking against industry peers, will continue to
compare Darlington's performance using a normalized TGC metric.

a) Please provide the Nuclear Operations internal performance targets for TGC/MWh, on a
non-normalized basis or note whether the internal targets are provided in the nuclear
business plan filed in response to a previous interrogatory.

b) Please provide the details of the normalized TGC calculation.

c) ls normalizing TGC standard practice for utilities during major nuclear refurbishments?

d) ln 2015, ScottMadden validated the ongoing appropriateness of OPG's application of
the benchmarking methodology. Was ScottMadden consulted about normalizing TGC
during the DRP, and if yes, what was their feedback?

Response

a) The non-normalized TGC/MWh is included in Ex. F2-1-1 Chart 4 (p. 15) and Chart 5 (p.

17).

b) The denominator in TGC/MWh declines as noted in the evidence reference as the
planned Darlington units are being refurbished. TGC/MWh is normalized by adding back
to the denominator the deemed generation had refurbishment not taken place:

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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1. Added back generation based on duration of refurbishment (e.9., 365 days X 878 MW
X 24 hours).

2. Adjusted for regular scheduled outage (i.e., Unit 2 would have a regularly scheduled
outage in 2019 if it were not being refurbished)

3. Adjusted for forced losses based on Darlington's expected forced loss rate (FLR) of
1% instead of the post refurbishment targeted FLRs.

The numerator has been adjusted for higher fuel costs as a result of normalizing the
generation. Fuel costs are adjusted based on Total Fuel Bundle Cost and Used Fuel
Storage & Disposal costs per Ex. F2-5-1 Table L

c) & d) ScottMadden's evaluation of OPG's approach to normalizing TGC/MWh during DRP
is attached as Attachment 1. ScottMadden found OPG's normalization approach to be
unique but logical, reasonable, and easy to understand.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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4. Assumptions and Qualifications

Assumpfions

ln preparing this evaluation, ScottMadden made the following assumptions

OPG will continue to report an unadjusted (i.e., not normalized) version of these cost
metrics in conjunction with any normalized version
Documents OPG has shared with ScottMadden reflect current plans for normalization of
the cost metrics to be evaluated (TGC/MWh and NFOC/MWh) as of the date of this report
lnformation provided by personnelfrom other companies accurately reflects what was (or
would be)their approach to normalizing cost metrics in a comparable situation

Qualifications

ScottMadden's evaluation is subject to the following qualifications:

Refurb is a unique "mega-project," and the experience and perspective of other industry
professionals, while usefulto consider, cannot provide established practice for normalizing
cost metrics during this unique project
This evaluation is based solely on the approach described in this document, and
ScottMadden does not imply the performance of any additional, specific research
The ScottMadden evaluation of the OPG approach to normalizing these cost metrics was
prepared for the benefit of OPG and is limited to the subject matter expressly stated in this
document; no additional ScottMadden opinion is implied or may be inferred
ScottMadden does not express an opinion in this document on the:

o Effectiveness of cost management practices at OPG
o Appropriateness of any costs incurred by OPG

5. Evaluation and Summary

Evaluation

ScottMadden concurs with OPG that Refurb will significantly impact station performance
indicators for these two cost metrics and that normalization will be necessary to facilitate useful
comparisons to past performance and industry peers.

ScottMadden supports OPG's decision to continue to report an unadjusted (i.e., not normalized)
version of these cost metrics in conjunction with any normalized version.

ScottMadden observed that OPG evaluated a robust list of the options available in selecting its
normalization approach to these cost metrics, including:

Adjust numerator (cost)
o Adjust up - lncrease fuel cost using historical cost data on the assumption that no

units are offline during refurbishment
o Adjust down - Reduce fixed costs using allocation factors on the assumption that

actual costs do not scale up or down with generation
o Do not adjust - Make no adjustment to cost

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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e Adjust denominator (MWhs generated)

o Adjust up - lncrease MWhs using historical data and forced-loss rate (FLR)
projections, on the assumption that no units are offline for Refurb

ê Adjust down - Not considered
o Do not adjust - Make no adjustment to MWhs generated

OPG selected its preferred normalization approach by measuring each option against six criteria:

. Understandability - how easy is it to describe how the metric was normalized?

. Ease of calculation - how easy would it be to perform the normalization and calculate this
metric as Refurb continues?

. Protection from understatement - is there sufficient protection from making performance

look better than it is through changes to the numerator or denominator?
. Acceptance by station management - would station management believe the metric is

reflective of true performance and use it to pursue improvement?
r Acceptance by executive oversight - would OPG management believe the metric is

reflective of true performance and use it to pursue improvement?
. Acceptance by external stakeholders - would external stakeholders believe the metric is

reflective of true performance and use it to pursue improvement?

ScottMadden believes this is an appropriate set of criteria for selecting a normalization approach
that facilitates useful comparisons to past performance and industry peers. Ultimately, the
normalized metrics must support effective ongoing performance monitoring and improvement,

and, as Such, ease of calculation is the least important criterion of the group.

ScottMadden views OPG's current normalization approach for these metrics, as detailed in the
Appendix, as unique but logical, reasonable, and easy to understand.

The ScottMadden observations that OPG should consider as supportive of its current
normalization approach include:

. Significant historical data on fuel cost is available for use in "normalizing up" the numerator

. Significant historical data on MWhs of generation is available for use in "normalizing up"

the denominator
. The current normalization approach is relatively easy to understand and calculate
. The top industry cost organization (the Electric Utility Cost Group or EUCG) allows nuclear

operators who were available to generate MWhs but did not do so at the request of the
market operator to submit those MWhs as if they generated the MWhs

The ScottMadden observations that OPG should consider as not supportive of its current
normalization approach include:

. Allocation of corporate and nuclear support costs to DNGS still inflate the numerator

. OpEx from other companies did not support "normalizing up" costs in the numerator and

was focused instead on adjusting the distribution of actual costs to reflect performance

ñ
scottmadden5
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OpEx from other companies did not support "normalizing up" MWhs in the denominator
o Other compan¡es used actual MWhs generated (or available to generate) in every

case
o ln the noted case where MWhs available to generate were included (see

suppclftive ot¡servations above), the unit was operational and the period was hours
or days rather than months or years, which is the case with Refurb

o Other companies did not include potent¡al MWhs in the calculation when a unit was
offline due to a capital project

Summary

OPG asked ScottMadden to provide a written evaluation of its proposed methodology for
normalizing TotalGenerating Cost per MWh (TGC per MWh) and Non-Fuel Operating Cost per
MWh (NFOC per MWh), both of which are used to track performance at DNGS. The goal of this
normalization is to facilitate easier comparison to industry peers and pre-Refurb performance at
DNGS. ScottMadden performed the evaluation according to the approach described in this
document and subject to the listed assumptions and qualifications. One noteworthy qualification
is that Refurb is a unique "mega-project," and the experience and perspective of other industry
professionals, while usefulto consider, cannot provide established practice for normalizing cost
metrics during this unique project.

ScottMadden concurs with OPG that Refurb will significantly impact station performance
¡^..1¡^^+^.^ l^- +k^^^ {..,¡ ¡¡al ñ^+.i^^ ¡^l t}.^t -^-*^l:-^ri^^ ..,;ll L^ ¡^ f^^:l:¡^¿^ ..^^r..tiltuluqrurÐ lvt rttsùç rvvv uuÐt ilrslrluò allu utcil, ttutillct¡t¿duvll vvill uts' t¡ut/u5Ðcily LU lclullttdl,u uÐE;lul
comparisons to past performance and industry peers. ScottMadden also supports OPG's
decision to continue to report an unadjusted (i.e., not normalized) version of these cost metrics
in conjunction with any normalized version. Further, ScottMadden observed that OPG evaluated
a robust list of the options available in selecting its normalization approach and assessed these
options against an appropriate set of criteria for selecting a normalization approach that
facilitates useful comparisons to past performance and industry peers.

ScottMaddcn views OPG's current normalization approach for these metrieg, as detailed in the
Appendix, as unique but logical, reasonable, and easy to understand. These normalized
measures can facilitate usefu! comparisons to past pef.ormance and industry peers. A.nd, !f the
normalized measures are accepted by management and external stakeholders, they can be
used to drive performance monitoring and improvement. ScottMadden's evaluation foi¡nd thai,
while Refurb is a unique mega-project, a more strongly supported and conventional approach to
normalization of cost metrics under comparable scenarios was to adjust the distribution of actual
costs to reflect performance of the operating units while using actual MWhs generated in the
denominator.

6
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3.0 NUCLEAR BUSINESS PLANNING AND BENCHMARKING

3.1 Gap-Based Business Planning Process

OPG's Nuclear business planning cycle is undertaken annually as part of and consistent with

the overall OPG business planning process (see Ex. A2-2-1). The business planning process

is focused on establishing strategic and performance targets for nuclear, in alignment with

OPG's objectives, and identifying the initiatives and resources required to achieve these

targets.

Since 2009, OPG nuclear has used a gap-based business planning process which consists

of the following steps:

. Benchmarking: Using industry accepted performance metrics, compare nuclear

performance against industry leaders in order to identify areas with the greatest

potential for improvement.

. Target Setting: lmplementing a "top-down" approach to set operational and financial

performance targets consistent with continuous improvement and informed by

benchmarking.

. Closing the Gap: By reference to OPG Nuclear's four cornerstone values of Safety,

Reliability, Human Performance and Value for Money, developing various fleet wide

and site specific initiatives to close the performance gaps between current and

targeted results.

. Resource Planning: Preparing an OPG Nuclear business plan (i.e., the development

of cost, staff and investment plans) that is based on the "top-down" targets and

incorporates initiatives necessary to achieve targeted results.

3.2 Gap-Based Business Planning - Benchmarking

The 2015 Nuclear Benchmarking Report benchmarks OPG's performance against industry

peers based on 2014 data and uses 20 indicators aligned with the cornerstone values of

Safety, Reliability, Value for Money and Human Performance (see Attachment 1 to this

exhibit). The 2015 Nuclear Benchmarking Report uses the same methodology and format as
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Highlights of OPG's 2016-2018 Business Plan as it pertains to Nuclear Operations include

the following:

. OPG has been successful in achieving Business Transformation targets through

attrition. Higher than anticipated attrition has eliminated the gap associated with

Goodnight2 staffing benchmarks in 2016. The business plan and three-year financial

projection address the challenges ahead and focus on addressing the emerging

labour supply versus demand gap, leadership capability and key resource availability

to ensure safe and efficient operations of OPG's nuclear facilities, while minimizing

risks to the efficient execution of Pickering Extended Operations and the DRP.

. Maintaining high standards of safe$ and environmental stewardship with a focus on

keeping Airborne Tritium Emissions as low as reasonably achievable.

. lmplementation of Extended Operations to extend the life of all six Pickering units

untll2022 and four units until2024.

. Continued planning to develop a Pickering End of Commercial Operations and

Decommissioning Strategy.

. An initiative to improve equipment reliability at both Pickering and Darlington with a

particular focus on fuel handling to ensure that we achieve aggressive forced loss

targets that improve generation efficiency.

. lmplementation of human performance improvement plans at the nuclear fleet and

station levels to focus on worker safety and plant operation, including increased

supervisory effectlveness and field oversight, focusing on error prevention to reduce

forced outages and improve production levels, thereby lowering Total Generating

Cost per MWh ("TGC/MWh').

. Executing project portfolio investments to enhance the performance, reliability and

overall value of OPG's Nuclear assets. This includes increased capital investment

primarily at Darlington to undertake aging equipment projects and certain Facilities

and lnfrastructure Projects determined to be necessary to support Darlington

operations before, during and post-refurbishment (see Ex. D2-2-10 and Ex. D2-1-2

section 3.1).

2 See section 3.3 of this exhibit for further discussion of Goodnight staff benchmarking
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'Were Function alized For Benchmarking
Employees Contractor FTEs Grand Total

Assura nce

Business & Admin Services

Commercial Operations & Environment

Corporate Relations & Communications

Finance

N uclea r

Nuclear Projects

People and Culture

36

570

33

1,6

66

3606

199

364

0

77

0

0

t
305

Lt4
41,

36

64L

33

16

67

3911

313

405

Grand Total 4890 s31 542L

Configuration Control

Equipment Reliability

Loss Prevention

Materials & Services

Operate The Plant

Support Services & Training

Work Management

Grand Total

Regular Contractor Grand'lotal
310 35 345

406 36 M2
268 35 303

r87 2L 208

1055 17 LO72

1013 136 1149

1651 251 1902

4890 531 
'42L

This data is otganized by OPG Business Group; employees
supporting various job functions are found within each

Business Group, for example the "People & Culture"
Business Group includes Training, HR, and Support stafl

This data is organized by Goodnight
Consulting Process Area.

A line-by-line accounting of where each

employee was functionalized is provided
in the Appendix

GOODNIG¡{T
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Board Staff lnterroqatorv #109

lssue Number: 6.2
lssue: ls the nuclear benchmarking methodology reasonable? Are the benchmarking results
and targets flowing from OPG's nuclear benchmarking reasonable?

lnterrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh F2-1-1 Attachment 2 paqe 3 and 11 Ref:
Exh F4-3-1 Attachment 1

At page 3, it states, "Ws benchmarked 5,421 OPG Nuclear staff and long-term
contractors; 2,036 OPG Nuclear personnel could not be benchmarked."

a) Confirm that these data units are FTE, as used in the balance of the Goodnight
,^ ^ ^,+r çPvr r.

b) What is the definition of long-term contractor? What is the equivalent term used by
OPG?

c) The total nuclear staff referred to by Goodnight is7,457 FTE, presumably at March 2014.
Attachment 1 to Exh F4-3-1 is a table summarizing FTE for the period 2013 to 2021.fhe
total actual nuclear FTE for 2014 are 8,431.8.

i. At page 11, Goodnight states that an FTE is 1,890 hours/year (or 36-1/3 hours
per week). What factor did OPG use to determine FTE in Attachment I to Exh
F4-3-1?

i¡. While the FTE data were collected at different times in 2014, please explain the
approximately 1,000 FTE difference between lhe 7,457 FTE referred to in the
Goodnight study and the 8,431,8 FTE summarized in Attachment 1 to Exh F4-3-1.

ii¡. Using the same categories as lines 3 to 22 Attachment l to Exh F4-3-1,
please set out the distribution of the 5,421 FTE that were benchmarked by
Goodnight.

Response

a) Goodnight data is a combination of regular staff headcount translated into FTEs and long-
term contractor FTEs at March 2014.

b) Goodnight Consulting defines a long{erm contractor as non-regular staff or purchased
services contractors of 6 months or longerduration (Goodnight report at EB-2013-0321 Ex.
F5-1-1 Part a, p 39) OPG does not distinguish between short term and long term

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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contractors in its contractor support services (see definition of non regular labour,
augmented staff and other purchase services in Ex. F2-4-1, p. 4).

c) Goodnight refers 1o7,457 FTEs, which represent 6,926 regular staff, 195.3 non-regular staff
contractor FTEs and 335.7 purchased services contractor FTEs.

i. More specifically, Goodnight is referring to an annual factor of 1,890 hours per year to
calculate FTEs for purchased services contractors.

The FTEs in Attachment 1 to Ex. F4-3-1 were determined based on the weekly base
hours associated with each position over the course of the year. Different factors were
used depending on the base hours of work associated with each regular staff position as
follows:

For an employee whose base hours of work are 35 hours per week, an annual factor
of 1,820 hours per year was used

For an employee whose base hours of work are 37.5 hours per week, an annual
factor of 1,950 hours per year was used

For an employee whose base hours of work are 40 hours per week, an annual factor
of 2,040 hours per year was used

ii. The difference of 974.8 FTEs from lhe 7,457.0 Nuclear FTEs in the Goodnight study to
the 8,431 .8 actual FTEs for 2014 in Ex. F4-3-1 Attachment 1 is shown in Chart 1 below:

Ghart I

The Goodnight study identified 7,457.0 Nuclear FTEs, consisting of 6,926.0 Regular Staff and
531.0 Contractors. Of the 7,457.0 Nuclear FTEs, Goodnight was able to benchmark 4,890.0
Regular Staff FTEs and the 531.0 Contractor FTEs engaged in baseline steady state
operations, for a total of 5,421.0 FTEs. The 531.0 Contractor FTEs in the Goodnight study
represent Non-Regular Staff, Augmented Staff and Other Purchase Services. Goodnight was

I Provided on an aggregated basis, as OPG is unable to disclose information separately for Security Protected Staff.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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29
30
31
32
33
34

Total
FTEs

Goodniqht March 2014 Reported Total 7,457.0
Less: Auqmented Staff + Other Purchased Services (335.7)

Plus:
Non-Regular Staff Not Benchmarked + Security Protected Staff Excluded +

Other (timino differences, etc)1
765.0

lndirect Corporate Staff 545.4

Ex. F4-3-1 Attachment 12014 Actual 8,431.8
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10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
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21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

unable to benchmark the remaining 2,036.0 Regular Staff FTEs as described at Ex. F2-1-1
Attachment 2, p.14.

The 8,431.8 FTEs identified in Ex. F4-3-1 Attachment 1 also includes Non-Regular Staff FTEs
but excludes 335.7 Augmented Staff and Other Purchase Services FTEs, which have been
subtracted in the reconciliation in Chart 1.

The other reconciliation items in Chart 1 include adjustments for:
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765.0 FTEs for Non-Regular Staff Not Benchmarked, Security Protected Staff Excluded,
and Other:

o Non-regular staff engaged in non-benchmarked activities, primarily outage
execution (Ex. F2-2-l Attachment 2, p.10). These non-baseline, non-regular
staff FTEs were excluded from hhe7,457.0 FTES analysed by Goodnight but
have been included in the 8,431.8 FTEs.

o Security Protected Staff. The number of security personnel working at OPG is
confidential and therefore OPG did not provide information on Security Protected
Staff FTEs to Goodnight. Security Protected Staff are excluded from the 7,457.0
FTEs but have been included in the 8,431.8 FTEs.

o Other (e.9. timing differences). Goodnight derived FTEs based on March 2014
headcount whereas the 8,431.8 FTEs reflect actual 2014 FTEs.

545.4 FTEs for Direct versus lndirect Corporate Staff:
o Goodnight benchmarked those Corporate Staff directly supporting Nuclear (e.9.,

Nuclear Finance). Corporate Staff that indirectly support Nuclear (e.9., Treasury)
were excluded from Goodnight but have been included within the 8,431.8 FTEs.

a

a

iii. Of the 5,421 FTEs benchmarked by Goodnight, these include 335.7 purchased services
contractor FTEs, which are not represented in Ex. F4-3-1 Attachment 1. Therefore,
5,085.3 regular and non-regular benchmarked FTEs can be distributed according to the
format of Ex. F4-3-1 Attachment 1 lines 3 to 22:

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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1

Line
No.

NUCLEAR FAGILITIES
Goodnight
2014 Study

Benchmarked

1 Staff lRegutar and Non-Regular) FTEs

2

3 Nuclear - Direct
4 Management 271.2

5 Society 1,281 .3

6 PWU 2,335.7

7 EPSCA 42.5

8 Subtotal 3,930.7

9

10 Nuclear - Allocated

1',| Management 148.0

12 Society 335.7

13 PWU 671.0

14 EPSCA 0.0

15 Subtotal 1,154.6

16

17 NUCLEAR FACILITIES

18 Management 419.2

19 Society 1,617 .0

20 PWU 3,006.6

21 EPSCA 42.5

22 Total 5,085.3

Gontractor FTEs
Purchased Services 335.7

Total 5,421.0

2

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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a

Goodnight benchmarked 531 baseline contractor FTEs. ln response to L-6 2-
Staff-109, OPG stated that 335 7 contraclor FTEs bencrmarked by Goodnight
were not included in Exh F4-3-1 Attachment 1

Goodn¡ght benchmarked 5421 1 OPG NLclear FTES t4890 employees + 531
contractors)

Goodnight could not benchmark 2036 nuclear personnel. Exh F2-1-1
Attachment 2 page 14. CANDU spec¡fic exclusions, OPG specific exclusions
(e g DRP), generic exclusions (e g. nuclearwaste anc used fuel), other (e g
security, information management, long term leave personnel, corporate
support not directly supporting the nuclear program).

The drfference in FTES: E7õ7.5 - 7457 1 = 1310.4
ln response to L-6.2-Staff-109 (updated Feb 10,2017),
765 FTEs (non regular staff not benchmarked, Securiiy Protected Staff, Other
(timing differences)
545 4 FTEs (indirect corproate staff, e.q. Treasury)

271 2

1281 3

2335 7
42.5

3930.7

148.0
335.7
671.0

0.0
1154.7

419.2
1617 0

3006.7
42.5

5085.4

335 7

5t21.1

2,036.0

7,157.1

6.547.3

8.¡131.8

2,547.8
4.885 2

553 1

1,9222
4.002 4

696

376 0
625.6
882 8

0.0
1,884.4

929 1

696

335.7

8.767.5

Nuclear Total

Manaqement

Socretv

Societv

uclear -

PWU
EPSCA

Subtotal
Nuclear - Allocated
Manaqement

PWU
EPSCA

Subtotal

Manaqement

PWU
EPSCA
TOTAL

Purchased Service Gontractor
FTEs

TOTAL (OPG + Contactorsl

1

2

3
4
Ã

b
7
I
o

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
1B

19

20

21

22

Notes
2014

GoodnFTEs Actual

Column a data, lines 1-18, from Exh F4-3-1 Attachmen: 1 "FTE (Regular and Non-Regular) lnformation for OPG's Nuclear Facilities"
Column b data from L-6 2-Staff-109
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AM PGO lnterroqatorv #92

lssue Number: 6.1
lssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the
nuclear facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

Interrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: D2-2-8 Attachment 4 Page 27

a) Please quantify the % of costs associated with the full time operation of Darlington that
remains during the test period by year and show the calculation.

Response

Chart 1 compares the Darlington operating costs in the test period to 2015 actual operating
costs. Darlington operating costs reflect amounts shown in L-6.2-15 SEC-63 part (b), Chart 1

for Stations and Nuclear Support for 2017-2021.

Chart I

The majority of costs associated with the full-time operation of Darlington remain fixed as
many of the functions that support the operation of all four units continue to be required
during refurbishment to support the operation of a multi unit station even while units are on

refurbishment outages. Examples of operating costs that remain even if one unit is in

refurbishment include:

Operating and maintaining safety systems and other common systems (i.e., Unit 0).

Tritium removal facility that supports the remaining operating units, Pickering and other

nuclear plants as well as other common facilities (e.9., water treatment plant).

Fuel handling maintenance and operations to support fueling of the remaining operating

units as well as fueling of the units undergoing refurbishment. Costs of defueling of the

refurbishment units are included in DRP.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32 a

O

a

33

34

35

36
37

Line
No. ($u¡ 2015 20'17 2018 2019 2020 2021

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (fl

1 Total Darlinqton Operating Costs 694.6 723.4 686.0 681.4 725.4 588.5

2
Forecast Darlington Operating
Costs asao/o of 2015 104.1o/o 98.8% 98.1o/o 104.4% 84.7o/o
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a

¡

a

a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I

a Support, planning and contract oversight for work being performed within the station
except on the refurbishment units (the DRP will perform the oversight for the
refurbishment unit).

Operator training to ensure long term operability of the four units.

Equipment inspections that are required on a periodic basis.

Measurement, monitoring and reporting of environmental emissions.

10
11

12
13
4Âra

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Security, nuclear programs, nuclear oversight, engineering and other nuclear support
costs. lncremental security costs for the Refurbishment security entrance are funded by
the DRP.

ln addition, OPG has a comprehensive plan to perform non-refurbishment maintenance work
on the unit that is offline. OPG cannot meaningfully allocate costs between the costs of such
work and the other costs required to support the operation of the four-unit station. This work
innlr rr{cc. nrcrrcnfafivo anrl narronf irra rnainlananna rnrnrk f hal rrrnr rlr{ nnrmallrr ha r{nna rlr rrinnvv vvrrv vvrrrrv

scheduled outages but will be spread over the refurbishment period while a unit is on a
refurbishment outage.

Note that total Darlington costs fluctuate year over year for a variety of reasons and in some
years (e.9., 2017 and 2020), are higher than 2015 due to the outage program, additional
inspection programs such as single fuel channel inspections, and specific life cycle
management work, A description of year over year changes for base OM&A, project OM&A
and outage OM&A costs can be found in Ex. F2-2-2, Ex. F2-3-2, and Ex. F2-4-2.
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Board Staff lnterroqatorv #141

lssue Number: 6.6
lssue: Are the test period human resource related costs for the nuclear facilities
wages, salaries, payments under contractual work arrangements, benefits,
payments, overtime, FTEs and pension costs, etc.) appropriate?
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(including
incentive

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
l6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh A2-2-1 oase2Attachment 1 paqe 15 Ref: Exh F2-1-l Table 3

At page 15 of the business plan it states, "Staffing levels from ongoing operations are
expected to continue to decrease after 2O18...The decrease over the 2019-2021 period

reflects reductions in staffing levels as the Pickering station begins to approach its end of life

a) At page 2 of Exh A2-2-1, it states that the planning assumptions include Pickering
202212024.|f so, why are there reductions in staffing levels in 2019-2021?

b) Does the business plan and the nuclear staff summary reflect the allocation of Darlington
staff, from units undergoing refurbishment, to Pickering?

ResDonse

a) OPG's staffing plans are based on the assumption that the Pickering station will operate
unbi|202212024. However, the company's staffing strategy is to reduce headcount, where
possible, in advance of the shut down. This applies to both direct and support
organization and costs such as inspection, maintenance, engineering and corporate
support services, which will start to ramp down staffing gradually in advance of the units
closing.

b) There are no Darlington staff from units undergoing refurbishment allocated to Pickering
in the 2016-2018 Business Plan or the nuclear staffing summary.

Witness Panel: Overview, Rate-setting Framework
Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Numbers msy not add du€ to roundlng.

Tåbla 1

Oo€ratlno Costs Summerv - Nudêar ISM)

Notes:

1 Nuclsar Operat¡ons exp€nditußs to meintain the Nuclear New Build optlon. ln addition lh€rê arÞ allo€l€d ærporate costs (included in llne 7) for
Nucleâr Nôw Euild of $0,8M ln 2016, $1.'1 M ln 2017, $0.2M in 201 8, $0.5M In 201 I, S0.5M in 2020 end $0.5M in 2021.

2 Comprisos æntrally-held costs from Ex F¡l-4-1 Table 3 ând amounts of epproxlmât€¡y S1 M-$6M per year for mach¡n€ dynsm¡e end
perfomance lost¡ng seru¡æs prov¡d€d by Hydro Th6msl Opemtions ln support of Nudesr Operâllons.

updsrêd: 2016¡ 1¡0
EB-201&0152

Exhlb¡t F2

Teb 1

Schêdulo I

Table 1

(â) (b) (c) ldt (ê) (0) (t)

OM&A:
Nuclear Ooeretlons OM&A

1 Baso Oil&A 11277 11271 1 1596 1.201.8 1.210.6 1.2260 1.248 4 1.2647 '1.2763
2 PEIæIOil&A t05 t 09 52 98.2 113 / 1U9.1 10t .1 1þU.2 u6.8

277 5 t21 3 :113 7outaoê oM&A 321 2 394 6 3S3.8 4153 \94 4 308 5
4 Subtotal Nuclear Operatlons OM&Â 1.510.8 '1.450,3 1.588 5 1.621.3 1 714-9 ,72ø I 1,763.8 'l,759.4 1,671,6

5 Darllnaton Rêfu rblshmont OM&A 6.3 6.3 'lô 13 41.5 138 3.5 48.4 197
6 Derlinoton New Nuclear OM&AI 25.6 1.5 1.3 12 12 1.2 12 1.3 1.3
7 Älla.rflôn 

^f 
Câmala eær. ttÃ 

^
Ã1â2 4.t8 I AA2 3 lÁÃ I 437.2 442.7 445.0 464.1

I Allocatlon of Contallv Hold and Othsr Costsz 413.5 416.9 ¿l€ll 0 331.9 80.2 1142 108 3 91 I 81 3
9 227 233 32.9 244 279 270 )A^ )tc ,î7

10 Subtotsl Oiher Oiltâ 496 5 864 1 915 5 805.0 599.7 598 3 584 1 608 6 577.1

'11 totál OM&A 2,407 3 2,314 5 2.504.0 2.426.3 2314 6 2347fJ 22487

't2 Nucl€år Fuel Coats 2447 254.8 244.3 2A4A 219 I 233.1 2't27

Other Oosretino Gost ltema:

IJ Deproclatlon and Amorüätlon 270.1 245.2 298.0 293.6 346 9 3787 384.0 524.9 338.1

14 lncome Ter 17a.4\ (41 (31. (187) ('18 4ì (18.41 (4.4\, 51.2 51.7
'15 Proporty Tax 13.6 132 't3.2 '13.5 14.6 149 153 157 170

16 fotsl Operatlng Costs 2,859 3 2,806.2 3,027 A 2,979.4 2,881.6 2,924.4 2,961.9 3,187 I 2,868.2
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Ghart 1 : Nuclear Deficiency fo¡ 2017 - 2021 Period

Rrtara nca

Note 1a

Note 2a

Note 3a

Ex. F2-2-3 Ch'a¡I2

Ex. C2-1-1 Table 5, line 18

Ex N1-1-1 Chart 3.2.1 line I
Note 4a

Note 5a

Note 6a

Note 7a

Note 8a

Itm)
2021

2,834.O

2.097.9

736.1

519.3

00

132.2

(127.0'

(141 7\

11 8

194 6

156.71

51.9

684.4

1,320.5

(lu¡
2020

2,834,O

2 21Á.4

619.2

487.9

104.3

129.7

(84.8',

132 4

12.2

182.2

Á1 4\

42.3

964.8

1.584.0

(îu¡
2019

2,834.0

2.313,9

520,2

(51.01

107.1

42.2

(3.7

143.7

299

164.4

(37.5)

54.2

449.4

969.5

(0r,t ¡

201E

2,834.0

2,250.9

553.1

(15.91

50.¿

(32.8)

136.9

598

103 5

t47.8)

61.5

356.6

909.7

(5u¡
2017

2,834.0

2.26A.9

576.2

46.7

25.õ

31 I
(22.9\

75.8

81.8

149.8)

38.6

327.4

902.5

E-¿0134321AveraqeApproved2014&20l5RevenueRequirement
Re\enue at EB-20134321 Payment Amount ($59 2glMwh)

Lower Production (line 1 - line 2)

Changes in Revenue Requirement:
Darlinqton Refu rbishment

Pickerinq Extended Operat¡ons Enabling Costs

lmoact of Chanoes in Nuclear Station End-of-Life Dates on N uclear Liabilities

of Liabilities 2017 oNFA
and Amort¡zation than lines 4,6 &

OM&A Expenses (other than l¡ne 5)

Remaininqi Other OM&A Expenses (other than lines 4, 5, 6, & 7)

Fuel Costs (other than lines 6 & 7)

Other

Total Change in Revenue Requirement (lines 4 through 12\

Total Revenue Deficiency (line 3 + line 13)

Line

No

1

2

4

5

6

7

I
9
'!0

11

12

13

14

Notes
1a Ex. l1-'t-1 Table 2, Line'11

2a

1

2

J

2021

354
$59 29

2097.9

2020

37.4

2,214.e,

20,19

39.0

s59.2€

2,313.9

2018

38.5

$59 2ç

2.280.9

20,t7

38.1

225A.8

REDUCED PRODUCTION

@ble 1, line 3, cols. (e) to (i)) (Twhl

Nuclear Base Payment Amount (EB-2013-0321 Payment Amount Order. App D,line 3) lS/MWh)

Forecast Revenue l$Mì

AVBAGE

2,834.0

OËgAPPROVED

2016

2,877.6

Ð14
2.790.4
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OUTAGE OM&A - NUCLEAR

1.0 PURPOSE

This evidence presents nuclear operations outagc OM&A costs for the period 2013 - 2021

2.0 OVERVIEW

Outage OM&A costs vary year over year depending on the number and scope of outages

and therefore cannot be trended over time. Chart 1 below shows the cost, frequency and

nature of nuclear outages during the 2013 lo 2021 period. The test period outage OM&A

expense is $394.6M in 2017, $393.8M in 2018, $415.3M in 2019, $394.4M in 2020 and

$308.5M in 2021, and forms part of the OM&A expense in the nuclear revenue requirement.

Outage OM&A costs over the test period primarily reflect the following:

. Outage OM&A costs to compiete Dariington unit outages for the three year planned

outage schedule for routine inspection and maintenance. This includes outage costs

for units laid up during refurbishment (e.9., Unit 2 during 2016-2020), which will be

subject to inspection and maintenance activities over the period 2017-2019

associated with a planned outage in accordance with OPG's aging and life cycle

management programs, in addition to and separate from the refurbishment of the

units. The outage work in 2017-2019 effectively replaces two scheduled planned

outages for Unit 2 in 2016 and 2019 whích would othenruise have been undertaken

absent Unit 2 refurbishment.

. Darlington Unit 2 is scheduled to return to service in February 2020 following

refurbishment. OPG has scheduled two post refurbishment mini planned outages to

address any issues expected to arise after the major refurbishment is complete and

the unit has resumed operations.

. Outage OM&A costs to complete Pickering unit outages for the two year planned

outage schedule for routine inspection and maintenance. The cost for each of the

planned outages for the period 2017-2020 also includes the additional scope added

for Pickering Extended Operations which is required to enable Pickering's operation

to 202212024. ln addition, the Unit 7 outage in 2020 is being undertaken solely for
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Board Staff lnterroqatorv #096

lssue Number: 6.1
lssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the

nuclear facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh 1 oaoe 1

Outage OM&A cost for Darlington in

during refurbishment (e.9., Unit 2 d
and maintenance activities over the

the test period include, "outage costs for units laid up
uring 2016-2020\, which will be subject to inspection
period 2017-2019 associated with a planned outage in

accordance with OPG's aging and life cycle management programs, in addition to and

separate from the refurbishment of the units."

a) Why are these inspection and maintenance activities separate from refurbishment?

b) What is the purpose of the aging and life cycle management programs for units

undergoing refurbishment? Are the programs required by the CNSC? Please provide

examples of aging and life cycle management programs.

ResDonse

(a) These inspection and maintenance activities are separate from refurbishment because
they are required as part of the ongoing maintenance and operation of the plant and are
required to be performed even while the unit is being refurbished'

Examples of these inspection and maintenance activities, which are typical of regular
planned outages at Darlington or Pickering, are set out in OPG's response to part (b)

below.

ln contrast, Darlington Refurbishment Program ("DRP') scope is defined as the
replacement of station life limiting components, regulatory and safety improvements and

other work best performed during an extended refurbishment outage as well as
incremental facilities and infrastructure required for DRP to complete the above scope.

(b) As identified above, the DRP has a defined scope of work limited to specific systems and

components. The remaining systems and components not included as part of DRP scope
require ongoing inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement as defined by station
aging and life cycle management programs for those systems and components.

The purpose of these programs is to ensure equipment is meeting safety and reliability
standards and requirements. Some programs are required by the CNSC, which typically

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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include periodic inspections and preventative maintenance programs on safety related
equipment. Some investments are required to ensure the plant runs optimally and meets
performance expectations. Examples of maintenance activities as per the stations aging
and life cycle management programs are as follows:

. Replacement of system components at end of component life before failure

. Replacement of obsolete parts; e.9., plant computer equipment

. Overhauls of pumps and valves

. Preventative maintenance on motors

. lnspections of heat exchanger tube bundle wall thickness

. lnspection and testing of electrical circuit breakers

. Calibration of instrumentation.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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I4

15

I6

I1

1B

I9

20

2I

22

23

24

25

26

21

2B

r23

outage OM&A, and itts about outage OM&A that's outside of

the DRP.

Is there a table in the evidence that summarizes

outage OM&A by unit?

MS. CARMICHAEL: There is, I will- provide it in a

minute.

MS. BINETTE: For the test Period?

MS. CARM]CHAEL: YCS.

MS. BINETTE: Okay. I missed that so perhaps -- Ide

are running out of time, so perhaps I can get that actual

reference from you.

MS. CARMICHAEL: I bel-ieve it's CCC 24.

MS. BINETTE: Okay. And given that, at the bottom of

this page, i-f you could scroll down to the last paragraph'

it talks about some of the programs required under outage

OM&A are required by the CNSC.

Vüoul-d you be able to say how much of those numbers

that you are providing in CCC 24 would be related to the

requirements of the CNSC?

MS. CARMICHAEL: I don't believe we have that kind of

Breakdown, because most of the work is required to run safe

and reliable operations. Some of that was CNSC safety

requirements, but they merge onr you know, types of work.

So I don't bel-ieve I^Ie have that kind of breakdown.

But the work we are doing, and you have the categories

there, is aIl- about having safe, reliable operations during

the refurbishment period for that unit, as welf as the rest

of the units,' they are all interrelated.

ASAP Rgting Srvr'ælnc
55(613) ffi2727 (416) 861-8720
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So work needs to be done, CNSC work pJ_us ensuring that

work is done on the other components that aren't being done

under DRP to ensure that maintenance is done, inspections,

any repairs that need to be done, even on equipment that

hasntt been able to access previously to get us to the end

of the refurbishment window and come out with a unit that

both from the DRP core scope perspective and the rest of

the plant, the rest of the unit, they combine, come out

both on improved performance based both on safety and

reliability.

MS. BINETTE: I am going the leave that for now. Could

u/e move to page 34, which is a corrected response and again

it comes back to those warranty cut,ages.

MS. CARMICHAEL: Coufd I have the IR please?

MS. BINETTE: Sorry, it-'s 6.1 Staff 91 . And again

about the warranty outages, it gives the cost of the first

warranty outage at 12.8 millj-on. And in the prevj-ous

response, it was 10 million, and then it gives the second

warranty outage cost at 8 .2, and j-n the previous version of

this response it was 3.7 million.

Can you explain the increase?

MS. CARMICHAEL: Yes, when we initiall-y put the

i-nterrogatory response together, the station provided us

with a response to what was in their budget. But outage

costs are all sort of a -- they incJ-ude station costs, but

they al-so incÌude costs from other organizations, and those

were the costs we omitted in the original response to the

rR.

ASAP Rryting Ssr¡r'ælnc
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PIII{ERIIIG EKIEIIIID OPERATÛTIS:

Numbers may not add due to rou

c) Some of the additional FTEs hired for sustaining Pickering operations will be term
employees; however, the number of term employees to be employed has not been

determined. Currently, term employees represent less than 1o/o of the nuclear
organization headcount.

d) The decline of approximately 500 FTEs (about 8%) between 2Q17 and 2021 involves
decreases in both regular and non-regular FTE as shown in Ex. F4-3-1, Attachment 1.

This decline reflects reduced staffing levels associated with the completion of work
programs to enable Pickering continued operations and a decline in outage activity in

2021. While a station-wide Pickering VBO is planned in 2021, non-refurbishment outage
work at Darlington is restricted as two units undergo refurbishment. Also embedded in the
business plan are staffing reductions for corporate support headcounts associated with

achieving a 5% reduction from 2015 planned levels by 2020. Monitoring and control of
new hiring as staff numbers fall due to attrition will continue, as well as initiative
development and implementation to streamline processes and find new efficiencies to
help manage attrition as OPG prepares for the end of Pickering unit operations beyond
the lR test period.

Witness Panel: Darlington Refurbishment Program
Corporate GrouPs, ComPensation
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Pickering Extended Operations. The outage OM&A costs for Pickering Extended

Operations are set out in Chart 2 below.

Chart 1

Outage Frequency and Outage Costs 2013-2021

[1] Unit 2 will be subject to inspection and maintenance activities over the perìod 2017-2019 associated with a planned outage in
accordJnce with OPG's aging and lifc cyclc managcmcnt programs, in addition to and separate from the refurbishment of the
un¡ts.

[2] The Unit l outage was extendedfrom201-2 into 2013 due to a fire in the Lube Oil Purifier system, resulting in the 2013
scheduled Unit 4 outage being shifted into 2014.

[3] The scope for the Un¡t 7 outage in 2020 is limited as it is solely for Pickering Extended Operations and therefore excludes

''typical" planned outage.

Chart 2

Pickering Extended Operations Outage OM&A 2017-2020

6
7

8

I

10
11

DESCRIPTION

2013
Actual

20L4
Actual

2015
Actual

20L6
Sudset

20Lf
Plan

2018
Plan

2019

Pan
2020

Plan

202L
Plan

Darlin8ton Un¡t Outages [11 Unit 2; Unit 4 Un¡t 1
Unlt 3 &

Unbudgted
Un¡t I

Unit 4 Unit 1 Un¡t 3 Un¡t 4 Un¡t 1 None

Darl¡ngton Station Outages
vBo

Preparation
VBO

Proprr¡t¡on

un¡ts 1-4

vBo
Exêaut¡ôn

None None None None None None

Darlington Refu rbishment
Outages

None None None LJnit 2 Unit 2 Unit 2 Unit 2
Unit 2;

Un¡t 3

Unit 3;

un¡t 1

Darl¡ngton PHT Pump

Replacement Mini Outages
Unit 3

Unit 3;

Un¡t 4

Un¡t 1;

Unit 4
Un¡t 1 Unit 4 Unit 4

Darlington Post Refu rbishment
None None None None None None None Un¡t 2 Unit 2

Pickering Unit Outages

I lnit 1

(extended

from 2012 [21]
Unit 5,6

Un¡t 4,7,8

Un¡t 1, 5,6 &
Unbudgeted

Un¡t L, I
Unit 4,7,8 Un¡t 1,5,6 Unit 4,7,8 Unit 1,5,6

Un¡t 4,7,8

t3l
Un¡t 1,5,6

Picker¡ng Station Outages None None None None None None None
vBo

PreDaration

Un¡ts 1-6

vBo
Pickerine Mid-cvcle OutaEes Unit 4 None None tln¡t 1 Un¡t 4 Un¡t 1 Unit 4 un¡t I None

outatc cors ($M¡llions) 2r75 22L.3 ttt,7 it21.t ¡94,6 393.8 415.3 394,4 308.5

Line

No. Cost ltem 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total Reference
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (D

I Pickering Station 12.2 11.6 20.8 22.8 Ex. F2-4-1 Table 1

2 Nuclear Support Divisions 9.9 25.7 67.9 62.8 Ex. F2-4-l Table 1

3 TotalOutage OM&A 22.1 373 88.7 85.6 233.7
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1

2
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4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

VECC Interroqatorv #20

lssue Number: 6.1
lssue: ls the test perioô Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the
nuclear facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Reference: F2lT 4lS1 lTable 1

a) Please amend Table 1 to show outage OM&A by unit.

Resoonse

a) See Chart 1

Ghart I
Outage OM&A - Nuclear ($M)

Common outage costs include Vacuum Building Outages and repair of spare parts.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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,8

Note

1.

Nuclear Stations

I Darlington NGS
2 Unit 1

3 Unit 2

4 Unit 3

5 Unit 4

6 Commonl
7 Total Darlington NGS 80.9 158.4 125.2 180.6 154.3 148.1

Line

No.

I
I
10

11

12

13

14

15

l6

2013
Actual

(a)

147.2

4.2
14.6

44.4
59.4

1.3

3.8

2.5

20't4
Actual

(b)

2015
Actual

(c)

2016
Budget

(d)

2017

Plan
(e)

2018
Plan
(f)

2019
Plan
(s)

2020
Plan
(h)

2021
Plan
(i)

2.2
83.9

0.0
60.5

0.5

70.1

0.5
3.9
0.7

5.7

1.7

0.1

91.4
1.7

1.1

38.7

110.3

4.3

0.0

64
31.7

0.0
11Q.1

0.0

8.3
16.0

0.0
99.5

1.3

122.6

53.7
3.9
0.3

00

61.7

2.8
61.9
71.1

1.7

6.3

8.5

128.2

14.8

43.9
0.0

0.0

1.2

63.4
2.2
6.1

43.6
85.0

6.0

6.1

13.

44.

0.

0

62.

14.'l

187.0 64

Pickering NGS
Unit 1

Unit 4
Unit 5

Unit 6
Unit 7

Unit I
Commonl
Total Pickering NGS

2.4
47.1

6.3
0.8

68.4
58.5

12.5

51.6
8.4

100.6

86.7

0.8
9.1

10.0

29
42.4

6.1

1.6

49.9
31.4

47.1

5.7
44.2
45.8

1.7

2.0

8.8

2.3

539
14.5

2.2
85.5

68.7

12.2

17 Total OM&A

130.3 140.3 155.3 196.0 214.0 4 267.2 207.5

277.5 221.3 313.7 321.2 394.6 393.8 415.3 394.4

21
22
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BASE OM&A - NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

1.0 PURPOSE

This evidence presents nuclear base OM&A expense for the historical period, bridge year,

and test period (excluding OM&A expense for Darlington Refurbishment).

2.0 oVERV|EW

The nuclear base OM&A expense for 2013-2021 is provided in Ex. F2-2-1 Table 1. OPG is

requesting approval of base OM&A expense of $1,210.6M in 2017, $1,226.0M in 2018,

$1,248.4M in2019, $1264.7M in2020 and $1 ,276.3Min2021. The average annual increase

over the test period is 1.24 per cent.

The modest increases in the face of labour and material cost escalation reflect a continued

focus on controlling staff levels, cost discipline and work reduction or elimination through re-

prioritizing and streamlining work. OPG continues to implement various value for money,

fleet wide and site initiatives to reduce costs as part of a focus on continuous improvement.

OPG's staff resource plan forecasts an increase in Nuclear regular staff FTEs (excluding

Darlington Refurbishment) in 2016 to ensure resources are available following a period of

higher than budgeted attrition. Thereafter, FTEs experience a net decline over the test period

(Ex. F2-1-l Table 3).

3.0 BASE OM&A BACKGROUND

Base OM&A provides the main source of funding for operating and maintaining the nuclear

stations in support of:

. the ongoing production of electricity from the operating nuclear units;

. ensuring the safe operation of the plants;

. improving the reliability of the nuclear assets, and

. ensuring compliance with applicable legislation and nuclear regulatory requirements.

3.1 Base OM&A Description by Function and Resource Type
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Board Staff Interroqatorv #89

lssue Number:6.1
tssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the nuclear

facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh F2-2-1 paqe 1 and Table 1

The evidence states that, "Base OM&A provides the main source of funding for operating and

maintaining the nuclear stations in support of: the ongoing production of electricity from the
operating nuclear units; ensuring the safe operation of the plants; improving the reliability of
the nuclear assets, and ensuring compliance with applicable legislation and nuclear
reg u latory requirements."

Table 1 sets out base OM&A by stations and by support. The 2015 actual base OM&A for the
Darlington station was $298.9M. The average base OM&A for Darlington for lhe 2017-2021
test period is $314.92M. Please explain why the base OM&A for Darlington in the test period,

when there are three operational units (and only two in 2021), is higher than the 2015 actual
base OM&A when there were four operational units.

Response

Darlington's base OM&A in thetest period is higherthan 2015 actual, despite differences in

the number of operational units, for two primary reasons.

First, the majority of base OM&A costs associated with operating a four unit station remains
in place during refurbishment, as discussed at Ex. L-6.1-2 AMPCO-92.

Second, base OM&A increases over this period due to labour escalation reflecting collective
agreement provisions.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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AMPGO Interroqatorv #92

lssue Number: 6.1
lssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the
nuclear facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

lnterrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: D2-2-8 Attachment 4 Page27

a) Please quantify the % of costs associated with the full time operation of Darlington that
remains during the test period by year and show the calculation.

ResDonse

Chart 1 compares the Darlington operating costs in the test period lo 2015 actual operating
costs. Darlington operating costs reflectamountsshown in L-6.2-15 SEC-63 part(b), Chart I
for Stations and Nuclear Support for 2017-2021.

Ghart 1

The majority of costs associated with the full{ime operation of Darlington remain fixed as
many of the functions that support the operation of all four units continue to be required
during refurbishment to support the operation of a multi unit station even while units are on
refurbishment outages. Examples of operating costs that remain even if one unit is in
refurbishment include:

Operating and maintaining safety systems and other common systems (i.e., Unit 0).

Tritium removal facility that supports the remaining operating units, Pickering and other
nuclear plants as well as other common facilities (e.9., water treatment plant).

Fuel handling maintenance and operations to support fueling of the remaining operating
units as well as fueling of the units undergoing refurbishment. Costs of defueling of the
refurbishment units are included in DRP.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Line
No. ($M) 201 5

(a)
2017

_ (b)

723.4

2018
(c)

2019 2020 2021
(d) (e) (f)

1 Total Darlinoton Operatinq Costs 694.6 686.0 681.4 725.4 588.5

2
Forecast Darli ngton Operating
Costs as ao/o o'Í 2015 104.1% 98.8% 98j% 104.4o/o 84.70/o
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a

a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

a Support, planning and contract oversight for work being performed within the station,

except on the refurbishment units (the DRP will perform the oversight for the

refurbishment unit).

Operator training to ensure long term operability of the four units.

Equipment inspections that are required on a periodic basis.

Measurement, monitoring and reporting of environmental emissions.

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Security, nuclear programs, nuclear oversight, engineering and other nuclear support

costs. lncremental security costs for the Refurbishment security entrance are funded by

the DRP.

ln addition, OFG has a comprehensive plan to perform non-refurbishment maintenance work
on the unit that is offline. OPG cannot meaningfully allocate costs between the costs of such
work and the other costs required to support the operation of the four-unit station. This work
includes preventative and corrective maintenance work that would normally be done during
scheduled outages but will be spread over the refurbishment period while a unit is on a
refurbishment outage.

Note that total Darlington costs fluctuate year over year for a variety of reasons and in some
years (e.g.,2017 and 2020), are higher than 2015 due to the outage program, additional
inspection programs such as single fuel channel inspections, and specific life cycle
management work. A description of year over year changes for base OM&A, project OM&A
and outage OM&A costs can be found in Ex. F2-2-2, Ex. F2-3-2, and Ex. F2-4-2.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Board Staff Interroqatorv #141

lssue Number: 6.6
lssue: Are the test period human resource related costs for the nqclear facilities (including
wages, salaries, payments under contractual work arrangements, benefits, incentive
payments, overtime, FTEs and pension costs, etc.) appropriate?

lnterrogatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh A2-2-1 paoe 2 Attachment I paoe 15 Ref: Exh F2-1-1 Table 3

At page 15 of the business plan it states, "Staffing levels from ongoing operations are
expected to continue to decrease afier 2018...The decrease over the 2019-2021 period
reflects reductions in staffing levels as the Pickering station begins to approach its end of life

a) At page 2 of Exh A2-2-i, ¡t states that the planning assumpt¡ons include P¡cker¡ng
202212024.lf so, why are there reductions in staffing levels in 2019-2021?

b) Does the business plan and the nuclear staff summary reflect the allocation of Darlington
staff, from units undergoing refurbishment, to Pickering?

Response

a) OPG's staffing plans are based on the assumption that the Pickering station will operate
-.--a:t 

^^^^r^^ô¡ 
I l---.^--^- ¡t^- -r- -t-4.-- _:_ 1_ --__t--__ t___l__---_¡ __-t__-__ultLtl ¿v¿¿tzu¿+. nuwevEr, Ure uuiltPaf tys stalltltg sLtdtË9y |sj LU reuuue lteiluuuufll, wf tef g

possible, in advance of the shut down. This applies to both direct and supporl
organization and costs such as inspection, maintenance, engineering and corporate
support services, which will start to ramp down staffing gradually in advance of the units
closing.

b) There are no Darlington staff from units undergoing refurbishment allocated to Pickering
in the 2016-2018 Business Plan or the nuclear staffing summary.

Witness Panel: Overview, Rate-setting Framework
Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Figure 3 - Compensal¡on Gosts for Nuclear Facilities
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FTE Staffing levels

ln 2016, staffing levels for OPG's Nuclear facilities are expected to lncrease by over 600

FTEs due largely to the Darlington Refurbishment Project ("DRP") and, to a lesser extent, the

workforce renewal required to sustain Pickering operations. ln 2015, Nuclear attrition was at

its highest level in years, with over 300 retirements.a This represents a 20 per cent increase

in the number of retirements in Nuclear compared lo 2014. Over two thirds of the 2015

a These retirements include only those reporting to the Nuclear organization directly. Attrition associated with

support staff attributed to the prescribed nuclear facilities is not reflected in this number.

!
oô

20L3 20r4 2015 2016 2077 2018 2019 2020 2027

* Pension and be nef¡ts ¡nclu de cu rre nt service costs an d are s hown on an accrual basis.
* * FTE includes both regular and non-regular FTES. The actual 2013 FTES shown are adjusted from those provided in EB-2013-0321,

J7.3, Attachment 1. The adjustme nt ¡ncreâses the number of FTEs by excludingthe impact of banked overtime (overtime taken as

time off ratherthan pay) and shows the 2OÍl Actual FTES on a consistent basis with the remaining years in the table.

Each component of compensation is described in more detail below, beginning with staffing

levels. Additional details can also be found in Attachment 1 (FTE, Compensation and Benefit

lnformation for OPG's Nuclear Facilities ["Appendix 2k"]).
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397 407 400 405 404 40s

- 
Penslons& Benefits (MS)¡ 399 342 4L7

118 132 L72 717 116 119 lo2 81

-lOvert¡me 
(MS) 159

1,095 1,099 L,O97 1,096976 974 956 r,o46 I,Oaz

-Base 
Salaries & lncentives (MS)

1,603 1,582L,534 1,43S 1,506 L,554 L,6O6 : L,677 !,623Tota¡ compensation (MS)

3% 3% o% -t% -L%Growth Rate (ToÞl compensation) 6% -60/0 s%

184 7a7 190179 17L 186 t7a !a2+Total compensation (KS / FfE)

8801 8761 8665 8430 82938594 4432 aL74 a72LFullfme Equivalents**
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retirements were in critical operations, maintenance, engineering and technical roles and will

need to be replaced. As shown in Figure 4, staffing levels peak in 2017 and then decline by

over 500 FTEs by 2021 . Nuclear staffing levels are discussed further in Ex. F2-1-1.

F¡gure 4- Nuclear Full T¡flr. Equ¡vâlènts (FTE)

I
I

10

9,OOO

4,500

8,OOO

7,SOO

7,OOO

6,soo

6,OOO

5,5 OO

5,OOO

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

20L3 20L4 ' 2015 20ta 2019 2020 202a
as3

I ,9ú9 I ,a4a
4,43O 4,2934,761 I 8,665

* The actual 2013 FTES shown are adjusted from those provided in EB-2013-0321, J7-3, Attachment L. The adjustment
increasesthenumberof FTESbyexclud¡ngtheimpactof bankedovertime(overtimetakenast¡meoff ratherthanpay)and
shows the 2013 Actual FTES on a consistent bas¡s with the remain¡ngyears in the table.

Workforce renewal leading up to the end of commercial operations at Pickering in 2Q2212024

will be required to continue operating the station safely. To assist in mitigating the anticipated

disruption and costs associated with deployment and involuntary terminations after Pickering

is shut down, a new category of employees called "Term Employees" was negotiated with

the PWU for the current collective agreement period. ln general, term employees may be

hired to avoid adding regular staff in circumstances where additional regular employees are

likely to be laid off as a result of Pickering's end of commercial operations. Term employees

are hired with the understanding that they have no expectation of ongoing employment once

Pickering's operations cease.

Base Salaries and lncentives represent about 68 per cent of OPG's total compensation

costs related to the Nuclear facilities over the test period. These costs are largely a function

TemÞorerv 634 734 443 aoa 433 416 731 694
7.960 7,Ë94 7,27 I 7,9 L2Regular 7,964

-a-Total 8,594 4,432 a,L!4 8,72L a,ao1

Dd,,rn{:lorì RPtL¡rb &
filL'nde.i qì1 Ker¡ñg

ífDer ìt¡ðn\
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Board Staff Interrosatorv #138

lssue Number: 6.6
lssue: Are the test period human resource related costs for the nuclear facilities

Wages, salaries, payments under contractual work arrangements, benefits,

payments, overtime, FTEs and pension costs, etc.) appropriate?
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(including

incentive
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lnterrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh F4-3-1 paoe 6 and Attachment 1 Ref: Exh F2-1-l Table 3

nt paæ O of Exh F4-3-1, it states that there were 300 retirements in 2015 in the nuclear

businèss. "Over two thirds of the 2015 retirements were in the critical operations,

maintenance and technical roles and will need to be replaced."

a) Table 3 of Exh F2-1-1 is a nuclear staff summary. There were 5,430.4 nuclear operations
regular FTE in 2015. That number increases to 5,788.6 FTE in 2016. Despite retirements,

stàffing grew by 358.2 FTE overall, and by an amount well in excess of "over two thirds"

of the 2015 retirements related to critical positions where replacement staff was
anticipated to be needed. Please explain the increase.

b) Attachment I of Exh F4-3-1 lines'10to 15 summarizesthe nuclearallocation FTE in the
historical and forecast period. There were 1,628.9 nuclear allocated FTE in 2015. That

number increases to 1,773.3 FTE in 2016. How many of the additional FTE are related to

critical positions? Please explain the increase beyond the critical positions.

Response

a) Between 2015 and 2016, the number of Regular Nuclear Operations FTE increases by

358 FTEs.

As shown in Chart 1 below, an increase of 269 FTEs (75%) in 2016 is associated with

filling critical positions largely due to 2015 attrition. The remaining 89 FTEs (25Yo) are civil

maiñta¡ners, project technicians, inspection & maintenance technicians, security and

emergency response. Of the 89 positions that are in other functions, 42 (12%) are

assoclated with Capital Project Portfolio, 22 (6Yo) are associated with Provision work
programs such as Used Fuel Storage and planning for Decommissioning, and 25 (7%)

with on-going Nuclear Operations OM&4.
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Ghart I

b) Between 2015 and 2016, the number of FTE allocated to OPG's Nuclear facilities
increases by 144 FTE.

As shown in Chart 2 below, an increase of 75 FTE (52o/o) is associated wlth critical
positions supporting Nuclear Operations, such as Authorized Operations Trainers in the
Learning and Development corporate function.

Chart 2

Note: numbers may not add due to rounding.

Of the remaining 70 positions that are in functions, 32 (22Vo) are associated with the
Darlington Refurbishment project, and 37 (260/0) with on-going Nuclear Operations.
These increases are to fill support roles primarily in OPG's supply chain, information
technology and real estate services.
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lncrease in Nuclear Operations Regular
FTE 12015 vs. 20161

2015 Actual
lal

2016 Budget
tbl

Difference
lcl=lbl-lal

CriticalJob Families
(Authorized, Engíneers, Mechanical &
Control Maintainers, Operations
Soecialists)

3,79L.O 4,059.9 268.9

Other Functions
(Maintainers Service. Technical. Other)

L,639.4 1,728.7 89.3

Total 5.430-4 5.788_6 3s8.2

Increase in Allocated FTE (2015 vs 2016!
Nuclear

ops
Darlington

Refurb

Nuclear

Totel
Cr¡t¡alJob Families
(Authorized, Engineers, Mechanical & Control

Maintai ners, Ope rations Special ists)

66 8 75

Other Functions
( Procu reme nt, Warehousi ng, I nformation
Management, Facilities & Business lnfrastructure)

37 32 70

Total 104 4t t4
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There are definitions in this interrogatory and

ì-nterrogatory response that I am hopì-ng you can help me

with. Crj-tical positions and critical job families? Can

you give me those definitions, please.

MS. REES: Sure. So at OPG we group our jobs into

what we cal-I job families, and certain job familj-es have a

higher degree of operatíonal impact or criticality. This

woul-d be positions like engineers, our operators, and some

of our mechanical and control maintenance staff. So those

are sort of broad qroupings that we use, critical job

families.

Vühen we come to critical positions, that coul-d be any

position i-n any job fanily. It could be a feadership

position, it could be a job that's not in the critical job

famlly, but the role itself is very critical-, so that's the

distinction I woufd make between a critical job family and

a critical position.

MS. BINETTE: So -- and this ínterrogatory talks about

changes and hiring in groups in critical positions and

critical job famí1ies.

Is there a higher bar for hiring in the other

functions that are not critical or not in the critical- job

famifies? Is there more approval level required, or is it

the same process?

MS. REES: Sorry, is there a higher approval for --

MS. BINETTE: Vüould you have to go through more l-evels

of approval? Vüould you have to go to a higher fevel of

approval to hire into positions that are not in the

ASAP Rryting Srvr'æslnc
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critical- positions or critical job families?

MS. REES: No, not a higher level of approval.

MS. BINETTE: Okay, thank you.

MS. REES: Yourre welcome.

MS. BINETTE: Vüould you go to page 8, please. This

is 6.6 Staff 152, and this is an interrogatory that queried

positions that were not benchmarked by towers. And there

are 282 Society positions in the general industry category

that could not be benchmarked by towers.

And I was wondering if -- could you go to page 9,

please. You may have to rotate that, but I am not sure it

really matters. The general industry group has different
-rob fam.ilies. T was wonderina if r-hose 282 that could notJ-'- """--' _'_J

be benchmarked could j-n fact be grouped by these :ob

f amil-ies , or not ?

MS. REES: We haven't grouped them, but that could be

done.

MS. BINETTE: Could I get that as an undertaking?

MR. SMITH: Yes.

MS . REES : Yes, sorry.

MR. MILLAR: JT 2.29.

TNDERTAI(ING NO. JT2.29: FOR THE 282 TIIAT COULD NOT BE

BENCHI'ÍARKED, TO GROUP THEM BY iIOB FAI\ÍILIES

MS. BINETTE: Could you go to page 10, please? This

is 6.J, Staff 167, and it's interrogatory about corporate

costs -- the corporate centre costs, excuse me.

Am I correct that there is a cofltmunications function

under corporate centre?

ASIfP Rprling Sru'ælnC
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NUCLEAR OPERAT¡ONS AND TOTAL FTE

L,2,3,4,5 - Exh F2-1-L Table 3

6 - Exh F2-1-1 Table 3, Exh F4-3-1 Attachment l"

7,8 - Exh F4-3-1 Attachment 1

9: L-6.1-AMPCO-109

10 - L-6.1-AMPCO-L11

1l- - L-6.1-AMPCO-112

9

10

1,r

12

Operations
5,504.1 5,394.75,788.6 5,710.8 5,666.2 5,602 I5,870.7 5,626.7 5,430.4Regular

526.8 420.4bbb / 614 4 646 6 632.2Non-Reqular 496 I 578.1 670 0

6,312.8 6,234.3 6,030.9 5,E15.16,100.4 6,455.3 6,325.2Sub-total Ops 6,367.6 6,204.8

DRP
599.9 620.5 589.5 597.8307.2 329.7 427.6 587.2Reqular 282 0

152.2 137.4 157.7 230 160.7 73.5 't53.2Non-Regular 24.6 3s3
6,992.2 6,778.1 6,643.06,490.8 6,956.4 7,065.6 7,064.9ÍOTAL Ops&DRP 6,674.2 6,547.3

Corporate
1,703.7 1,679 I 1,659.0 1,656.21,884.4 1,628.9 1,773.3 1,742.8Nuclear Allocated 1 ,919.5

8.299¿8,808.4 8,768.6 8,672.0 8,437.18,431.7 8,119.7 8,729.7TOTAL Nuclear 8,593.7

2018
Plan

2021
PlanActualNuclear FTE PlanBudgetActual Actual PlanPlan

Operations
4,826 34,956 2 4.970.6 4,91015,158 I 5,042.6 5,121 I 4,968.7Base 5,217.4

103.8126.O 1 39.1 135.3 127.1164.1 153.0 141.9 149.3Project
360.2 240.7485 1 526.8 524.1 486.2356.0 329.2 358 5Outaqe

5.¡t56.8 5,270.3 5,067.05,¡[0].l 5,606.9 5,¿195.5 5,¡t80.3TOTAL Ops 5,573.4 5,¡t88.0

2021
PlanActual ActualActualNuclear FTE PlanBudget PlanPlanPlan
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1

2
Chart 1

Base OM&A FTES - Nuclear

Line
No Reoular FTEs

2013
Actu.l

20't4
Actual

2015
Actuâl

2016
Budoât

2017

Plan
2018
Plan

201 I
Plan

2020
Plon

2021
Plan

(a) (b) (c) (rl ) (e) tf\ (q) (h) (¡)

Stations
1 Darlington NGS 1.256 5 1,2032 I ,163 I 1.157 5 10680 1,039 0 1,054 7 1,0627 1.O22 6
2 Pickerinq NGS 1.847 I 1.852.7 1.773.3 1,859 I

00
1,876 I 1 11 'l ? 1 2

00 00 00 00
Not from PNGS

1.778 1

3 Pickerinq Conti nued Ooerations 20 1 148 00 00
4 Picker¡nq Extended Ooerations 00 00 00 00 00
Ê Total Stations 3124 4 30707 2937 3 3.017.3 2.944 1 2.940,1 2.921 I 2.871 .9 28007

Support
o Engineering 694 8 681 8 675 8 692 I 689 2 677 I 706 7 713 8 734 6
7 Projects & Modif¡cations 730 643 635 588 560 532 532 50 1 462
Õ Nuclear Serv¡ces 225 3 00 0.0 00 00 00 00 00 00
o Fleet Ooerations and Maintenance 171 0 340 4 321 2 31 1.0 314 0 313 0 310 5 309 5 305 5
10 Security and Emergency Serv¡ces 532 0 490 7 487 I 509 0 492 0 492 0 492 0 492 0 492 0
14 lñcñê^ti^ñ t- [¡âiñfôñâñôô aô^;^6a 4ô4 1 114 4

12 Decomm¡ssionino & Nuclear Waste Momt 00 37 1 464 440 468 478 484 494 474
'13 Other Support 230 ô8 10.1 406 638 530 566 592 51 4
14 Total Supporl 1,921 I 1 .812I 1.782 1 1.878 4 1 8788 1.834.1 1,880 3 1,880 0 1 8734

15 Total Base OM&A 5,045 6 4,883 6 4,719 4 4,895 7 4,823 0 4,774 2 4,802 2 4,751 I 4,6741

Line
No. Non-Reoular FTES

2013
Actuäl

2011
Actuâl

2015
Actual

2016
Budoet

2017

Plan
2018

Plan
2019
Plan

2020
Plan

2021
Plan

(a) (b) þ) (d) le) (f) (q) th) til

Stations
I Darlinoton NGS 65? 1 10.9 128 0 107 0 564 858 858 754 758
2 Pickerinq NGS 450 737 853 774 355 355 34ô 346
J Pickerino Continued Ooerat¡ons o4 07 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
4 Picker¡no Extended Operations 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Total Stat¡ons 1106 185 3 213 2 184 3 91 9 121 3 121 3 110 4 110 4

Support
6 Eng¡neer¡ng 182 396 585 200 20.0 200 200 200 20.0

7 Projects & Modifl cations 148 142 131 15 0 15 0 15 0 15.0 150 150
8 Nuclear Services 107 00 UU 00 00 00 00 00 00
9 Fleet Ooerations and Ma¡ntenance aa 157 197 20 21 21 21 21 21
't0 Securitv and Emerqencv Services 21 35 27 00 00 00 00 00 00
11 lnspection & Maintenance Services 123 15I '15 1 4A 147 21 6 79 86 26
12 Decommissionino & Nuclear Waste Mqmt 00 08 05 00 20 20 20 20 20

Other Support 08 05 04 00 00 00 00 UU 00
14 Total Suoport 61 2 899 1100 41 I 538 607 470 477 41 7

15 Total Base OM&A 1719 275 2 323 2 226 1 145 7 182 0 168 3 158 1 152 2

3
4
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1

2

Chart 1

Proiect OM&A FTEs - Nuclear

Line
No. Reqular FTEs

2013
Act¡al

20't4
Ac{ual

2015
Ach,¡al

2016
Budset

2017
Plan

2018
Plan

2019
Plan

2020
Plan

2021
Plan

la) ft) (c) (d) (e) tfl (o) ft) (i)

Portfolio P rojects (Allocated)

FTEs not planned at
detailed level

I Darlington NGS 13.1 11 4 182

2 Pickering NGS 13.4 13 0 78
3 N uclear Support Divisions 33.6 224 't2 7

4 Subtotal Portfolio Proiects (Allocated) 60 'l 46.8 38.7

5 lnfrastructure 71.3 72.3 662
6 Portfolio P rojects (U nallocated)

7 Subtotal Proiect OM&A (Portfolio) 131 4 't '19.0 105 0

8 Pickering Continued Operat¡ons 4',l 43 2.O

I Pickering Extended Operations

10 Fuel Channel Life Gycle Mgmt Project 5.4 43 0.0

11 Fuel Channel Life Extension Project 0.0 0.0 3.0

12 Total Project OM&A 141.0 127 6 '1 100 107.8 104.5 115.6 112.8 104.6 8'l .3

Line
No. FTEs

2013

Actual
2014

Ac'tual
2015

Acû¡al
2016

Ë
2017

Plan
2018
Plan

2019

Plan

2020
Plan

202'l
Plan

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0 (o) (h) (i)

Portfolio P rojects (Allocated)

FTEs not planned at
detailed level

I Darlington NGS 1.0 2.5 72

2 Pickering NGS 2.8 't 8 02

3 Nuclear Support Divisions 82 5.6 55

4 Subtotal Portfolio Projects (Allocated) 119 9.9 12.9

5 lnfrastructure 99 123 16.3

o Portfolio Projects (U nallocated)

7 Subtotal Project OM&A (Portfolio) 2',1 B 22.2 29.2

I Pickering Continued Operations 0.9 10 0.4

I Pickering Extended Operat¡ons

10 Fuel Ghannel Life Gycle Mgmt Project 0.4 2.2 00
11 Fuel Channel Life Extension Project 0.0 00 2.3

12 Total Project OM&A 23.1 253 31 I 41.5 21 5 235 225 225 22.5

3
4
5

Total Project OM&A FTEs 164 1 153.0 '141.9 149.3 126.0 139.1 135.3 127.1 103 8
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Outaqe OM&A FTEs - Nuclear

Llne
No. Reqular FTEs

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015

Actual
2016

Budqel
2017

Plan
2018
Plan

2019

Plan
2020
Phn

2021
Plan

lal (b) (c) (d) (e) lf) lo) (h) (i)

Nuclear Stations
1 Darlinqton NGS 0.0 00 00 00 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 Pickerino NGS 00 0.0 00 00 0,0 00 00 00 00
3 Pickering Continued Operations 00 00 00 00 00 00 0.0 0.0

4 Pickering Extended Operations 0.0 00 00 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 00
5 Total Stations 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

170 2 165 2 158 7b N uclear Support Divisions 109.4 116.8 124.0 1186 877 687

a Total Outage OM&A 109 4 116.8 124.0 170 2 165.2 '158 7 118 6 87.7 687

Line
No. Non-Reqular FTEs

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

2016

BudEet
2017
Plan

2018
Plan

20't9
Plan

2020
PIan

2021
Phn

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (q) (h) fi)

Nuclear Stations
1 Darlinqton NGS 106 7 61 2 792 904 113.0 112.7 112 4 110 5 67
2 Pickering NGS 44.6 70.5 49.8

00
562
0.0

103.9 103.9 '103 I 43.0 950
3 Pickering Continued Operations 3.1 1.6 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 00
4 Pickering Extended Operations 00 00 0.0 00 Nol plannod 66parately from PNGS 0.0

5 Total Stations 154.4 133.2 129 0 146 6 ?16 I 2167 216.3 '153.5 101.7

6 Nuclear Support Divisions 92.2 79.3 f 05 6 168 2 144 6 148 E 151 3 119 0 /o.3

7 Total Outage OM&A 246.6 212 4 234.6 314.8 361.5 365.4 367 6 272.5 172.0

1

2
3
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1. Labour: The salary and benefits cost of OPG full-time regular staff, non-regular staff

and part-time staff. Base OM&A labour costs are derived using standard labour rates

for job families within Nuclear. ln addition to base salary and statutory benefits (e.9.

El, CPP), these standard labour rates include a component for pension and other

post employment benefits earned by employees for current service (discussed in Ex.

F4-3-2) as well as a component for current employee health, dental and other

benefits provided during employment.

2. Overtime: The incremental pay for work outside of core hours, for example during

forced outages or urgent repairs.

3. Augmented Staff: External personnel providing specialized expertise (e.9.,

engineering) to supplement internal capability and/or to fill temporary vacancies.

4. Other Purchased Services: The costs of specialized external services, including

construction and maintenance services, personal protective equipment, laundry

services, and specialized technical services (e.9., nuclear safety analysis, research

and development, and specialized testing services).

5. Materials: The costs of all consumables, replacement parts, and associated

transportation service costs supporting station operations (e.9., ongoing maintenance

and repair work).

6. License Fees: The cost of licensing-related fees paid to the Canadian Nuclear Safety

Commission ('CNSC').

7. Other Gosts: Costs for miscellaneous items such as travel and utility expenses

(water, sewage, and electricity for administration buildings) and inventory

obsolescence provision.

ln order to operate the nuclear facilities safely, reliably and efficiently, OPG uses incremental

short-term labour resources to address temporary staffing shortages. lncremental labour

resources used by OPG include overtime, temporary staff (e.9., non-regular staffl) and

external contractors. Three primary factors drive the use of incremental short-term labour

resources in Nuclear: 1) to meet peak work requirements,2) to maintain coverage for key

staff positions in accordance with licensing requirements, and 3) to complete priority work

impacted by short term or unexpected staff shortages due to factors such as temporary
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lntroduction

Willis Towers Watson has conducted a total compensation benchmarking study for roles across
Ontario Power Generation's (OPG) Nlanagement, PWIJ and Society employee groups.

This benchmark review has
been conducted on a
segmented basis. Roles are
benchmarked against
comparator organ izations
best representing the
underlying skill sets required.

The three segments are:
Utility, Nuclear Authorized and
General lndustry.

78o/o of OPG incumbents are
in roles covered by this
benchmark review. ln our
experience, this is a strong
representative sample.

PWU 5,533

Utility 3,754

Nuclear Authorized 255

Generd lndustry 1,524

Society 2,918

Utility 2,235

Nuclear Authorized 111

General lndustry 572

Management 1,062

Utility 532

Nuclear Authorized 39

General lndustry 491

Total 9,513

Note: OPG incumbent information as of April 2015

4,475

3,169

255

1,051

2,151

1,809

53

290

754

355

37

362

7,380

81%

84o/o

100%

69%

74%

81o/o

48%

51o/o

71%

67%

95%

74%

78o/o

Total # OPG
lncum be nts

Total# OPG
lncum be nts

Be nchma rked

YoOPG lncumbents
Be nchma rked

OPG Group

76 WillisTowers Watson l¡l¡l! l¡l
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JT2.29
Page 1 of 1

UNDERTAKING JT2.29

Undeftakins

FOR THE 282 SOCIETY REPRESENTED POSITIONS THAT COULD NOT BE

BENCHMARKED IN THE GENERAL INDUSTRY CATEGORY, TO GROUP THEM BY JOB
FAMILIES

Resoonse

Figure 1 below provides the 282 Society-represented positions in the General lndustry
segment that were not included in the Willis Towers Watson compensation benchmarking
stuìy (Reference: Ex. F4-3-1, Attachment 2). Suitable matches could not be found for these
positions as discussed in Ex. L-6.6-1 Staff-152, part (a).

7

10Administration
44Corporate Services
36Environment, Health & Safety

42Fi nance

IHuman Resources

4I nformation Technology

Maintenance 23

90Operations
32Supply Chain

282Total
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Board Staff lnterrosatorv #1 10

lssue Number:6.2
lssue: ls the nuclear benchmarking methodology reasonable? Are the benchmarking
results and targets flowing from OPG's nuclear benchmarking reasonable?

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh F2-1-1 Attachment 2 paqe 13 and 28
Ref: EB-201 0-0008 Undertakinq J5.3
Ref: Exh F2-1-1 Attachment 4 oaqe 12

Goodnight contacted CANDU operators globally and received no data to contribute to
the stud¡l and was therefore unable to benchmark data for CANDU-specific activities.
Through "technieal adjustments" of PWR operator data, Goodnight determined that the
appropriate CANDU benchmark was 5,208 FTE.

ln response to undertaking J5.3 in the 2011-2012 payment amounts proceeding, OPG
provided minimum complement data as set out in operating licences. Based on 5
shifts, the minimum complement for Darlington was 475 people and for Pickering was
630 people.

a) Are the minimum complement data based on headcount or FTE?

b) Have the minimum complement data changed since undertaking J5.3 was filed?
lf yes, what are they currently for Pickering and Darlington?

c) At Exh F2-1-1 Attachment 4 page 12, it states that the Days Based
Maintenance initiative required CNSC approval as the minimum complement
staffing number changed. What was the change in staffing number related to
this initiative?

d) What are the CNSC minimum complement data for:
i. An operational4 unit Pickering facility
ii. A non-operational Pickering facility
iii. A Darlington facility with one unit under refurbishment
iv. A Darlington facility with two units under refurbishment

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Response

a) The minimum complement is based on headcount.

b) Yes, the minimum complement data has changed since undertaking J5.3 was filed in

EB-2010-0008.

The Pickering minimum complement is currently 67 (previously 84) per shift with

additional staff required during fuelling activities on a unit or if the heavy water

upgrader is required to be operating.

The Darlington Minimum complement is currently 54 (previously 57) per shift when

nofuel handling trolleys are being operated and 58 (previously6l)pershiftwhen all

three fuel handling trolleys are being operated.

c) The Days Based Maintenance initiative resulted in a net reduction of four minimum

complement positions per shift at Darlington and 15 minimum complement positions
per shift at Pickering. ln addition, four of the minimum complement roles at each
station were changed to only be required on 12 hour days (i.e., position is not
required to be filled on night shift).

d) The CNSC does not prescribe minimum complement numbers. Rather, they are

derived by the licensee based on the most resource-intensive conditions under all

operating states, design basis accidents, and emergencies. The CNSC must accept

any changes to minimum complement proposed by the licensee prior to
implementation of those changes.

Related to the future reduction of operational units at Pickering, OPG expects to
propose changes to the minimum shift complement as justified by changes to
credible accidents, emergency situations, and operating states; however, the
number of staff and related station conditions have not been determined at this

time.

For Darlington, OPG has not proposed a reduction in minimum complement staff
number for units under refurbishment as these staff are still required for monitoring

and control of the units, although there has been a request accepted by the CNSC to

reduce qualification requirements for operations statf monitoring the defueled unit in

the control room.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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JÎ2.18
Page 1 of 1

1
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15

UNDERTAKING JT2.18

Undeúakinq

TO PROVIDE THE PARALLEL NUMBER THAT'S PROVIDED IN J5.3

Response

The parallelfigures to those provided in EB-2010-0008 Undertaking J5.3 (lines 28-32) are:

Approximately 525 people currently needed to cover the minimum complement at
Pickering;
Approximately 475 people currently needed to cover the minimum complement at
Darlington.

a

a
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(e) (q) (h)(a) (b) (c) (d)

a74.X 885 0 887.9ò27.1 834.0 8/,47 859.0 846.91 Laboul a32.4
¡16.'l 465 46.'l 474 474Overlimsz 4ð6 46.7 54.5 4782

26 1.63.6 44 33 4.5 3.5 303 Auomont€d Staff 31
705 6ò.4 6ø2 685 71.1 70,8Materlals 85.1 734 8344

40.2 40634.5 364 387 s965 Licênse g2 32.6
'185.1 180 I 178.3 187.3100.0 987 108 4 164.1 161.1Þ 0ther Purchassd Sêrvices

u2 370 36.2 40.2 ¿10.3Other 24.3 449 403 35.07

1,248 4 1,2U.7 1,276.31J27 .1 1,159 6 1,201 I 1,2106 1,226 0I total Bas€ OM&A 1.127.7

Numb€ß may not add du€ to roundliìg.

Tâble 2
Base OM&A - Nuclear ($M)

Notes:
,l Tost Per¡od Percentage = Sum ofTest Per¡od Resource Costs divided by Sum ofTest Period Base OM&A

2 lncludes Rêgular and Non-Regular staff.

F¡led:2016-05-27
EB-2016-0152

Exh¡b¡t F2

fab2
Scheduls 1

Tâblê 2

û)

69 9%

38%
o.2%

5.60/0

3.2o/o

14.3o/o
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Tab 6.1

Schedule 2 AMPCO-114
Page 1 of 2

AMPGO lnterrosatorv #l 14

lssue Number: 6.1
lssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the
nuclear facilities (excluding that for the Darlington Refurbishment Program) appropriate?

lnterrooatorv

Reference:
Ref: F2-6-1

a) Please provide the forecast and actual purchases by vendor for the years 201 3 to 201 5.

b) Please provide the OM&A Purchased Services Nuclear Operations forecast for 2016 to
2021.

Response

a) OPG did not forecast purchases of OM&A services for nuclear operations by vendor for
the period 2013-2015. Four vendors were identified in Chart 1 in Ex. F2-6-1, pp. 2-3 as
having provided services in excess of a $17M threshold over the period 2013-2015.
These vendors are AMEC-NSS, Black & McDonald Ltd., ES Fox Ltd. and Candu Owners
Group. Aggregated amot¡nls were provided in Fx F2-6-1. Chart 1 below sets oult the
actual purchases over the period 2013-2015 by vendor. For confidentiality reasons, the
vendors have been identified as A, B, C and D. Please note that the correct 2014 total
amount is $129.4M as shown in Chart I below; the total amount for 2014 shown in Ex.
F2-6-1, page 1, line 24 is incorrect.

Chart 1 ($M)

Line No. Vendor 2013 2014 20'15
(a) (b) (c) (d)

1 A 45.0 46.2 65.2
2 B 44.4 42.8 75.7
3 c 23.4 23.5 25.9
4 D 23.4 16.8 nla
5 Total '136.2 129.4 166.7

b) Chart 2 below shows the Nuclear Operations OM&A Purchased Services forecast for
each year from 2016-2021.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Exhibit L
Tab 6.1

Schedule 2 AMPCO-114
Page 2 of 2

I

2

a

5

Chart 2 ($M)

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Line
No

2016
Budqet

2017
Plan

2018
Plan

2019
Plan

2020
Plan

202',
Plan

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

1

TotalOM&A
Purchased

Service
365.3 446.8 466.0 486.8 515.6 498.0



Numbers may not add due to rounding.

Table 2

Base OM&A - Nuclear l$M)

Notes:

1 Test Period Percentage = Sum of Test Period Resource Costs divided by Sum of Test Period Base OM&A.
2 lncludes Regular and Non-Regulâr staff.

Filed: 201 3-09-27
EB-201 3-0321

Exhibit F2

Tab 2

Schedule'l
Table 2

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (0

1 Laboul 890.0 954.3 807.7 848.6 836 7 836.7
2 Overtime2 52.O 54.5 48.5 302 31 9 32.8
3 Augmented Staff 6.9 30 2.6 0.3 o4 05
4 Materials 70.7 76.2 91.1 71.2 71.8 68.9
5 L¡cense 26.0 29.0 30 1 32.7 34.7 352
6 Other Purchased Services 97.0 94.8 954 126.7 145.9 146.4
7 0ther 38.7 372 27 I 298 29.7 33.3

8 Total Base OM&A 1,18'.t.4 1,249.1 1,102.6 1,139 6 1 .15'l 1 1,154.0

ß)

72 6o/o

2.8o/o

O.0o/o

6.1o/o

3.0o/o

12.7o/o

2.7olo

100.0%

. i'.-lL,ildf;l,l'ij
'l i'il t't,t,,r,Ê:.,
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f can provide you why, on a refurbishment unit, there l-s

a requirement for operation staff. So even though, you

know, we have removed fuel from the reactor and it is no

longer a nuclear reactor, what that does j-s it mitigates

the requirement to have authorized licensed operators

sitting in front of a control- room panel. It does not

eliminate the requirement to have operation staff

available, because any equipment that gets operated in the

por¡/er plant -- and a significant amount of equipment even

in the refurbishment does need to get operated- There are

systems that ¡nIe're not touching.

And then there are as \^¡e work through the scopes of

work, there are activities that are required in order to

safe-state equipment, to do testing and bring things back

in-service. That's all operations work. So there's quite

a significant impact on operations to support

refurbishment.

Vüe al-so have it is a poh/er plant that has equipment

that needs to be maintained, and the last thing that we

want to do in this if we took our eyes off the

maintenance that,needs to be done to equipment that isn't

being taken apart or replaced in refurbishment, we'd

essentially run the risk that Bruce Power encountered,

where you're starting up a p1ant,' equipment wasn't fooked

after properly,' and then i-t takes a very J-ong time to

correct all of those things as components start to fail

when you return the pÌant in-service. So there is a full

maintenance program that gets executed on the refurbishment

ASAP Reporting Services
(613) s64-2727 85

Inc.
(416) 861-8720
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unit while it is in the refurbishment state.
MR. STEPHENSON: Thank you. Those are my questions.

Thank you, Board, for that indulgence.

MS. LONG: Thank you, Mr. Stephenson.

MR. POCH: Madam Chair, just before you break, I know

I'm next up after Mr. Tolmie, and I just I was going to

slip out now, but íf i-t's hefpful to the Board, I can stay

around if you think you might want to fill the last few

minutes. I know you've had some Iate evenings. you

probably donrt want to, but --
MS. LONG: I wasnrt sure that you r^/ere going today,

Mr. Poch.

MR. POCH: No. I'm scheduled first up the next day.

MS. LONG: Oh, are you? Okay.

MR. POCH : But I 'm availabl_e . That ' s all f was

just making that offer if it was

MS. LONG: Okay. Okay.

MR. POCH: -- convenient, but I'm happy to leave,

frankly.

ILaughter. ]

MS. LONG: I think that we wj_l_l_ end today, actual_ly,

with Mr. Tolrnie . Okay. Thank you.

So, Mr. Tolmier you're next up after our 15-minute

break. Thank you.

--- Recess taken at 3:39 p.m.

--- On resumj-ng at 4:07 p.m.

MS. LONG: Mr. Tolmie?

MR. TOLMIE: Could we have the compendium on the

ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
86(61s) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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is safely isolated and de-energized. Is that right?

MR. REINER: Yes, that's correct. Vüork protection

essentially provides that safe -- that safety zone that

allows for the work to be executed -- to be executed safely

without being exposed to hazards.

MR. RICHLER: And OPG staff are responsible for

providing isolation and de-energization. fs that right?

MR. REINER: In the DarJ-inqton refurbishment, there is

actually a model where OPG and contractors utilize work

protection, so oPG most definitely for aIl of the interface

points to the refurbishment work, so any piping that might

have steam in it or some high energy associated with it'

pressurj-zed air, that sort of thing, or electrical

isolations that are required, there would be an OPG work

protection thatts applied to provide that boundary-

Vüithin that boundary for specific items of work that

gets executed, the contractors also have, as part of theír

qual-ity programs, a work protection program that they

utilize to then provide a safe boundary within their

environments, because they do have a requirement to apply

temporary pobier and energy to systems as they do work, and

they would do that under their own work protection.

MR. RICHLER: To the extent the work protection is

performed by OPG as opposed to a contractor, is that work

done by DRP staff or unit 2 operations staff?

MR. REINER: So that is operatíons and maintenance

staff that are costed into the DRP, so that work is part of

the $12.8 bitlion. The actual staff doing that work woufd

ASAP Rryrting Sstlæslnc
87(613) ffi2727 (416) 861-8720
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recruiting process. I mean, hiring somebody, qoing through

interviews, and that takes time. Vüe wanted our managers

focused on the work, so i^/e facilitated and helped them

through the hiring, and we hired about 200 people between

August and the end of the year on the project.

MR. RUBENSTEIN: All righL. So if you had hired 691-

at the actual in August, then you add 200, it still seems

to me you are bel-ow where you would -- where you needecl to

be by a good amount?

MR. REINER: So befow where this -- where t-his curve

ü/as generated, but what I will tell you is we are not befow

where we need to be. Vüe have access to resources to manage

lLurte pro]ecr. .l-r b/e can'r get tnem AS fuII-CIme regul_ar OpG

staff, we're able to hire contractors, and we're also able

to if we v/ere to find ourselves in a critical need of a

resource, we're also able to move people around j_n our

nuclear fleet and assign people to the project.

Now, the staffing plan is a living plan, so this is
not "Herers a forecast, and we're going to exactly match

the forecast." At the time the forecast was built, there

h¡ere assumptions that needed to be made about what level of

effort is needed on behalf of OPG to manage the work.

As we get into execution and as that changes, we

adjust the resources. And there are -- as Mr. Rose said,

there are some areas where we are still currentl_y hiring
people, and we are bringing people on staff, but we're not

at a place where we have a significant shortfall that
introduces a complication for us in terms of managing the

ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
88(61s) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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is safely isolated and. de-energized. Is that right?

MR. REfNER: Yes, that's correct. üiork protection

essentially provides that safe -- that safety zone that

allows for the work to be executed -- to be executed safely

without being exposed to hazards -

MR. RICHLER: And OPG staff are responsibl-e for

providJ-ng isolation and de-energization. Is that right?

MR. REINER: In the Darlington refurbishment, there is

actually a model where oPG and contractors utj-Iize work

protection, so OPG most definitely for all of the interface

points to the refurbishment work, so any piping that might

have steam in it or some high energy associated with it'

pressurized air, that sort of thing, or electrical

isolations that are required, there would be an OPG work

protection that's applied to provide that boundary.

Vüithin that boundary for specific items of work that

gets executed, the contractors also have, as part of their

quality programs, a work protection program that they

utllize to then provide a safe boundary wíthin their

environments, because they do have a requirement to apply

temporary povier and energy to systems as they do work, and

they would do that under their own work protection.

MR. RICHLER: To the extent the work protection j-s

performed by OPG as opposed to a contractor, is that work

done by DRP staff or unit 2 operations staff?

MR. REINER: So that is operations and maintenance

staff that are costed into the DRP, so that work is part of

the $12.8 billion. The actual staff doing that work would

A P Rryting
(613) 5æ2727 89

Ssr¿'ælnc
(416) 861-8720
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be potentially operations staff.

MR. RICHLER: Are most of the work protection efforts
front-loaded in the earJ-y months of the unit 2

refurbishment, or is this somethj_ng that is happening at a

fairly even pace throughout the entire 4O-month high-

conficierrce schedul-e?

MR. REINER: It happens throughout the entlre schedule

and really aligns wít-h, i f yor: r^/ere to l_ook at the

schedule, aligns with the work that gets executed in the

schedule. And then there is qr:it-e a significant effort
and it's not obvious from the schedule itself. There is
quite a significant effort at the back end as systems are

returneci back to service anci energy is reappiieci to the

pohrer plant. So it is a -- fairly continuous with quite a

heavy emphasis on the bacl< cnd.

MR. RICHLER: I would 1i_ke to understand better when

OPG would consider the unit 2 refurbishment to be complete.

Is it the day the unit is reconnected to the grid?

MR. REINER: There is a -- in the schedule, there are

so there are a series of tests that occur as power is
raised on the unít, and that is still done within the

refurbishment períod. So we cal-l it complcte when the unit
is connected to the grid and operating at high poh/er. Vüe

dontt define precisely what high por^/er means, because there

could be -- there could be things happening operationally
that couJ-d adjust that. But it would be at hiqh power and

producing electricity and connected to the grid.

MR. ROSE: There's two parts to this. There is one

ASAP Rryting Ssr4'6tnc
90(613) 5*2727 (416) 861-8720
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I can provide you why, on a refurbishment unit, there is

a requirement for operation staff. So even though, you

know, we have removed fuel from the reactor and it is no

longer a nuclear reactor, what that does is it mitigates

the requirement to have authorized licensed operators

sitting in front of a control room panel - It does not

eliminate the requirement to have operation staff

available, because any equipment that gets operated in the

por^/er plant -- and a significant amount of equipment even

in the refurbishment does need to get operated. There are

systems that we're not touching.

And then there are as we work through the scopes of

work, there are activities that are required in order to

safe-state equipment, to do testinq and brj-ng things back

in-service. That's all operatj-onp work. so there's quite

a significant impact on operations to support

refurbishment.

we also have it is a por^rer plant that has equipment

that needs to be maintained, and the last thing that we

want to do in this if we took our eyes off the

maintenance that need.s to be done to equipment that isn't

being taken apart or replaced in refurbishment, we'd

essentially run the risk that Bruce Power encountered,

where you're starting up a plant; equipment wasntt looked

after properJ-y; and then it takes a very long time to

correct all of those things as components start to fail

when you return the plant in-service. so there ís a full

maintenance program that gets executed on the refurbishment

ASAP Reporting
(613) s64-2727 91

Servíces Inc.
(416) 861-8720
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Project #34000 Darlington Auxiliary Heating System:

The auxiliary heating system ("AHS') project involves the replacement of the life expired

original station construction era boiler house at the Darlington site. Auxiliary heating is

required as backup in order to protect station systems in the event that there is a power

outage and loss of electricity and heating in the power plant on cold days. The project was

undertaken to address a long standing CNSC concern regarding the adequacy and reliability

of the backup heating available in the event of a four unit outage during the winter. The new

AHS facility would provide a source of reliable back-up steam to the Darlington Nuclear

Generating Station main heating steam in the event of a four unit shutdown, thereby

mitigating potential major equipment damage due to freezing. The AHS project was

reclassified to the Nuclear Operations Project Portfolio in2015, as discussed in Ex. D2-1-10.

During EB-2013-0321, OPG updated the forecasted total project cost of the AHS project to

$85.1M as set out in an execution release BCS. OPG also provided a forecast in-service

amount of $75.3M in 2015.

The expected final forecast project completion cost, including the demolition of the

construction boilerhouse slated for October 2016, has increased by $14.4M to $99.SM, as

set out in the full release BCS included in Attachment 1, Tab 11 to this exhibit. This increase

is for additional funding to complete the construction of the AHS and commissioning,

demolition of the construction boilerhouse and close out. The in-service amount is 994.2M in

2016. The increase is a result of several factors with the most significant being higher than

anticipated engineering-procurement-construction contract costs resulting from the following:

. Approved project change authorizations due to design and construction scope

changes (+$3.9M)

. Under-estimation of vendor engineering, construction and commissioning support

(+$5.8M)

. Under-estimated fabrication and installation sub-contractor costs (+$4.3M)

. lncreased labour costs, e.9., lengthened schedule for completion (+92.7M)

. lncreased internal project management and support costs ($1.7M)

. lncreased material costs (+91.0M)
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lncreased interest due to the longer construction schedule (+$0.3M)

These cost increases were offset by reduced project contingency C$5.Swt¡

Project #25619 Darlington Operations Support Building Refurbishment: The operations

supporl building ("OSB") (also reclassified from the DRP per Ex. D2-1-10) houses various

technical services (e.g., site security, site information technology, telephone network hubs)

essential to the business operations of Darlington pre- and post-refurbishment. The OSB was

constructed in 1982, with a third floor added in 1988. An assessment by an external

engineering firm found that many of the existing building systems are or would life expire by

2015 and concluded that the preferred alternative was refurbishment of the building.

During EB-2013-0321, OPG provided an updated forecast in-service amount of $45.1M in

2015. This was based on a forecast total project cost of the OSB refurbishment project of

$47.7M (including contingency) as set out in the partial release BCS included in Attachment

'1, Tab 1 to this exhibit.

The forecast project completion cost of the OSB is now $62.7M, which consists of a full

release for execution of $53.0M with a superceding release for an additional $9.7M. This

increase is primarily due to increased engineering, procurement and construction ('EPC')

contract costs (+$8.8M) arising from under-estimation of effort to complete contract scope,

including scope additions for electrical distribution equipment upgrades, additional telephone

and information technology cable and hardware, upgrades to fire separation barriers and

other minor changes.

ln-service amounts are $55.1M in 2015 and $3.6M 2016

Project #25609, Security Physical Barrier System: A supplemental release of $67.2M for

an additional $17.7M over the full release of $49.5M was primarily due to:

. Settlement of a claim by a subcontractor to the EPC vendor (+$7.0M)

. Higher costs to complete portions of the project (+91.1¡¡¡
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Type 3 Business Case Summary
Documënt #: D-BCS-o01 20.3',1 0021Projecf #: 16-34000

Titìoi Aox

Project Ovcrview

History of BCS releasss and p¡oject cost estimaies:

rt

$901k was spent.

Def ¡n¡llon Ðevèloprnøntat Phâso (û1 ,245k tÐtal: 8l ,094 Þ¡so cost + $l5l K conlíttgøttcy) was rèlassed ln ôctober 20 1 1 to

fund the complelion ofthe preti¡ninary siìe investigelion, aßd Requesl For Proposal (RFP) processlor tho Engineer, Procure,

construct (EPC) Corìtract.

FulI DefinìlJon ptrase ft485'0k tofa/: ,f3,980k Aåee côsú + $870k conf,lngoncy,f was released Soptembor 2012 to complole

modífìcalion planning snd lnltlate englneer'utg ul (lrr¡ rrew AIJS'

pártla! Delìnlt¡ort pløse (833,4j2k íatal: 527,349k ósse cost + ¡6,083k contfngency,f was i'oleased In fì¡ovember 2012 lo

íund the de taileC errgineerlng, major conrpoilênt plocurernenl and con¡truction of lhe new AHS Boilerhousa.

paftlal oelînttion Phasê I s36,Efrkþaso cost+ $5,796k contíngency)to{lnd ring;

rofåferi"i. Procu¡emenl; Ê r Conslruction, Commlsslcning, AFS anC EÇ Closo"out
¡..,-þr ¡^. Ðss^ CRH ¡nd MorJifìcallon Plannino and Delailed Oesion lovJ¡ltruu( ^fld¡v 

¡u¡ vvr4v

FüllExacutlon påase- t-hisEûS (ïii,l26ktotal: i16,626k l¡esacosî+tg00l<ccntingency)tofundcampielionof Ëacilfty

uÀJ iioini Connù'uctign, Commiss¡onldg, AFS and ËC Cfoçe-outof lhe newÀH$; and Completa deñólitlon of lhe

Cr: nstruclìon Botterhouse (CBh{).

History of scopà and sctl¡¡ilule changos:

fhe lotal projeci coEt h¿s increascd from $8ô.102k to $99,407k a¡ a resull of:

" Aclditlnnat opc co$ts to guppÇrt th€ exended Proiect duralion lrom March to octoberlof Avallabls lor $orvice of the

llcw AH9
. Atldiliooaì ggppoÉ lrom Proþot Cqntrol Cen(€r to provide an krtertace wilh ths $tatlon to strpport lle-in work,

. Arjdilioncl Contracl for a Boilor Subjocl Malter Ëxpeil lo augment the Proþct-Ieam.

¡ UnderoslimaUon ol th6 OPG Radialion Frotoctlon suppoñ fequíred for tha ln.Statlon instaltatlont of Slaa¡n,

Condensate and HÍgh FrossulB DçmlÛBlÉlisêd Wster'

' Ënglneering coqis have elso incrsasad $ubstantia¡ly duo l0:

- Unclerosiimatíon in design complexìty,

- Lafe rBceiÊt ol'VÈhder lnlormalion lo suppoñ d€slgn,

. Unde¡eslimalion of thg Conlrautual oblígations pBf lhe Contrac(or Owner lnlerface Requiremenls,

- i\ddition ol a chemical stomge Anner due to an undertized builcling footprínt,

- The lar.-qu nurnbsr of Requests For lnforrñãtion botween Constructor ond lheir Oesign Agency.

. Engiôeering and Cons(ruclion costs lot the Stsam and Condensafe lines lo go hrough tha Secutlty Fence instoed ol

unãorthe Securily Fence to minimi¡e risk of buried services enc¡untered ulilizing direc'Jongl bodng technology,

" Underes(irilation ol devraler:ing cosls,

¡ U¡rCerestlmottonof material aôdconslnrcl¡o¡cosls. Seueral majormateriai items,inctudlngboileraandouxillary

eqriipment, required custom design lo accommodate lho llmtted spaco ol the buildÌng foolprint, which was not pañ of
the origfnã¡ bïd by tha CÔnl'aclÛr-

. prosure¡nent and Construclion proceeding based on a âtäged release ofEngineeiing packages, This led to

inelficiencies in mÉie(jût procurEfient and conrlructiÖn dcliv¡tio$,

fhe ovecall Projecl schedule has been imp8Ötcd as a reÊull 0f the challengos

milestone in thé prevlous 9CS ofAugust I 1, 2014 has been changed to June

Tha new AHSF Avaiieble lc¡ Service is scheduled lor October 31. 2015.

idonlilîsd Ebove. The Ençineerir:g coinpletion
12,2015,
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o Mischaracterized the nature of these estimates by assuming anything provided by a contractor was at a very

high level of maturity (Class 3/2) when such estimates were based on conceptual (at best) engineering, meaning

these estimates could not have been betterthan Class 5 (-5Oo/o to +L00%) in nature;

r Failed to establish accountability standards for the contractors;

¡ Failed to identify or mitigate known risks;

¡ Did not effectively react to problems when they materialized and accurately and timely report the extent of cost

overruns, schedule delays and scope increases to senior managemenU

. The p&M Team did not seek to lock down the scope at start of this work and allowed the "customer" -
Operations and Maintenance - to make significant changes to the design that were not properly understood,

quantified or captured in subsequent reports to senior management; and

o The ESMSA contractors contributed to the problem by not transparently reporting or timely identifying how

these projects were evolving and failing to provide any reliable metrics-cost, schedule or otherwise - that

informed OPG of these brewing problems'

2. lndieatEve Pro.lects - D2t Storage and Auxiliary Heat

ln our analysis, BMcD/Modus examined five separate projects in detail, and each exhibìted some or all of the

management issues to some extent. Attachment C is a brief summary of each of these projects' cost overruns.

The management failures we observed were most evident and

projects were the "pilot" EPC projects for the ESMSA contractors
acute with the D2O Storage and AHS projects. These

Itn both cases, P&M sought the Board's fullfunding approval at a point when very little design was done, only to

have to later seek additional funds from the Board once design had matured'

a. The Flawed Bidding/Estimating Process

p&M's management failures can be seen throughout the planning and execution phase of the project. Notable from

OpG's initial negotiation and acceptance of bids for this work is P&M's mischaracterization of the vendors' estimates in

the approved Business Case Summaries ("BCS"). ln August 2011, OPG produced a BCS for D2O Storage that estimated

its cost at 5210.6M, At the project's next gate in lune

2OL2,The estimated cost had dropped from S210M to S108M. However, BMcD/Modus could not find any attempt by

p&M to rationalize or otherwise explain how the cost estimate for this building was cut virtually in half from one

approval gate to the next. Moreover, the estimate for design and construction was S52.2M, which P&M characterized

as a ,,Class 2 Estimate" despite the fact that at the time of the estimate, Black & McDonald had little experience with this

type of construction and had performed no engineering or scope definition. Thus, this estimate was more likely a Class 5

Estimate. ln retrospect, it is likely that the initial S210M estimate was more accurate; however, it is certainly clear that

the approved Si.gSM estimate should not have had any greater accuracy attributed to it, since it was not based on a

significantly greater level of project maturity. Likewise, the AHS BCS was termed a "Class 3" Estimate, though it was

similarly immature.

This estimate classification drove P&M to vastly underest¡mate the amount of contingency associated with each

package. There is no evidence that P&M engaged in the type of vetting of the estimates that we would expect on

projects of these size and importance. From interviews with the current P&M staff and the contractors, it appears that

these initial BCS estimates were poorly characterized as part of a deliberate management strategy directed by the

former Vp of p&M. p&M's managers told us that the contractors were challenged to reduce their bid prices and remove

all contingenciesforunknowns,despitetheextremeimmaturityof projectdefinitionunderlyingtheirrespectivebids. As

Confidential- Do Not Disseminate
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an example, for the D20 Storage project, Black & McDonald was told to remove from its contract price any contingency
for unforeseen soil conditions, even though there was a high likelihood that there would be contaminated soil issues.
Moreover, P&M clearly overvalued price as a consideration in the contractor selection process, especially in light of the
fact that the work was going to be performed on a cost-reimbursable basis and the bid prices were not binding.

P&M gave only token consideration to determining which contractor had a better approach for executing the work.
P&M chose the "low bidder" even though the other contractor's qualifications and project approach were viewed more
favorably. Thus, P&M created the conditions for a perfect storm of cost and schedule overruns. Because the work is
largely based on a cost-reimbursable tarSet price with no caps on size, P&M's artificial beating down thc contractors'
priccs in thc bid phasc was a Pyrrhic victory: P&M's actions did not reduce cost and only served to deprive serrior
management of realistic cost projections for this work. The budgets for these and other F&l projects were nothing more
than paper barriers that were easily surmounted as the design work continued to generate more complex (and
expensive) work.

b. Lack of an lntegrated Schedule

Until April 2014, the P&M project teams for D20 and AHS were working without a reliable, integrated Level 3 Schedule.
Many on the project and throughout the OPG organization were given a false impression that the Campus Plan Projects,
and D20 in particular, had a year of float, and so on-going delays had no impact on the Project. The delays to D2O
Storage's schedule were not forecasted by the project team and were simply reported after the fact. By this point, the
schedule had already slipped so that engineering was on its way to an 18-month projected overrun of an original L1-
month schedule. However, without a resource-loaded, level 3 schedule, it was imoossible to assess the status of the
project, let alone calculate with any accuracy any remaining float.

One of the strategic initiatives was implemented by the new P&M VP was to improve the projects' schedules. This
endeavor allowed the proiect team to see that D20 Storage was actually projected to be completed on April26,2OL6,
more than a year after the original April 15, 2015 deadline. Furthermore, once known risks are factored in, it is likely
that the D20 project can only achieve this revised date if some of the schedule durations are accelerated-at an
additiorr¿l cost. Evert Lltert, Lhese e[[url.s will rrol. irnprove completion of the schedule by much, but will increase the
probabilitythattheApril2016datecanbemet. However,noneofthiswouldbeknownifeffortshadnotbeenmadeto
improve the schedule.

c. Risk Managernent

Based on our observations, it appears that all P&M's identification of risks is a "check-the-box" activ¡ty due the fact that
having a list of risks is a prerequisite to obtaining a funding release. P&M does not actively manage its on-going risks as

a part of an effective risk management program. As an example, the risk sections of the D20 and AHS BCSs consist of lists
of potential risks and some evaluation of their nature, but it is not apparent that these risks in any way influenced the
calculation of these projects'contingency, nor are there any regular reviews or updates of these risks until required to
dosoinordertopassagateandobtainafundingrelease. Onceaprojectobtainsfull fundingforexecution,verylittle,if
any, attention is paid to day-to-day risk management, includingthe ongoing identification of new risks and opportunities
as well as the formalized implementation of risk mitigation strategies. Additionally, there is no structured or defined risk
program management oversight (such as the NR Risk Oversight Comm¡ttee).

A recent self-assessment performed by the NR Management Systems Oversight group (SA RF13-OOO855 dated January
20,201-4l'identified perceptions (opinions) of several P&M managers that included the following: "[D]evelopment and
use of a Risk Register is seen as purely administrative and not adding value to the Project Managers." This suggests a

lack of understanding of the value of a risk management program or lack of acceptance, which can be addressed by
effective training and indoctrination. However, risk management training is virtually non-existent in the P&M
organ¡zation in distinct contrast to several years ago when quarterly workshops were regularly conducted.

Confidential- Do Not Disseminate
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d. The Gate Process a¡rd Failure to Report Cost and Schedule lncreases to Senior

Management

BMcD/Modus next explored the relative effectiveness of the gate process for this work, and found that while the

process in concept is a good one, it suffers from problems in execution. The BCS documents for D2O Storage and AHS

were inconsistent in presentation of key information on cost, risk and scope. As these projects progressed, P&M's

management failed to provide visibility to OPG management of the extent or nature of project cost increases. Most

notably, P&M failed to update its project reports during the design phase to reflect cost increases due to scope changes

in the projects.

AHS provides a critical example. On November L2,20!2, P&M presented its Gate 3A package for approval and full

funding release (except for a small portion of costs to be approved in 201'41. The P&M Team's gate presentation

characterized the AHS cost est¡mate as a Class 3 est¡mate in the amount of 545.6 M. P&M included ! of

contingency in the S45.6M estimate, of which llr¡vas identified as having a 100% chance of occurrence. P&M

expressed an "85Yo confidence level" in this cost est¡mate and assessed there were ldays of schedule contingency in

the estimate-despite the fact that the full scope of the project was not known at that time because detailed

engineering had not stafted. The option of building a new AHS was preferred over seven alternatives, based primarily

on the projected cost. At the time of this gate, the project had spent SL'46M.

Between this gate and January 2Ot4,ES Fox engaged in the design ofthe AHS, scope changes caused the cost to increase

from the init¡al S45.6M estimate to $79.9M. This cost increase is largely attributable to two causes: (1) remediation of

contaminated soil that as of the time of bid was known by both OPG and the contractor to be of poor quality; and, (2)

prescriptive design requirements that served to make a stock steam boiler design follow nuclear Engineering Change

Control ("ECC") processes, which caused an increase in the size, complexity and nature of the work. Moreover, these

design requirements and the overall length of the design phase, coupled with the soil issues, has frittered away virtually

every day of float.

The fact this project had so substantially changed from the original BCS was not accurately or timely reported to

management. The failure of the gate process was that the Gate Review Board members did not provide adequate

oversight in ensuring that the AHS project team had a reliable estimate, schedule, and well-defined scope prior to

approving the gate and recommending a funding release. As of January 201-4, P&M had already expended nearly $20M,

or more than half the approved budget excluding contingency, even though the design was not complete and no

construction had begun. However, during this entire time, P&M's est¡mate at completion ("EAC") in all of the DR

project's and Campus Plan reports never varied from the approved BCS amount. Moreover, the DR Project's Program

Status Report for March 2014 showed the AHS al 49% spent with a CPI of 1. L0 and an SPI of 1.0, clearly not a n accurate

representation of the Project's status. Part of this failure was based upon some of the P&M project managers' mistaken

belief that the reported EAC amounts should not be changed until additionalfunds had been approved forthe projects.

This lack of accurate reporting has deprived senior management and the Board the option of revisiting the original BCS

analysis in order to determine if building a new AHS facility continues to be the preferred option-and if not, change

course. Thisisparticularlytrueinlightofthefactthatasof November2}!2,threeofthecompetingoptionstobuilding
AHS were priced at less than S50 M.

D20 Storage provides a very similar example at a much higher overall cost. The cost variance progression from D2O

Storage began with an original approved BCS of S11OM, based upon estimated contractor costs of approximately SZZ.g

Million. The ES Fox team and design solution were both preferred but Black & McDonald was chosen entirely because

its price was S3Ow less even before P&M further drove Black & McDonald's estimate down.

D20 Storage's engineering effort was originally scheduled for L1 months, and was supposed to be completed by July

2013. However, even today, engineering is not complete and is projecting to extend to a total duration of 29 months.

The P&M team provided sporadic updates to the design milestones as they continued to be missed but failed to convey

the potential consequence. ln August 20L3, P&M reported that CNO Milestone 73472M00t5, "D2O Modifications -
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Detailed Design Complete" was expected to miss its planned completion date of Augu st 2'J,,2013 by four months though
stated,'thereisnoimpacttothecritical path."a Asofthissamemeeting,anactionwasrecordedto"confirmthetiming
for integration" of the D2O Storage schedule into the master C&C Schedule, the follow-up to which indicated that the
schedule would not be available for integration because "it falls short of our requirements for several parameters."

ln Septembe r 2013, P&M reported in the Program Status Report that:

Due to the change in design for the connection of the new tanks to the existing,
significant additional design work is required, This change of design was required to
address water hammer issues with the initial plans which could not be resolved without
a significant change in design. A new underground tunnel connecting the two buildings
will now be utilized to connect the two buildings.s

However, this "significant" design change was not highlighted as a major risk item in P&M's reporting, and p&M
maintained the same EAC for D2O Storage despite having this information in hand. P&M also maintained that there was
no impact to the critical path, even though P&M again admitted that the vendor had yet to produce a detailed schedule,
which begs the question how could one arrive at such a conclusion regarding float without a reliable schedule.

P&M first reported a variance to the D2O Storage budget in October 2013, which coincided with months of mitigating
adverse soil conditions and failing to meet the schedule for tie-ins for the TRF outage. Black & McDonald presented a

high-level cost estimate that showed approximately S49M of increases in foundation work and engineering in October
20L3, though this estimate was characterized as a work in progress. This estimate was increased by SSfV ¡n December
2013. P&M finally updated the D2O Storage EAC in the January 2014 DR Program Status Report from S95M to 5!22.7M,
though simultaneousiy, P&M issueci a report to the Nuclear Executive Committee ("NEC") showing a forecasted EAC of
SfSZV. Thus, P&M's first reporting to senior management and other OPG stakeholders of any ¡mpact of the design
changes that had been brewing for nearly two years was inconsistent at best.

ln January 20t4, Bill Robinson required Black & McDonald to update its costs. Black & McDonald committed to an
estimate of S94M (compared to its original contract of $67M), which with OPG's costs was ranged by P&M at a total of
$1SO-1ZOw, including OPG contingency and financing costs. After coming on board, P&M's new VP required Black &
McDonald to prepere a bottoms-up, high confidence schcdulc and budgct based on the high level of engineering
completion. Black & McDonald's output has trickled in

BI ack & McDonald has broken down the cost increases into several categories, including: additional scope
(SSS.+wI¡, changed assumptions (S14M), soil remediation (517.3 M), delays to the schedule resulting in acceleration
(SS.a v¡ and inclusion of items that were either missed or misestimated in the original estimate (S:f fv¡. Black &
McDonald characterized this estimate as a Class 4 even though: (1) the design is 80% complete; and (2) Black &
McDonald had just provided a Level 3 schedule for the remaining work which they claimed was comprehensive, Based
on these two data points alone, Black & McDonald should be able to produce at least a Class 2 estimate at this time.

Moreover, throughout 2Otl-L3, P&M d¡d not require Black & McDonald to timely update costs and provide visibility to
the cost of these design changes as they were occurring; thus, as with AHS, P&M's management allowed the contractors

4 DN Refurbishment Program Status Report Meeting, August 21,2013
s DN Refurbishment Program Status Report Meet¡ng, September 78,20t3
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to run up the tab and incorporate a flood of OPG stakeholder generated late design changes without adequate checks

and balances or understanding ofthe magnitude ofthese changes.

As a direct consequence of P&M's failure to report these cost and schedule variances, senior management was deprived

of the ability to:

. Stop the design changes that led to these increases;

. Stop the project entirely and resort to one ofthe other evaluated options;
¡ ldentify and characterize the cost increases that are not related to Refurbishment and subjectthese changes

to the same value-enhancing criteria as the remainder of the DR Project's work; and

. Mitigate the impact of the schedule delays and overruns.

Thus, the consequences to OPG are two projects that may cause external stakeholders to question OPG's management

prudence.

e" Vendor Perforrnance lssues
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Board Staff Interroqatorv #71

lssue Number: 4.3
lssue: Are the proposed nuclear capital expenditures and/or financial commitments for
the Darlington Refr¡rbishment Program reasonable?

lnterroqatorv

Reference:
Ref: Exh D2-2-10, Chart 1

OPG has indicated that it has reclassified a number of projects from DRP to the Nuclear
Operations Portfolio.

a) Please confirm that the following table shows al!_the projects that have been
reclassified and the correct total cost.

b) As noted in the EB-2013-0321 Decision with Reasons, issued November 20,2014,
the estimated total cost of the DRP at that time was $12.98 (including interest and
escalation). OPG has removed projects from the DRP scope, yet the total cost for the
DRP is still $12.88 (including interest and escalation) (reference D2-2-8, Chart 3).
Please explain why the total cost of the DRP has not been reduced for these
reclassified projects.

c) Please explain further the rationale for reclassifying these projects from the DRP to
the Nuclear Operations portfolio. Does OPG anticipate reclassifying any further
projects?

Witness Panel: Darlington Refurbishment Program
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19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33

Project Project # Total Project
Gost ($M)

Darlington Operations Support Building
Refurbishment

25619 62.7

Darlington Auxiliary Heating System 34000 99.5
Errrergerrcy Selvice Water Pi¡le anri Component
Replacement
Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor
Replacements/Overhaul

73397 6.7

73556t80144 129.5

Highway 401 & Holt Road lnterchange 73706 31
Total 329.4
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Response

a) OPG confirms that the table shows all capital projects that have been reclassified as

Nuclear Operations portfolio capital projects, as noted in Ex. D2-2-10, pp. 10-1 1. With
the exception of the Highway 401 & Holt Road lnterchange, the total project cost for all

other projects listed in the table is correct. As stated in Line 32 of Table 1 in Ex. D2-1-3,

the total project cost for the Highway 401 & Holt Road lnterchange is $28.6M.

b) The main purpose of the Release Quality Estimate (ROE) was to prepare a high

confidence cost and schedule estimate based on the final scope to be managed during
the Darlington Refurbishment Program (DRP). The results of RQE are a high confidence
estimate for which the DRP's performance will be measured against.

The DRP cost estimate considered in EB-2013-0321was prepared while the project was

still in the Definition Phase. The cost and schedule estirnates were not as well developed
with several estimates still at the conceptual levels (Class 5 or 4). The final scope for
DRP had not been established. Forthe 2015 RQE Business Case, OPG had an overall
Class 3 estimate with the majority of projects at Class 3 or 2 based on a fully defined
project scope, and had developed an initial integrated schedule including all contractors
and scopes of work and was able to determine the critical path through the Unit 2

schedule (see L-04.3-2 AMPCO-85).

There were a large number of changes in the DRP estimate, including removal of the
reclassified projects, between the estimate considered in EB-2013-0321 and the high

confidence RQE.

c) Please see L-2.2-1 Staff-008, part c).

As part of the development of the RQE, OPG evaluated DRP scope to ensure that it was
work that had to be done to extend the life of the Darlington units and that the work could
not be done as part of normal life cycle management program. Where work could be

done at another time and/or where it could be done as part of the normal station life cycle
management program, it was reclassified to the Nuclear Operations portfolio.

Darlington Operations Support Building (OSB) Refurbishment was reclassified because it

provides services that support the daily operations of the entire station. The project
provides office space for operations support staff, technical services, security systems,

lT, telephone network hub etc. to the station.

Darlington (DN) Auxiliary Heating System was reclassified because it provides reliable

back-up steam to the entire station when it was placed in service. Back-up steam is
needed to support irregular conditions such as an event where all four turbine units are

shut down in the winter, to mitigate potential major equipment damage due to freezing.

Witness Panel: Darlington Refurbishment Program
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The Emergency Service Water Pipe and Component Replacement was reclassified
because the project was required to ensure a safe and reliable supply of emergency
service water before, during and after refurbishment.

The Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor Replacements/Overhaul was reclassified
because the work was required to be completed as soon as possible (prior to
refurbishment outages on certain units) in order to maintain station reliability.

The Highway 401 and Holt Road lnterchange Project was reclassified because the
completion of this project was necessary to provide improved traffic flow for peak staffing
during regular planned outages as well as during refurbishment.

Now that the scope of the DRP is set as per the RQE, OPG does not anticipate
reclassiñ7ing any further projects.

Witness Panel: Darlington Refurbishment Program
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Reconciliation of F&lP Project List to EB-2013-0321 Ex. D2'2'1, Tables 3 and 4

ln addition to the projects in the table above, the following projects were reclassified as

N uclear Operations Portfolio projects:

. Emergêncy Service Water Pipe and Component Replacement (Project 73397, Ex.

D2-1-3, Table 2d)

. Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor Replacements (Project 735661 80144, Ex- D2-1-

3, Table 1)

. Primary Heat Transport Pump Motor Overhaul (Project 73566/ 80144, Ex. D2-1-3,

Table 1)

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

11

12

Project Project
Number

EB-
2013-
0321

EB-2016-0152 Total Project Gost
based on approved

project BGS
($M)

Heavy Water Storage
and Drum Handling
Facilitv

31 555 DRP DRP 381.1

Water & Sewer Project 73802 DRP DRP 57.7

Darlington Energy
Complex

73803 DRP DRP 105.4

Retube Feeder
Replacement lsland
Supoort Annex

7381 0 DRP DRP 40.7

Refurbishment Project
Office

7381 5 DRP DRP 99.9

Darlington Operations
Support Building
Refurbishment

2561 I DRP Nuclear
Operations
Portfolio

62.7

Darlington Auxiliary
Heating System

34000 DRP Nuclear
Operations
Portfolio

99.5

Electrical Power
Distribution System

73821 DRP DRP 20.8

GM Facility lnterim Office
Leasehold I mprovements

73806/
73814

DRP DRP 9.3
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a Highway 401 & Holt Road lnterchange (Project 73706, Ex. D2-1-3, Table 1)

2.4.5 Proiect Variance Explanation

This section provides an explanation for F&lP greater than $20M for which total actual or

forecast project cost variances exceed 10 per cent. Explanations are provided for the

following projects:

. Hea\ry Water Storage and Drum Handling Facility (section 2.4.5.1)

o Water and Sewer (section 2.4.5.2)

. Electrical Power Distribution System (section 2.4.5.3)

Variances for F&lP are managed as part of the overall DRP. As presented in Ex. D2-2-8,

F&lP represent 5 per cent of the overall DRP. There is $76M total contingency in the DRP

budget that recognizes the risks associated with F&lP and SlO. The DRP is expected to be

delivered on budget and on schedule, notwithstanding the variances described below.

Facility and lnfrastructure Projects are significantly different from the Nuclear Operations

Portfolio projects that OPG has undertaken in thc past and from the unit refurbishment

program. They are new designs of complex facilities constructed on a brownfield site. For

instance, there are more engineering changes (discussed in section 3.1 of Ex. D2-2-5)

required for F&lP than are required for the entirety of the Unit 2 refurbishment.

2.4.5.1 Heaw Water Storaqe and Drum Handlinq Facilitv

Overview

The purpose of the Heavy Water Storage and Drum Handling Facility (the "Heavy Water

Facility") is to provide heavy water storage and processing capability for the removal of

heavy water from the Darlington units during refurbishment and the management of heavy

water during normal operations. Heavy water, when used in a nuclear reactor, becomes

radioactive material. As a result, effective management and controls are required to avoid

spills and to manage potential radiological safety and environmental consequences.
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COSTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOLLOW.UP STUDIES

ln its decision in EB-2013-0321, the OEB required OPG to file at its next proceeding updates

of actual costs of Environmental Assessment ("EA") follow-up studies.l Actual costs related

to the environmental studies, monitoring and adaptive management projects required by the

Darlington Refurbishment Program EA and follow-up program are provided in Chart A-1

below. There are no adaptive management programs at this stage of the program. They will

be developed, if needed, based on the results of initial monitoring studies. lt is important to

note that these costs are not all for DRP and that these do not reflect all EA costs for the

DRP.

Ghart A-1

Actual Costs of EA Follow-up Studies

1 ea-zolg-OZZ1 , Decision with Reasons, November 20,2014,p.55
2 Chemistry laboratory costs include both environmental monitoring costs and station chemistry control costs. The

value in the chart represents 50 per cent of chemistry laboratory costs as an approximation of the costs

associated with environmental monitortng.

Project Work Package Description 2013

EA Follow-up Studies

Effluent Characterization $0K $sK $7K
Fisheries Authorization $0K $2s K $oK
Entrainment Study $0K $25 K $198 K

Benthic I nvertebrate Community Study $0K $25 K $0K
Thermal Monitorinq $oK $20 K $0K
Stormwater Control Study $oK $0K $0K

Environmental
Monitoring Studies

Groundwater monitoring, sampling and
analysis for chemical waste,
qroundwater wells

$170 K $270 K $370 K

Biodiversity studies and monitoring $40 K $50 K $50 K

Chemistry laboratory cost for
supportin-o environmental monitorinq2

$3.1 M $3.1 M $3.2 M

Stack and filter testing emission
verification

$285 K $190 K $160 K

Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Proqram

$150 K $260 K $160 K

Adaptive Management Projects $oK $0K $0K
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Records File in{orrnalion:

Final Securiiy ClassificaUon of lha
completed fornl is delermíned belo\lr
00'120.3-PForNuctear
O&7A7.O21 - P For All Otho¡s

oPc"FÐiìM.G]77"Rto1.

ProS"ect Ov e r-Va riance
Approval

Final Security Ctassific.atlon of the BtSl OPG Corrfl<lential

This form shordd not be used for aver-wf lan,rës in axcssg of 20% of cost or scfiedute r:r bçlh. Subnilt thiç forr¡ ,,vilh

atlacfiment of ihs latest apprcved Eusiness Gase Surrrrnary.

ltea¡on for Coet Varlance:

The EPÇ coclract value budgeled ío tha excculion-full l¡usineçs case summary (BC$) wæ $37.70Jt. The conlractor
ls qrlw lorÊcasllng to spËnd a lÕtal of $51 .8iV, nÕt rnclurJlrÌg any additlonal dlscovery lssues and ohallenges during
cornrtissitttlng i.rÕl y€l i(¡ìovjn by ths pri-tject leanr (for which $1.5M in contingency is now being reguesled lo cover).

of the $14.4M conlracl cost variance, $11.7M is atlribulert lo tfre ÊPC Çonlractor u¡rderestimating the efort requfred
!ocorriplelelheconlraciscope. ÕPÇlsreqtl¡redlOp.lyih€seatJdilklnal coslgsincelhocontractlscost
reimtrursable. ThÊ varlance ls summarized by the follow¡ng rssil€s;

l) Thø design suhconlrac{or wäs required lo completo revisions lo the desigo packages clue lo irrcnrnplete
dotails from lhe original documenlalion.

2l The procured equipment and cons{ructlon work required lo complete lhe desígn revisions has now
increased signilicanlly beyond budget dus to lhê design packages being complex.

3) Tho contractor is behlnd schedule compared to lheir original plan as documenled in {he contract, whtch has
resulted in addllional cont¡aclor project managøment and ongineering ñold support.

Tfta remainder of lhe conltact cost variance can ba llnked to a few contrâct scape changes, lolalling 92,7M. These
r"ril(¡Ftss jnclUde;

1) Upgrade of molor conhol slsclrical dislribution equipment
2) Addilional cabllng and hardware to srlppor-t uhançcs lo iT and telephone reriulremenfs
3) Changes lo furniture and bullding layout requiremedls as iequested by building occrJfiánt$

'Associated rvith OPG-STO-0076, Developing anrl Documenling Busíness Cases
OPG-IMP-0004-R003 (Mlcrosoft@ 2007)

Page 1 of 5

Pad A: ProJect lfiformaifcn

Plqllot flt Oq9¡a[oqs !qfÍ)rI Iurr.dlng RofurbishrnenI

Ph¡¡c:
Tltlo:I 8-2561 g

Ëxecution Glarc¡ tapÍiai ßecord¡ Flls: D-tsCs-¿B t10-
t0004

LTO 20t6 2ú16 2017 Fulure loiel
(ì!,nr]nt r\pproval 78,233k 23,r)4rlk B,¡tk 53,030k

Ânìo'-lnt Requested 8,773k BSûk t,ßt¡3k

¡8,2¡0kNsl,v Tot l Rclea¡o 32,122R lJtSlt 02,0$3t
Brief Dascrlption ol lhe ProJect:

The OSB tva: ¡-:¡¡51¡rr¡lsrl in '!.982 l¡ilr¡ lhe thúd flcrnr arlcle,J lr¡ 1988. !t ¡s an ¡nrporlent facllity tha! !:ouses l€chnical
ser'",¡tes ttssçnlial {c lhe iiusiness ,rperalions of Darfington (úNGS) These lechnicai se¡¡icss ¡ncludg: sile iecur¡ty
sysiems, site lnfcrrnalion lechnology {lT} and {elephone ne twork huhs. qualiLy assurance varrlt, stalir:n donresiic
waler ¡;iping and tar,iiolttgÌcal publlc domir¡n äcc6ss lo lhe pcwerhouse via lhe brirlge. A unique råquirernent fo!'lh¡s
projecl is io rnaintain the oFeral¡on of lhese iechnical sen¿ices am¡dst conslfuction act¡vítles.
The facillty has lhe capacily lo house approxirnately 375 Darlínglon employees who provÍrJe dally operallons,

^d-¡ ^-¡*-r-l-¡-^¡I.,-,,. -----,r l- *¡-,,1-*

"¡dtrr(úrrd!Ìçü 
áltu dL,lllr,¡ùlldllvu ot¡l,ffurr !u 5ldllU{l rllfU ÇUIllfUl tslutll Slgaf, Al} ãSSeSSlttgilt Oy ãlì +i(tgflìSl èngln8ef|flg

lirm d€t€rminod that môny of lhe axisling builtling systenìs vrore olpecterl lo be liio oxpired by 20 15. Thase systoms
needed to bo replacerJ lo malnlain a heallhy errvlronnrent f¡¡r empk:yaes snd esssntial technícai services. es woll es
lo minimize conselivÊ maintenance on expired systems. The refurbished building is designe<l with ene¡gy etllciency
ånd occuparloy cornforf in arl¡rd.

Reason lo¡ $chedula Variance:

The project is currently schedu{ed þ mset lho Avallable lor SeMce mÍlestone of October 30, 2915 as committed to íil
lhê åXecutlon-full BCS. ) here 19 a risK lhât Challenqes duñng lhê qommissionint Érhase of lhe pmjeCt ooUkl lhrcât€n
lhís nr¡legonê. this riek ¡s being m¡tigfll€d through lhe hiring of a conrmissíolhìg ðge¡tt !o exoeule thfs ryo¡k ln an
officlant mennsr, '
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4) Upgrades to tho fire separallon of civil strucf u¡os that wore previously hidden

Si RÊpalr$ b lhe exterTor walk ways and soñlb
6) Other mÊnor arch¡teclut€|, mechanical, electrical changes

ln lhe exeeution. full ¡eleaee, $2.€M of specífìc conlingency was inefuded to cover the åbovÐ EPC conlracl issues
includíng lhe discovery of unknowns as well as lhe under-eslfm¿lliÕn of eflort fçquired lo complÊle a buildtng
refurbishment.

Durlng constructlón thÊ proþct has realizsd sorne olh8r $p6citc tisks, requlring the partial usa of the conlíngency
from lhe e)(6oution-tull BCS.

1)

2)

Discovery and planned remedfalion of mould: $0.4M ïncrease lo budgst ($0-7M conllng€flcy speciliod ln BGS)

Hiring of a oommlssioning agenl to Bnsur€ an effcienl buildlng slart"up, rninimizing the lmpact of comnissfonlng
lssues on lhe averall projecl; $O.1irt íncrease fo trudget (Sl.1M contlngency specifìed ín þCS)

å. The remainder of lhc cornmlsslonfng risk has not yet been reaíized as hls process is just beginníng.

The remaúñlng fisks with specific cðnlingenry allocalod íí<lm lho oxeü¡líon-full BCS have oither not yøt been realized
or hsve been millgaled w¡lhout ths need for utilízf ng conlingancy funding.

The project ha¡ also required addítionaf support from OFG enginearíng lo Brcvlde ov6fslghl of lhs EPC cdnlfâct
destgn subconlrac(or as lhsy completarl tho design revfslons. Thfs has resultsd in ån ¡ncrease of 60.501 to thû
project budgel.

The proie+i is stlll devalopfng a llst cf spora lnventories lhat lv¡ll need lo be procured by OPG to operate ard maintain
lhis fr¡cifity oßce ihs prcjecl is complete. An initlal llsl is treing reviewed by the cperations and ma[nknadc€ fsam lo
ensure only requiæd spams are ovenlually purchased. A preliminary eslirrate of lho spare inv€ntory çosts ¡s $50k.

OPG-TMP-Oû04"R003 (Mlcrosoft{D 2007)
Fage 2 of 5

Optlons Consldered to Mltþale Overrung:

Tho project team has been perfornríng weekly revaêws oflhs EFC tonlrãclcls project cost, schedule and rleks to

valldale assumpllonc and to hefp overcome challeng€s. As an oxampfo, lhe projec{ tearn reduced the lrnpact on
crltical palh created by lhe fÌre deteclion desígn packago revislons ¡y securing $ÍÊhehçtder ÇgncurrËnce to prccura

and lnslall fire dslerlion devlcss with minímal probability lhat lh€ dosign would change.

The pro¡ecl has aiso been having froquant meollngs and walk downs wtlh lhe project sponsor ond olher stakehokJers

lo seek early resolutlon of deñclencfes lhat would olherwlse delay evenlual turnovsr of lho bulidlng to lhÊ operalions
and malnlenanc€ team,

As the desígn and construclion wo¡k has evolved, the OPG pfoJêsl lsam has conlinually revlewed tha pro¡eçt scôpe
and removsd speciüc scope iteme where posslbla. This Tncludos:

1) The sinrpilßcalion oí ínternal goverrÌarìca documentation requiremanis to aliqn with corflm€r'llal builçling

aPPlicatÌons

2I Ullllzlrq more cosl effectiva ceíting tilee

3) the removaf of exterior light dislribulion shelves around lhe petlmoter of 
"lie 

oflce spate

Tho hlring of tho expert oommiss¡oning agont is expecled lo ylold oflicíencies in the comm¡sslonlng proceas as well

ss reduce lho ¡mpact of díscovercd ohslÌBnges whon €nËr€i¿ng equipñsnl,

Tho project aclual costs þ date lßclude invoicçs $ubmitted by lhe EPC conlrâctof that are being d¡cputed by OPG.

Ae such, there is an opporlunity to rçrnove $1.0M from tha pmject costs if OPG ls successful û¡lh lhÉ dispules.

When the ptoiscl temovod the exisling motor conlrol cenlrs Êquipment prior to their replacement, lhe oxialing olrcuit
breakers and associal€d electlical equipment w€re lransforred to lhe malnlenanco deparlmenl as usefül spar€s.

This obsolete aquipmerrt has become coslly for lhe nuclesr stalion to hôvs rgvers€ engineered. Thls effort rtray not

milígale the project overruns dlrectly however lt is expected to yleld overall savings to OPG,

Prolect Slalu¡:
At lhê lime Ðf execution-full business cãsê $ummary af,flroval in lvlay 2014, lhe project had been cootplellng
demolilion and procuring schedule crltical erlulpment ând rnaterlals, Since then, lha projeot has progressed wìllt

significanl procuremEnt and conshuclion work, including:

1) Procuroment of all schedule cdtlcal equlpmenl and mateda[s

2) lnstalfalfon of tho new exte¡lor curlain wall and foof membrans, leaving lhe brilding wale|lfght

3) Mechsnical, eleckical, ¡nslrúrnentstiori afid Çonlrols systems inslallation lhroughout the 1'r, 2M alrtl 3'Ú lloors
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{) Elevator and associated conlrols are fufly operalional wllh a$ regulatory approvals rpcelved
5) SrÉslantlal complelion of furniture Installalion on lhs 2d and SÉ f¡oora
8) fhe ¡rolor contrci cenlres hava been i'øplacød and arð operallonal,
?) Maþr mechanical equipment and associated piping such as ctriüers, wnlilallon un¡lË, pumpg loeated kr the

barsm€ñt has been lnslalled,
8) Routíng oÍ lT and lelephone cabtlng thrcughoul lhe Þuíldlng in pogress
9) Firo sprlnkÞr systom pipe work inslallation contploied on ld, 2d and 3'd floo¡s
'lO) Kitúenlcafeteria architectural fìnlshes and mounfing of equip¡nent is eornplelo.
11) Overhead llghtlng on lha lr, 2d and 3'd f,oors ls oporational
121 HadÌng, vefltllâl¡on and air condilloning systÊm llushing and equlpment cofimÈslonhg is ín progrrss

Tho above work hai pogressed wilh a goorl safety and envl'mnmenfel reco¡d an<f has been conphted vdh no
impacte b ltìe os8€n$al ssftlceå loctt€d in lhe bildíng, norcrealÍq an irnpæt lo the nucþd skson eloclrical and
mechanic¿l systerns thst the OSB syBtoms depend on.

OPG-TMP-0004-R003 (Mlcrosofl@
Page

2007)
3of5
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oPG"FORM-0077-Rû0'l'

Project Over-Variance
Approval

Parl El Varlanca Deta¡l

kt Gurrenl
Approval

Amount
Requssted

Varlânce commtntr

OPG FraJect
lvlsRegemont

4,2e8 3,627 (671)
Projecl managemeni oversþht on lhË proi€üt
has required less ¿ffort than initlally plsnned.

OPG
Engineering
(hcludhs
fleslgn)

Êø2 1,162 500
Revisions to lhe desþns basett qn fleld
chalÞnges duríng conslruclion have requlred
an incrçase in lhe OPG deslgn oversþhi,

OPG Procur.d
Non-Flxed
Assets
(lliTolephone)

895 'l,fjoil 105
Building occupanlÊ havo idcnlitied addílional
lT equipmenl t0 be purcbased.

OPG
lT/Telephone
Service
Provlder
lnetallatlon
Cost¡

47Ð 500 30
Bulldng occupânts have idsntiffed additionaf
lT equipment 1o be lnslalled.

Doaign
Contract{s}

59ö ã96 0
All standalone dêsign c!ûtrâclc have been
complele<|.

ConeFucllon
tontract(s) o 0 0

All construclion work is bsing cornpleted as
parl of the EFC contracl.

EPG Contract{s) 4fr,278

û

4S,119 B,B4I As discussed ln the cost varlance seclion.

Co¡rrultants 0 0

EPC Procurad
Non.Flxod
Assetc
(Furniture)

2.500 2,712 212

8u¡ldicg occupanle have idenlified changes lo
lhe ground floor layout lhal requlres some
additlonal furnil¡¡re lo be procurod. There
werg a¡so minor changes to lhe design
requlring changes lo the furfiiture procured.

lntdroÉt 3,331 2,+77 (854)

The âfiount of interest requirerl wae
ov€re$llmalød in the prwious release. fhe
updatod lnlerest from now until pralect
complêtlon ls bas€d on mosl r€c€nl cash
tlows.

SuÞlotal t3,oâ0 6l,1rl3 8,163

Conllngeñry 0 1,500 1,500

Conllngency i$ requlrsd for estlmate
inaccuracy and for ths possible reallzatlon of
unknowns, particularly durlng lhe
commisslonlng phase.

Total 02i693 9,003

Removal Cosls
lncluded 2,54Ð 9S3 (1557) The amounl roquosted is based on lho aclual

epenl; no furlher femoval c03ts planned.

*AssocÌated wllh OPG-STD-0076, Developfng and Documenllng Business Cases
OPG-TMP-0004-R0ût (Mtcrosoft@ 2007)

Page 4 of 5
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Records File lnformation:

Flnal Security Class¡ncallon of üi€
compþted form is dotermlned beloç
00120.3-PForNucle¿r
08747.02'l - P For Al Olhers

Filed: 2016-05-27
EB-2016-0152
Exhibit D2-1-3
Attachment 1, Tab 1,25619
Page 5 of5

oPG.FORM{077-R001'

Project Over-Variance
Approval

t5

PartCr RsYlüdApprsvú tt
jIflff!åffi.b 

':

/6* v ?, teç

a

Weø

I lrts Tzztj

I

"AÉsocleted wilh OPß"STD-0076, Qeveloping and Documenting Buslness Cases
OPG"TMP.0004-R003 {Microsofr@

Page
2OO7l
5of5
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PNGS

ACTUAT PRODUCTION (2008-201s) &
FORECAST PRODUCTION (2016-2021)
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PNGS ACTUAL & FORECAST PLANNED OUTAGE DAYS (PO DAYS)
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DNGS UNIT 1, 3 AND 4 PRODUCTION TWH

ACTUAL (2OL3-201s) & FORECAST (2OL6-2020)
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DNGS UNIT 1, 3 AND 4 PTANNED OUTAGE DAYS

ACTUAT (20t3-201s1 & FORECAST (2OL6-20201
250.0

200.0

t^

ô
l¡¡
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À
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00

2076t 20t7 t 2018 F

ACTUAT AND FORECAST YEARS

216.6

88.8

66.5

2013 A 2OL4 A 2015 A 2019 F 2020 F
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AVE RAG E (201.6-202d, 498,0

COMPARING OPG'S TEST YEAR PO DAYS 12016-2020I WITH HISTORICAL ACTUATS

u-olv- Ò
AVERAGE (2OL6-2O2O) Normalized for PEO 370.6 [498.0 LESS 127.4]

9ry8

637

t27
OPG ESTIMATEPEO PO DAYS

PEO PO

NOTES

Even after normalizlng for PEO, the 2016-2020 PO DAYS estimate ls higher than

Average Actual experlence ín the 2008'2015 period 0.e. 370.6 less 273.01

Even after normallzlng for PEO, the 20!6-2020 PO DAYS estimate ¡s hlgher than

Average Actual experlence in last 5 years f 2011-2015ì fi.e. 370.6-300.6ì

Even after normallzing for PEO, the 2076.2A20 PO DAYS eslimäte ls hlgher then

Average ofthe 5 hlghest years of PO days ln 2008'2015. [i'e. 370.6-340.31

VARIANCE

# 97.6

t\ 7o'o

ñ 30.3
dì

COMPARING NORMALIZED FOR PEO WITH HISTORY

273.0

300.6

340.3

AVERAGE (2008-2015)

AVERAGE {20!1-201s)

Aì/ERAGE (5 HTGHEST -2008-2015)
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PNGS PROD TWH

2008A 2009A 2010A 20114 2OL2A
19.3 20.8 t9.2 19,7 20.7

AVG {2008-16}
Source: 2008 and 2009 Data from EB-2010-0C08, E2-T1-S2-Table 1b

So u rce : 2O7O, ZOLL, 2OL2 Data f ro m E 8-201 3432L, E2-T1-S2-Ta bl e 1
Source: 2OL3-2OZI Data from EB-2016-0L52, E2-T1-S2-Table 1

2020 F
19.6

202tF
18.8

20.2,.

Pf CKERING (UNITS 1,4,5,6, 7 & 8) PRODUCTION (TWH) ¡tND PIANNED OUTAGE (DAYS] DATA

PNGS PO DAYS

ACTUAT PNGS PTANNED OUTAGE DAYS (2008.2015) AND FOREiCAST PTANNED OUTAGE DAYS 12015-2021I
2008A 2009A 2010A 2011/t 20t2A 20134 20t4A 20154 2016F 20t7F 2018F 20t9F

62.L 199.5 4t9.3 295.tt 352.3 224.8 284.9 350.1 401.6 541.6 530.8 5t7.2

AVG (2008-16) 287.3 AVG(2017-21) s30.3
Source: 2008 and 2009 Data from EB-2010-0C08, E2-T1-S2-Table 1b

Sou rce : ZOLO, 2OL7, 2OI2 Data f ro nr E B-20 13{32I, E2-T1-S2-Ta b I e 1

So u rce : 2013 -2021 Data fro m E B-20 1.6-0152, E 2-T1-S2-Ta ble L

2020F
498.9

2021F
562.8
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D1

D3

D4

DARLTNGTON (UN|T 1,3 & 4) PRODUCTTON (TWH) AND PLANNED OUTAGE (DAYS) DATA

DNGS UN|T L,3,4 PRODUCTTON (TWH) ACTUAT (2013-2015) & FORECAST (20t6-202ll
2013 A 20L4 A 2015 A 2016 F 20L7 F 2018 F 20t9F 2020F

7.5 5.8 5.5 7.5 5.2 7.1. 7.0 5.2

7.3 7.5 5.0 7.1. 7.O 5.3 7.4 0.8

5.2 7.3 6.5 5.6 7.O 7.r 5.4 7.O

20.0 20.6 L7.O 20.2 19.2 19.5 19.8 13.0 nla

AVG (2013-2016) Ls.s AVG (20t7-20t91 19.5

1_08

0

22.5

2O2L F

n/a

nla
nla

202L

n/a
nla
n/a

TOTAL

Source: 2013-2015 Actual Production Data from Ex L-T5.1-S20-VECC 0L9, Attachment L

Note: DNGS Unit Level Production Data not available for 2OO8-20t2 and 202L

DNGS UN|T !,3,4 PLANNED OUTAGE DAYS ACTUAT (2013-2015) & FORECAST 12016-202ll
20t3 20t4 2015 20L6 2017 2018 20t9 2020

D1

D3

D4

77

0

11.85

0

0

6.6

72

95.8

48.8

0

20

9L

1_08.0

22.5

22.5

20.0 23.0

1_03.3 2.5

20.0 99.1

TOTAL 66.5 88.8 2L6.6 111.0

AVG (2013-20L6) L2O.7 AVG (2017-201e)

Source: 2OL3-2OLS Actual PO Days Data from Ex L-T5.1-S20-VECC 0l-9, Attachment l-

Note: DNGS Unit Level PO Days Data not available for 2008-2Ot2 and 2O2l

153.0 143.3 L24.6 130.5 0.0

140.3
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NûmbeEñey notãdd duê b mundi¡g Filed:2016-0t27
EB-2016{152

Exhibit E2

Tab 1

Schedulê 2
Table 1

Table 1

L¡no

BElnæ5 Unlt
2013

Budqát
(c)-(â) 2013 (sHc) 2014 9le 2014 (KHg)

Châño6

2D1ã (k)-l¡.1 2015

q

)ârl¡nston NGS

251
429

145PO Dåvs

269
888

144
90

2t1
935
771

0.9

(1.6

15.0

280
91 I
921

250
863

\1 t)
(s 4)
7AC

769

5

FEPO Days
FLR i%}

398
33

398
48 (33

00
bã

00
15

00
10 39 49

6 FLR D¡v. Eouiv.led 107 14 0 59 205 30s t27

rlckor¡nd ñcs
7 ilh

Un¡t CaFbility Fãctor l%l

211
792 737

05
16

219
799

(1 0 20

41(55 753 421 12e 794
I
íö

PO Dåvs 303 5

00
220 a 64 1 292 I

00
I 247 I 622 350 1

16/ 6
97

554 554
81 16 10 107 178 2g

FLR Dåy! Equivll.d 242 147 0 5t0 t08 0 1U4 b (bl I 51 I

Unit CaEb¡liN Factor l%l

447 9

t57 876
-tä.9

t.0
843 (63 840 (60 78013

365 3 377 0 239 I 475 I
FEPO Dâys
FLR {%I

207 4

25
207 4

70
1152 O

(1 s
0n
41 15

171
t1 6

00
31

483
08

483

FLR D¡y¡ Equ¡v¡led 17? 1 632 236 3 (¡o u 161 0 509 214 5 (109 4 t17 2

18 480 (33 447 34 490 (0 el 441 (35 466 121 445

2015 (cHa)

ChåEo
2016

Budml
têF(c)

Cbnd€
2017 (sÈ{ê) 2018 Hs 20ls

Plan
((¡(u

Châdô
2020

b d k

Dâdinston NGS

19 0
851

19 Mh 27
09

197 {1 9 177
Unit CaFbil¡þ Fåctor l%) 769 142 860 17 878 (84

64121 Po Davs' 266 9 t155 9' 111 0 153 4 (10 1l 143 3 t192 124 1 1AA2
22
23 FLR i%I

77
¡0

17 7:

{3 sl
00
10

UO

00
o0
10

00
t0 0l

00
10

00
00

00
10 32

FLR DåyÊ Equ¡valsd

Plcksil¡o NúS

574 (3 3l u2

26 Un¡t Câdb¡lito Fã¿tôr fDA t1 7l

208
776

\1 t,
(6 1l

01
05

1C?

530 I

1S I
726

517 2
08

190
734

PO Days 350 1 541 6 (10 I
2E

2S

(40 6l 00
þU

00
UU

0.0

0.0

00
00 50

30 FLR Dåys Equ¡valed 51 7 824 05 830 U

Unlt caFbll¡U Factor {%l 780 846
5126

(6 8l
142 4

o7 785
674 1

(3S 5l 390
616 I (104 3l 695 0 (32 sl 641 3 458 687 1

FEPO Dåys

FLR (%)

FLR DaF Equ¡vålod

483

109

{{0 3l

(1 1 )

{6 7t

00
28

102 i

00
02

t10 6t 925

nn
(00
09

00
30

934

00
16

296

00
46

1n9

3ô 445 23 468 (8 7) 381 04 385 06 390 (1 7l 374

Llm
BElmss Unlt

2020 (cl(a) 2021

Darl¡mton NGS

37

38 lln¡t Câmhilitu Fãctõr loA

(1 1 16 6

909
39 Po Dåysi 188 2 (131 s 562
40 FEPO DayB

FLR (%}
00

112

250

êr¡ns NGS

43
44 Unit C.Ébil¡þ Factor {%l

19 0

734
0.8

2B
18.8

706

4ò

47

639

(00

562 I
00
50

814

Unit caFbility Fâctor (Y')

Po DåyÊ!

162

ô87 1

790
619 0

51

46
119

52 (06 40
1m3

54 Tobl ilh 374 120 354

Notes:

I OEB Approved nuclear production Ìn 2014 rs 49 0 ruh per EB-2013-0321 Decisron wih Rsasons p 39

2 OEB Approv6d nucl€ar produdion ìn 2015 is 46 6 Mh per E8,2013-0321 Decision wiih Reasons p 39
3 PO days excudes planned outage days for Dadrnglon unts oul ol seNice during Datington returbishment
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Llne
No Prescribed Facillty

2010
Budoel

(c)-(â)
Chanoe

2010
Actual

(s)-(c)

Chanqe
2011

Board Approved

(s)-(e)
Chândê

2911
Âctuâl

(¡)-(s)

Chânoê
zolz

Acluel
(a) (b) (f) (o) (h) (i)

)arl¡noton NGS
1 TWh 278 (1 3 65 24 289 00 290 (0 6ì 283

2 Un¡t CaDab¡l¡ty Factor (Y") 903 (27) 876 76 939 13 952 QO',. 932

3 PO Days 118 I 42 123 0 (8 0) 603 34 637

4 FEPO Davs 00 '13 9 '13 I fi3 g', 00 00 00 00 00

FLR (%) 17 '1 5 32 (26" 15 (0 9) 06 17

6 FLR DaYs Eou¡valent 202 427 (34 5l 209 (12 7) 82 241

tickerinq NGS

7 TWh 204 (1 1t 192 04 220 (23) 197 '1 0 207

I un¡t Caoab¡l¡tv Factor (YJ 75s t3 6l 71.7 17 81 5 (8 1 734 44 77A

I PO Davs 436 0 (16 7l 419 3 304 0 (9 0) 295 0

10 FEPO Days 00 2't 5 21 5 492 00 707 707 u4 5\ 262

11 FLR (7J 60 54 14 6ì 70
12 FLR Davs Eouivalent 105 3 492 101 1 109 3 210 4 (81 5) 128 I

fotals
13 LJn¡t Caoab¡l¡tv Factor (Yol 833 (3 1) 802 49 88 1 (3i 85 1 (0 6) 845

14 PO Days 554 I (12 5) 542 3 (1 87 0) 372 3 (17 0',, 355 3 607 416 0

15 FEPO Days 00 354 354 353 00 707 707 ø4 5)

16 FLR (%} 35 24 59 (0 6) 32 21 53 11 0l 44

17 FLR Davs Eouivalent 127 A 761 203 g 147 122 0 966 218 6 (s7 4 161 2

'18 TWh 442 Q4l 458 28 (23',, 486 o4 490
't9 20 (2 0\ 00 00 05 to5 00 00 00

20 fotal TWh 462 (0 4) 458 )A 504 (1 8l 486 o4 490

Numbers may not add due (o round¡ng Filed: 20'1 3-09-27
EB-2013-0321

Exhibit E2

Tab 1

Schedule 2
Teble 1

Table '1

Comparison of Produclion Fore€st - Nuclear

Llne
No. Prêscrltrêd Fecil¡tv

2012
Board ADoroved

(c)-(a)

Chanqe
2012

Actual

(e)-(c)
Chândê

2013
Eludoel

(s)-(e)
Chánoe

2014
Plan

(l)-(s)

Chanoe
2015
Plan

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Darl¡nqton NGS

21 TWh 290 (0 7l 283 (1 4',. 269 15 244 t2 3'

Unit Caoãb¡l¡tv Factor fYJ 94 1 (0 s) 932 (4 4' 888 47 935 172 863

23 PO Oavs 655 (1 8l 807 144 4 t67 3l 77 I '110 I '188 0

24 FEPO Days 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

25 FLR I'lJ 15 08 23 (0 8) 15 (0 3) 10

FLR Dâys Equivalent 21 0 113 323 (12 6) 197 (5| 146 127

Plckerinq NGS

27 TWh 230 (2 3',, 207 04 21 I 02 06 21 I
2A Un¡t CaDabil¡tY Factor (Y") 849 01', 774 14 792 o7 22 821

29 PO Davs 247 0 105 3 352 3 (48 8) 303 5 (10 6ì 2929 (5 0) 247 I
30 FEPO Days 00 262 262 (26 2) 00 00 00 00 00

3t FLR ("/o) 43 )7 70 11 81 (0 3l 78 (23\

32 FLR Davs Eou¡valent 846 443 128 I 235 152 4 (54 147 0 '104 5

fotals
33 unit Caoabil¡tv Factor (7J 898 (5 3) 845 (o 2\ 843 33 876 (3 6) 840

34 PO Days 312 5 103 5 416 0 31 9 447 I (77 9" 370 0 105 I 4759

35 FEPO Davs 00 262 (26 2) 00 00 00 00 00

FLR IOIJ 16 44 01 45 (o4 41 (1 0) 31

FLR Days Equivalent 105 6 161 2 109 172 1 t10 5' 161 6 (44 4) 117 2

38 TWh 520 (3 0) 490 (1 0l 480 497 (1 7) 480

Forecast for Maior Unforeseen Events 05 fo 5) 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

40 fotal Twh 51 5 (2 5) 490 (1 0) 480 17 497 (1 7) 480
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Numbers may not add due to rounding Filed: 2010-05-26
EB-201 0-0008

Exhibit E2

Tab 1

Schedule 2
Table 1b

Table 1b

Comparison of Production Forecast - Nuclear

Line
No. Prescribed Facilitv

2008
Aotual

(c)-(a)

Ghanqc
2009

Actual
(c)-(e)

Ghanqe

2009

Budqet
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Darlington NGS

1 TWh 28.9 (2 e) 26.0 (0 5) 26.6
2 Unit Capability Factor (%) 94.5 (8 6) 85.9 (o.s¡ 86.5

3 PO Days 69.1 101.2 170.3 (1 4) 171.7

4 FEPO Days 0.0 11.9 11.9 '1 1.9 0.0

5 FLR (%) 0.7 0.9 1.6 (0 4) 2.0

6 FLR Days Equivalent 9.9 11.0 20.9 (4.e) 25.8

Ptckenng A NGs
7 TWh 6.4 (0 7) 5.7 (1 6) 7.3

8 Unit Gapability Factor (%) 71.8 (7 6) 64.2 (15.4) 79.5

9 PO Days 0.0 74.0 74.0 0.0 74.0
10 FEPO Days 1.1 31.4 32.5 32.5 0.0
11 FLR (%) 27.9 (3 3) 24.6 13.1 '1 1.s

12 FLR Days Equivalent 203.1 (50.5) 1s2.6 77.2 75.4

Pickerins B NGS
'13

14

ïwh
Unit Gapability Factor (%)

12.9

71.4

2.2

12.6

15.1

84.0

(1 0)

(3.2)
16.0

87.2
15 PO Days 62.1 63.4 125.5 23.5 102.0

16 FEPO Days 18.s 9.2 27.7 27.7 0.0
17 FLR (%) 24.2 (18.3) 5.8 (0 4) 6.2

18 FLR Days Equivalent 333.2 (257.3) 75.9 (8 3) 84.2

Totals
19 Unit Gapability Factor (%) 83.8 (1 e) 82.0 (3 7) 85.6

20 PO Days 131.2 238.6 369.8 22.1 347.7

21 FEPO Days 19.7 52.4 72.1 72.1 0.0
22 FLR (%) 12.3 (s 8) 6.4 1.6 4.8

23 FLR Days Equivalent 546.1 (296 7) 249.4 64.0 185.4

24 TotalTWh 48.2 (1 4) 46.8 (3 1) 49.9

0.025
Forecast for Major
Unforeseen Events

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

26 TotalTWh 48.2 (1.4) 46.8 (3 1) 49.9
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Filed: 2013-12-06
EB-2013-0321

Exhibit N1

Tab 1

Schedule 1

Page 13 of 23

As part of the 2014 - 2016 Business Plan review process (see Ex A2-2-1), OPG's senior

management directed generation planning staff to reassess the plan based on OPG's

historical performance in which significant production forecast variances have occurred (i.e.,

actual generation has been lower than forecast over the past nine years including 2013). The

reassessment revisited both outage scope along with the allowances, with the objective of

establishing a more realistic and accurate nuclear production forecast for 2014 - 2015.

2.3.1.1 Pickerinq

The Pickering production forecast for 2014 and 2015 in the 2014 - 2016 Business Plan

shows a I .0 TWh reduction in generation compared to the 2013 - 2015 Business Plan.

Chart 6

Pickering NGS Plan over Plan Changes

15 Numbers may not add due to rounding

Pickering NGS 2014 2015 Total Variance

Generation - TWH

2014-2016 Nuclear Business Plan 20.9 21.3

-1.0

2013-2015 Nuclear Business Plan 21.3 21.9

Variance ( 8P2014-1ôvs 2013-2015) -0.4 -0.6

FLR %

2O14-2016 Nuclear Business Plan 7.8 Ãt

0.0

2013-2015 Nuclear Business Plan 7.8 ÃE

Variance ( 8P201¿l-16 vs 2013-2015) 0.0 0.0

Planned Outage Days

2014-2016 Nuclear Business Plan 327.9 339.5

86.6

2013-2015 Nuclear Business Plan 292.9 287.9

Variance ( 8P2014-16 vs 2013-2015) 35.0 51.6
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Filed: 2016-05-27
EB-2016-0152

Exhibit E2
Tab 1

Schedule 1

Page3of11

generation lossesl during the test period reflect challenging targets. While any production

forecast is subject to unplanned outcomes, OPG continues to be subject to unanticipated

production disruptions due to events such as an unbudgeted planned outage in 2015 to

replace PHT pump motors at Darlington. Smaller (albeit negative) production variances were

achieved in 2014 and 2015 when compared to previous years, as shown on Chart 2.

Ghart 2

OPG Nuclear Production Variance and Revenue lmpact

+ 2010 iE th€ a\€raoe of2008 and 20Og BoaKl ApFrowd; 2013 is immoo of2011 and 2012 Bosrd Approwd.

# 
^t 

OEB-oppro\,cd rotca of $52 98/MWh for 200t!2010 less tucl cost, ånd $51.52i MWh for 201 1-2013 tcss fuct cosl,

Fo¡ 2O14, 1A months at OEB-aPpro\¿ed mte of $5f .S2lMWh and 2 months at OEB appro\ed rate of $59.29/MWh, iess íuel c6i (aEEge $S2.B2,MWh).
For 2015, at OEB approwd rate of $59 29/MWh less tuel cost

The test period production forecast takes into account the following

Darlington Refurbishment Program with Darlington Unit 2 being taken out of seruice in

2016, followed by unit 3 in 2020, unit 1 in 2021 (and unit 4 in 2023). Each unit

refurbishment project will take more than three years to complete. Two pos!
refurbishment mini-outages have been scheduled for Unit 2 to address equipment

reliability issues that are expected to emerge post refurbishment. The need for these

post-refurbishment outages is based on operating experience at other nuclear

facilities that unden¡¡ent major refurbishment. The first mini "warranty" outage of 55

days duration is scheduled for Unit 2 in2020, within six months post refurbishment.

The duration will allow sufficient time for anticipated equipment repair by the vendors.

The second mini "warranty" outage of 31 days duration is scheduled for Unit 2 in

2021, within 18 months postrefurbishment. The shorter duration is due to an

1 See Attachment I - Glossary of Outage and Generation Performance Term for definitions.

I
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

a

Line

No 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Average Total

2

3

4

(

OPG þplication - TWh

OEB þproved - TWh+
Actual -TWh
Variance (TWh)
(line3-line2)

Revenue lnpact - $M#

(a)

51.4

51.4

ß.2

-3.2

(b)

49.9

49.9

46.8

-3.1

(c) (d)

¿18.9

50.4

¡18.6

-1.8

(e)

50.0

51.5

49.0

-2.5

(0 (s)

/t8.5

49.0

¿18.1

-0.9

(h)

46.1

46.6

44.5

-2.1

50.7

45.8

4.9

51.0

4.7

-6.3

o

-3.2

ü)

-24.7

-159.9 -154.9 -242.4 -87.3 -121.3 -305.7 4s.9 -114.3 -154.0 -1231.8
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Actual Versus Planned Forecast By Operating Un¡t 2013-2020
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ODerat¡nP Unlt

2013

Actual
20li¡

Actual

2015

Achral

20t6
Budset ':oLTPlan

2018

Plan

2019

Plan

2020
Plan

Darl¡nston Un¡t 1

IWh 7.5 5.8 5.5 7.5 71 7o 52

Un¡t Capability Factor (%) 98.5 75.7 7?.4 990 696 93€ 929 697

PO Davs (excludes Refurb) 0 77 72 0 108 20 ta 108

Refurb PO Days 0 0 c 0 0 0 o 0

FEPO Davs 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

FLR (%) 1.3 2.2 8.3 1.C 10 10 10 10

FLR Davs Equ¡valent 4.6 6.1 23.9 3.1 26 3.4 34 26

Darlinston Un¡t 2

TWh 51
67.6

7.4 64
84.3

5.9

990
-02 -o2 41

PO DaVs (excludes Refurb) 78 3 50 0 c 0 0 58

Refurb PO Days 0 0 0 78 365 365 365 45

FEPO DaVs 20 c 0 0 0 0 0 0

FLR 7.1, 2.2 2.0 1.0 0c 0c 00 120

FLR Davs Equ¡valent 18.8 8.C 6.4 2.9 0c UL 00 Jto

Darlinston Un¡t 3

TWh 7.5 5.0 7.1, 70 53 74 08

Unit Capab¡l¡ty Factor (%) 96.6 98.8 65.1 936 929 71 0 983 990

PO DaVs (excludes ReTurb) 0.0 0.0 9s.8 20.0 225 103 3 25 00

Refurb PO Days 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.c 0.0 00 00 321 C

FEPO Davs 0.0 0.0 5.8 0.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.c

FLR (%) 3.4 t.2 8,6 1.0 10 10 1.0 'tc

FLR Davs Equivalent 72.2 4.2 22.4 3.5 34 2.6 36 0,€

Darlinston Unit 4

rWh 5.2 7.3 6.5 5.6 7'l 54 70

LJn¡t CaDab¡litv Factor (%) 69.0 96.0 85.2 744 otc 936 721 929

PO Davs (excludes Refurb) 66.s 11.8 48.8 91.0 224 20c 225

Refurb PO Days 0.0 0.c 0.0 0.0 0c 0c 0c 00

FEPO Davs 20.r 0.c o.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

FLR (%) 9.3 0.6 1.5 1.0 1,0 1.0 10 '1 0

FLR Davs Equivalent 2s.9 2.7 4.7 2.8 J+ 34 27 34

Pickerins Un¡t 1

IWh 2.0 3.9 2.6 38 1.8 J.t 27

Un¡t Capab¡l¡ty Factor (%) 47.1 87.6 s8.0 444 417 838 61 6 83.€

PO Davs 0.0 0.0 128.4 337 204 I 434 124 5 43.0

FEPO Days 109.1 0.0 77.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

FLR (%) 32.2 L2-4 2.5 70 50 5U 50 5.0

FLR DaVs Equ¡vaìent 81.6 45.7 5.5 234 8C 161 '118 162

Pickerins Un¡t 4

TWh 3.9 2.8 4.3 29 26 2.3

Unit Caoab¡litv Factor (%) 86.7 63.6 95.3 656 838 838 523

PO DaVs 20.0 85.3 0.0 107 I 430 144 1 430 164 5

FEPO Davs 4.5 34.3 00 0.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

FLR (%) 6.9 5.3 4.7 7C 5,0 50 50 50

FLR Days Equ¡valent 23.5 12.9 t7.3 142 161 110 161 '101

P¡ckering Un¡t 5

TWh 2.6 4.3 2.9 43 23 43

Unit Capab¡lìtv Factor (%) 58.7 9s.8 66.1, 960 532 95.C 51 I 950

PO Days 87.8 0.0 105.9 o0 160 7 0c 165 6 0.0

FEPO Davs s3.4 0.0 74.1 0.0 0.0 0.c 0.0 0.0

FLR 1.8 4.1, 0.5 40 50 5.C 5C 50

FLR Davs Eouivalent 3.8 14.9 1.1 146 102 '18 3 '10 c 18 3

Picker¡ng Un¡t 6

IWh 4.O 3.C 4.3 42 21 43

un¡t Facto r 67.6 88.7 68.0 9ô0 604 950 48 1 950

PO Davs 113.0 0.0 702.4 00 133 0 0.0 180 '1 00

FEPO Davs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.c

FLR (%) 0.1 11.3 5.3 40 50 50 50 5C

FLR Davs Equivalent 0.3 41_.3 13.8 '14 6 1't c 18_3 92 '18.3

TWh 4.3 2.8 4.2 2.9 2C 42 30
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Un¡t CaDabil¡tv Factor l%l 95.4 62.2 93.3 652 95.0 44.6 95.0 68.1
PO Days 0.c 113.9 0.0 117 5 0.0 193.5 0.0 1o2.5
FEPO Davs 0. 7.5 8.5 0.0 0.0 0.c 0.c 0.0
FLR (%} 4.6 6.6 3.3 4.4 5.0 5.C 5.C 5.0
FLR

Plckerinp Unlt I

16.7I lL7 oo 183 183 132

IWh 3.9 2.4 4.3 2.6 4.2 2.4 4.2 2.0
Unlt Caoab¡lltv Factor l%) 86.8 53.8 95.5 58.6 95.C 55.S 95.0 46.0
PO Davs 0.0 85.7 13.4 142.6 0.c 150.2 0.0 188.9
FEPO Davs 0.0 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.c 0.0 0.0 0.0
FLR (%I L3.2 2s.6 0.7 4.O 5.C 5.0 5.0 5.0
FLR Days Equlvalent 48.0 67.7 2.3 8.9 18.3 10.7 18.3 8.9
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a

a

a

a

expectation that the majority of scope required to be addressed post-refurbishment

will be completed during the first post refurbishment mini-outage in 2020.

Eight mini-outages of approximately 20 days duration at Darlington over the period

2016-2021 are required to replace the high risk PHT pump motors. There are 16

operating PHT pump motors (four per unit) at Darlington. Failure of any one of the

operating motors will result in a forced outage and could result in an extended

outage, depending on availability of spare motors. Recent experience at OPG and

operational experience from other utilities shows the expected service life of PHT

pump motors to be 25 to 30 years, i.e., the approximate current service life of the

Darlington facility. Based on operating experience to-date, including an unbudgeted

planned outage to replace a failed PHT pump motor in 2015, OPG has an expedited

program undenvay to purchase new or refurbished PHT pump motors and spares

(Project #73566/80144 as described in Ex. D2-1-3) and mini outages have been

included in the generation plan for their installation over the next five years.

Darlington forecast FLR of 1 .0 per cent for 2016 through 2019, 4.2 per cent for 2020

and 3.0 per cent for 2021. The increase in FLR in 2020 and 2021 reflects the return to

service of Darlington Unit 2 from its refurbishment outage and is consistent with

industry operating experience. Based on industry operating experience, the

Darlington Refurbishment Program forecasts a Unit FLR of 12 per cent in the year of

return to service and the year immediately following, 6 per cent in year two post-

refurbishment, 2 per cent in year three post-refurbishment, and 1 per cent in year four

and beyond postrefurbishment for the refurbished unit.

Pickering's annual FLR stabilizing at 5.0 per cent for the period 2016 through2021

reflecting expectations of reduced volatility in performance as a result of equipment

reliability and fuel handling improvement initiatives.

Undertaking cremental planned outage days in enable the

completion of various work activities required for Pickering Extended Operations as

well as restoring normal planned outages and durations in 2020. These additional

planned outage days reduce generation by 7.5 TWh over the period 2016-2020.

16-2020
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Year Outage Unit
Affected

Descript¡on Outage
Durat¡on

(days)

Forecast Product¡on
(TWhl lmpact Due to

Outage

Revenue lmpact
of outage (5M)

7049 2.6 164 0

2017

Plckerlng

Un¡t 1

43.0 05
)1751 Un¡t 5 enned Outaee 160 7 2.0 132 0

)1767 Unit 6 133-0 1.7 109.2

Total 541.6 5.8 M.L

Darlington

)1711 Unit 1 )lânned Outace 108 4 23 t52 9

)NRU2 Unit 2

ìefurbishment

f,utaqe
365 0 7A

514.8

)1731-PD Unit 3 rlânned Derate 25 0.1 35

D7732 Unit 3

¡HT Pump Motor
20-0 o,4 24.2

)1741-PD Un¡t 4 2.5 0.1 35

Dl1 42 unit 4

PHT Pump Motor
3utãse

200 0.4 242
fotal 518.¿ 11.1 72L,2

lotal 2017 r om.o t7,9 1.175.6

P¡ckerlng

PlAtl Unit 1

unit 4

¿30 o5 39,1

P1Ë4t 144 7 18 137 2

Pta7t Un¡t 7 193.5 2.4 776.4

P1881 Un¡t 8 150.2 19 136.9

Total 530.8 6.6 41 6

oarlnßon

D1811 Unit 1

PHT Pump Motor
Outa¡e

200

7.4

313

577 4DNRU2 Unlt 2

Refurb¡shment

Outâee
365.0

D1831 Unit 3 103 3 22 167.7

D1841 Lrnit 4
PHT Pump [¡otor
Outase

20,o 0.4 313

Totâl 504-¡ 10.9 795.8

Toral 2018 1 039-1 t7.s 7-279.4

Plcker¡ng

'1911 untt l Plenned outege 124 5 1.6 !¿9,4
,7942 Unit 4 Mid-cvcle outeße 430 05 43,4

)1951 Unit 5 Planned outaEe 165 6 2,7 t67 6

'1961 Unit 6 180.1 2.2 182.3

517,2 6.5 s2?-t

D.rl¡ngton

)1911 unit 1

,HT Pump Motor
lutãEe 34.8

)1912-PD Unit 1 tlânned Derate )5 01 43

)NRU2 Unit 2

ìefurbishment
)ulâ!e

365 0 7.4 634.3

)1931-PD Unit 3 )lanned Derâte 0.1 43
)r941 Un¡t 4 )lânned Outâse 99 1 21 772.2

Totðl 449.1 ro.s t50.0

lótál 2019 1,008.3 16.9 1.17¡.1

Pickering

,2012 Un¡t 1 Vl¡d-Cvcle Outese 430 05 4e¿
)2041 Un¡t 4 PIârilrêJ outrÃè 164 q ¡.0 r84,4

' ¿otr Un¡t / Planned outeqe 102 S 1.3 115 I
r2081 Unit 8 188 9 24 272 )

I 0tâl 498.9 6.2 r¡o o

oarllngton

J¿U]1 Unit 1 Plãnnêd Outece 108 2 23 204 7

DNRU2 Unit 2

Refurbishment
Cutaee

450 1.0 868

D2022-PD Un¡t 2 Planned Derate 25 0.1 4A

D2027 Un¡t 2

Post Refurb M¡ni 550 7.2
106.1

DNRU3 Un¡t 3

Refurbishment
Outaee

321 0 69 6t9 2

DZO42-PD Unit 4 Planned Derate 25 o1 4.8

D204t Unit 4

PHT Pump Motor
20.o 04 38-6

fotal ss4,2 E.6 771-F

fotal 2020 1.053.r 14.8 1-333-s

2018

¿UI9

2020

Pickering

'2117 Un¡t 1 lPlânned outâle 150,5 1.9 187.3

'2].41 Unit 4
lvacuum Building

lout"n"
300 0.4 372

'215r Un¡t 5 lPlanned Outãse 179 7 2.2 224 7

'246L Unit 6 lPianned outeEe 772 6 r-4 140-4

>2162
lVacuum Bulldlng

lort"""Unit 6
300 o4 374

'2t71

lVacuum Euildlng

loutr""Un¡t 7
300 04 374

'2181

lVacuum Buildinc
Unit I 30.0 04 374

s62.8 7.0 701 1

0âr¡ington

DNRUl Un¡t 1
lRefurb¡shment
lOutâse

200.0 4.3
42a 3

D272!

lPost Refurb Mini

lou,r*"Unít 2
212 01 668

)2722-PD Un¡t 2 lPl¿nned Derâte 2.5 0.1 54

DNRUS

lRefurbishment

lou,ro*Uil¡t 3
365.0 7A

7At6
D2142-VD Un¡t 4 lPlanned oerâte 2S 01 54

ù2147 Un¡t 4
IPHT 

Pump Motor
lOutâse

20.o 04
42,4

62L,2 lf,3 1,330.2

Total 2021 1-1&.O 20.3 2.031.5

2021
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

l2
13

t4

15

t6

t7

18

t9

20

2l
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

a OPG has retained the 0.5 TWh allowance for major unforeseen events approved by

the OEB2 in EB-2010-0008 and has included this allowance in its production forecast.

3.0 NUGLEAR PRODUCTION PLANNING PROCESS

3.1 Methodology

Nuclear facilities are designed as base load generators. OPG's annual nuclear production

forecast is equal to the sum of the nuclear generating units' capacity multiplied by the

number of hours in a year, less the number of hours for planned outages, forced production

losses (i.e., unplanned outages and unplanned derates, as these terms are defined in

Attachment 1) and corrections for sources of Generation losses (i.e., lake temperature, grid

losses, consumption (station service) as defined in Attachment 1).

OPG's nuclear planning process has not changed since EB-2010-0008 and is focused on

establishing annual planned outage schedules and on calculating variances to planned

generation due to forced production losses. Outage durations are determined based on the

scope of work defined for each outage while considering recent benchmarking efforts and the

nuclear commitment to continuous improvement. The objective is to establish a realistic and

accurate annual nuclear production forecast based on the Nuclear Generation and Outage

Plan, with the following deliverables:

. A planned outage schedule for all stations that includes unit outage start dates, end

dates, and durations, as well as a summary of major elements comprising the scope

of work that will be executed during each outage.

. Operational reliability targets such as unit capability factor and the level of forced

production losses represented by the forced loss rate ('FLR").

. Generation forecasts in terawatt-hours ('TWh") for individual nuclear units and an

aggregated forecast for each station.

I

2 gg-zOt o-0008 Decision with Reasons, p. 39
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1 objective is to establish a realistic and accurate annual nuclear production forecast based on

2 the Nuclear Generation and outage Plan2, with the following deliverables:

3 o A planned outage schedule for all stations that includes unit outage start dates, end

4 dates, and durations, as well as a summary of major elements comprísing the scope

5 of work that will be executed during each outage.

$ e Operational reliability targets such as Unit Capability Factor ("UCF") and the level of

7 forced production losses aligned with the FLR.

$ o Generation forecasts (in TWh) for individual nuclear units and an aggregated forecast

9 for each station.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

The Nuclear Generation and Outage Plan is approved as part of the OPG business planning

process. As discussed in Ex. F2-4-1, outage resource requirements and cost estimates for

the outage OM&A budget are also tied to the Nuclear Generation and Outage Plan.

3.1.1 Planned Outaqe Schedule

OPG's planned outage schedule identifies the number of days required for inspections and

maintenance activities to ensure continued safe, leliable arrcl long{erm operation. The

planned outage scheduled is prepared in accordance with OPG's aging and life cycle

management programs and in compliance with OPG's nuclear operating licenses issued by

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission ("CNSC').

Planned outages are complex, involving many OPG divisions and individuals working

together. Outages require focus, expertise, high levels of coordination and a level of detail

that exceeds that of major construction projects (due to regulatory complexity and constraints

in work execution). The planned outage schedule also incorporates "lessons learned" from

recent OPG outages and operating experience outside of OPG.

Planned outages consist of a combination of "routine" inspection and maintenance activities

and "non-routine" activities specific to a pafticular outage. Examples of routine activities are

2 The Nuclear Generation and Outage Plan summarizes OPG nuclear generation and outage targets and is an
input to the overall OPG Business Plan
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1 preventive maintenance, feeder inspections and water lancing of steam generators. Non-

2 routine activities include corrective and deficient maintenance, and replacements or

3 modifications to the equipment or plant configuration that can only be done when the unit is

4 shut down. The majority of work in an outage typically is routine preventive maintenance and

5 inspection activities, while the remaining work is non-routine breakdown maintenance and

6 modifications.

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Planned outages must be submitted to and be "time-stamped" by the IESO. ln most cases,

OPG submits its nuclear outage schedule early in order to secure an early time-stamp date;

this date determines the outage advanced approval priority in the IESO's outage queue. ln

addition to an advance approval process, all outages in the queue are subject to final

approval by the IESO, which can deny this approval at any time up to the start of the outage.

For the test period, there are single unit planned outages for routine maintenance at

Darlington each year from 2016 lo 2021. ln addition, the first outage for the Darlington

Refurbishment Program will commence in October 2016 with Unit 2 being taken out of

service. Unit 2 is scheduled to return to service in2020. Unit 3 refurbishment is scheduled to

begin in 2O2O and Unit 1 refurbishment is scheduled to begin in 2021.There are two short

post-refurbishment mini "warranty" outages scheduled for Unit 2 in 2020 and 2021 as

described in section 2.0 above.

The six Pickering units are on a two year planned outage cycle for routine maintenance,

meaning that three units are subject to planned outages each year. Therefore Pickering will

be subject to three planned outages per year in the 2016 to 2020 period. ln addition there is

one mid-cycle planned outage ("mid cycle" meaning mid-way through the two year planned

outage cycle for Pickering as discussed above) for Pickering Unit 1, or Unit 4 every year in

the test period, to allow for additional preventive maintenance which will lessen the risk of

forced outages on those units.
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Page 55 of I 01Observations - Rolling Average Unit CapabiliÇ Factor (CANDU)

2013 (Rolling Average)

o Pickering performed below the median at both the plant and unit level.
. Pickering's gap to best quartile performance in Unit Capability Factor (UCF) was

16.26% for the rolling average period ending in20l3.
o Darlington performed above the industry median at the plant level (90.44 vs. 89.05).

Overall Darlington's capacity factor dropped from 92.01 to 90.44 in20l3 however the
industry modian also dropped from 92.08 to 89.05.

¡ Darlington Unit 3 continued in the best quartile for the unit level comparison.

e Darlington's gap to best quartile performance in UCF was L6%o for the rolling
average period ending in20l3.

Trend

o 2013 was the best perf'orming year (over the review period) for Pickering, and was
slightly better than 20 12 performance.

¡ Pickering's largest improvements came from Unit 4 and Unit 5. However, Unit I
declined in 2013 compared to 2012.

o lndustr.v median and top quartile declined slightly in 2013 eompared witl 20L2,
resulting in a narrower gap between Pickering and top quartile.

o Darlington's UCF has been trending up in the past several years prior to 2013.
Darlington's UCF dropped in20l3 from 92.01 to 90.44.

Factors Contributing to Performance

Equipment reliability, human perf'ormance and vendor quality issues have contributed
to the gap between Pickering performance and industry median.

l)arlingfon ancl more so Pickering observecl a higher number of planned outage days.
The higher number of planned outage days contributes to a lower UCF compared to
CANDU industry peers.

Forced outages and forced extensions to planned outages have also negatively
impacted the Capability Factor at Pickering and Darlington.
Pickering has planned short mid-cycle outagcs to complete critical maintenance
activities to improve the reliability of the plant. The mid-cycle outages allow for
further backlog reduction and reliability improvements, with the intent to improve
overall unit and station performance in the long term.

a

a

a

a

-53-
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observations - Rolling Average unit capability Factor (CANDID (CONT'D)

a Pickering is executing an extensive list of high-priority work orders between 2012

aîd 2Ol4 to improve reliability, and reduce operator burdens. To date over 2000

work orders have been executed of the planned 3000.

Pickering has teams focused on reducing corrective and deficient work backlogs, and

is focusing on preventing the inflow of emergent work through proactive equipment

replacement, or minor modifications to improve design.

Darlington planned outage days have been decreasing due to outage initiatives to
reduce planned outage duration.

Darlington had extensions to the two planned outages in20l3 as well as having five
forced outages.

Darlington is completing work that will improve plant reliability through system

health reporting. lncluded in the Plant Reliability List are work orders to improve

system health and work that is identified as 'operations critical work'.

Through system health reporting, Darlington is implementing actions to reduce the

incoming rate of critical corrective and defrcient work orders. This is an effort to
improve plant reliability as well as allow maintenance to complete preventative

maintenance.

O

a

a

a

a

-54-
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Board Staff lnterroqatorv #83

lssue Number: 5.1
lssue: ls the proposed nuclear production forecast appropriate?

lnterrogatorv

Reference:
Ref: E2-1-1, paqe 4
OPG has stated that it expects Pickering's annual FLR to stabilize at 5% from 2016 through
2021. This was attributed to equipment reliability and fuel handling improvement initiatives.

a) Generally, what factors are considered in the assessment when forecasting the FLR and
how is it calculated?

b) What are the specific factors, assumptions and experiences that have led to the
avna¡ta{ian ¡lan El O ^1 EO/ a.,^-tL^ ô^l^ ô^ô^ -^-:^l t. -rL- ñ:^r---:-- ---:a^s^Psvtcltlvll vl all I Lt\ Lrl \r/o \JvËl tllë ¿U lfJ-¿lJ¿lJ PellUU l(Jl tf lg flUKef lflg Ufllt5.

Response

a) Forced Loss Rate ("FLR") forecasts are developed by assessing a number of interlinked
factors. As discussed at Ex. E2-1-1, pp. 8-9, these include:

. An assessment of the FLR historicaltrending performance

An assessment of Equipment Reliability lndex and Plant System Health, looking at
historical trends and expected future equipment condition, including fuel handling
equipment reliability.

A review of maintenance backlogs, both historical trends and expected future
performance

An assessment of human performance, both historical trends and expected future
performance.

An assessment of capital and OM&A project investments, and the timing of specific
project availability for service.

. Any known improvements or plant material condition issues.

The determination of FLR is described atEx. E2-1-1 Attachment 1, p. 1.

b) The forecast of a 5% FLR for Pickering over the 2016 to 2020 period is based on the
following assumptions:

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Pickering has continued to make investments in programs to improve equipment

reliability and plant system health, including a multi-year trend of reducing backlogs.

This iniluded identifying and executing key reliability work orders over a multi-year
period. Corrective maintenance backlogs are at a multi-year low for the station.

pickering has made improvements and intends to continue to improve in the area of

human performance.

OPG continues to make capital investments in Pickering, with a focus specifically on

systems that have previously been associated with high production losses as well as

cómponents at end of life where there is increased risk of unforeseen failures. These

include fuel handling equipment reliability improvements and replacements of motors

and seals associated with the primary heat transport and shutdown cooling systems.

Capital investments are assessed from a value for money perspective based on their

cost versus their potential to reduce the risk of forced outages.

Chart 4 from Ex. E2-1-1, p. 9 that is reproduced below shows Pickering's FLR

averaged 8.5% over the period 2010 to 2015 due in particular to excellent
performance in 2015. A forecast of 5.0% for Pickering FLR is consistent with

Pickering's improving FLR trend.

Chart 4

Pickering Forced Loss Rate

26

FLR

Witness Panel: Nuclear Operations and Projects
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Response

a) As explained in Exx N1-1-1, page 14 (2nd bullet), the 2013 Unit 4 planned outage was
deferred from October 2013 to January,2014.lt was deferred because:

o Unit 4 outage activ¡ties were severeiy restricted due to the presence of a 350,000 Rem/h
radioactive hot spot in the Boiler Room. Removal of the hot spot required additional time
for the development of remote tooling that would not have been available in time for an
October outage start. The hot spot was removed event free in January of this year.

o There were key work activities during the outage for which critical parts would not be
available due to extended delivery times. The deferral of the outage allowed for a
sig n ificant i mprovement i n parts availability.

b) Each outage has unique requirements and scope to be completed during the planned
outage period. The Unit 4 outage that was moved from 2013 has a planned duration of 85.3
days whereas the Unit 1 outage that was displaced from the fall of 2014 to the spring of
2015 haS a planned dUfatiOn Of 78.-q darrc Tha naf affa¡l nf mnr¡in¡ {haca4rrra arrf¡nae ic on
additional 7 days of work in 2014.

c)
i)This practice was included in the 2013 - 2015 Business Plan as there was one mid-cycle

outage in 2013 and another in 2014. The additional mid-cycle outage in 2014 anã in
2015 were added to address preventative maintenance concerns to reduce future forced
outages, to achieve OPG's 2016 targeted rmprovement in FLR to 5.0%.

ii) No. However, OPG does not budget for forced outages.

iii) Planned outages are undertaken with the use of incremental resources whereas forced
outages are typically managed using existing base resources. lt is difficult to provide a
specific answer as the nature of the issue which necessitated the forced outage will
significantly influence the costs, specifically whether the issue can be corrected without
the need for an injection of incremental resources.

iv) Yes, the compensation package is based on total generation which is impacted by
forced loss rate and achieving planned outage schedule. Station management is also
compensated on achieving or bettering FLR and PO targets.

d) The increase in the allowance for planned outages was less (more aggressive) than
historical performance related to FEPO Days based on the business planning initiatives
(i.e., Fuel Handling Reliability Project) that are expected to ensure OPG planned outages
are completed on budget.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Business Planning, OM&4, Benchmarking
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Chart 2

OPG Nuclear Production Variance and Revenue lmpact
Chart 4; revised

OPG Nuclear Production Variances and Revenue lmpact

(1) All amounts are actual with exception that 20fl is OPG Budget production forecast

(2) 2010 is average of 2(þ8 and 2fiXl Board Approved; 2013 is average of 20tl and 2Ot2 Board Approved

(3) Board Approved rates of S52.98/Mwh 200&10 and S51.52/Mhw 2011-13less fuel

The test period production forecast takes into account the following:

. Darlington will execute a Vacuum Building Outage (VBO) in 2015 in which all 4 units

will be shutdown. The 2015 VBO eliminates a scheduled 4 unit shutdown Station

Containment Outage (SCO) in 2015.

. A mid-cycle planned outage of 20 days on Pickering Units 1 in 2014 to focus on

preventat¡ve maintenance and lessen the risk of future forced outages.

. An extended scope and duration for the planned outages at Pickering Units 5-8 as a

result of the Pickering Continued Operations initiative (see Ex F2-2-3) equivalent to

0.5 TWh.

. Pickering's forecast FLR for 2014 is 7.8 per cent and 5.5 per cent in 2015. Pickering's

FLR is trending lower (Pickering's actual FLR was 9.3 per cent in 2010, 11.6 per cent

in 2Oi1 and 7.0 per cent in 2012 as set out in Ex. E2-I-2, Table 1) reflecting

expectations of improved performance due to reliability improvements.

o Darlington's forced loss rate (FLR) is 1.3 per cent in 2014 and 1 .0 per cent in 2015.
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2015 - 3 Year Total Generating Costs per MWh
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*OPG plant values of 3-year rolling average TGC per MWh are shown below:

Table 5: Three.Year Total Geler,ating Cost per MWh Ranklngs

Note: Two operators have been removed due to acquisitions bythe other operators in the panel (reason for 14 ranked
operators in 2010 vs. L3 in 2015).
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$38.14 $39.07 $s956 $40.94 $41.00 $41.19 $41 70 $4s.84 $47.81 $48.16 $49'35

$86.60

$54.58

$44.38/lvt\^/h

$67.36/rUVUh

Darlington

Pickering

Unit 2015 3-Year TGC

9 7 4 t 1 L

4 4 5 4 4 2

L 2 2 6 5 3

3 1 L 2 2 4
2 3 3 3 3 5

10 8 7 7 6 6

NA NA NA LL 7 7

14 13 t4 74 72 8

5 5 6 5 8 9

II TL 11 9 9 L0

7 9 9 10 TL tt
Ontario Powe r Ge neration !2 L2 10 I 10 12

13 t4 13 13 13 13

8 10 T2 L2 NA NA

6 6 8 NA NA NA

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
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